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PREFACE 

The present report highlights the activities of the Economic Commission for Africa during 
the period 1994-1995, the second biennium of the 1992-1997 Medium-term Plan. The period was 
marked by consolidation of the transitions occurring in member States and deepening of the process 
of renewal and reform at ECA which itself, was an important element in responding to the changes 
taking place in the member States. A most significant and promising trend related to the economic 
performance of the region: regional output in the two years are estimated to have grown by over 2 
per cent (2.1 per cent in 1994 and 2.3 per cent in 1995). Compared with the performance of other 
developing regions and Africa's own population growth rate during the same period, the growth was 
modest indeed. Yet these were an improvement over the less than 1 per cent of the previous 
biennium. 

The relatively improved economic performance during 1994-1995 period, taken together with 
the deepening of economic reforms, the end of conflicts in several countries, and the renewed 
commitment to political liberalization - all hold out much hope and promise for Africa's development. 
Sustaining these positive trends must rank high on the priorities of the member States as well as in 
institutions like ECA, whose main role is to be a catalyst for progress in the region, both by assisting 
member States in their development and promoting international cooperation in support of regional 
development efforts. 

One particularly important area in which ECA's catalytic role was demonstrated pertained to 
assisting African countries prepare for the various international conferences held during the biennium. 
Thus, ECA organized African regional preparatory meetings to articulate African Common Positions 
for the World Summit for Social Development (1995), and the 4th World Conference on Women 
(1995). The vehicle of the ECA Conference of Ministers responsible for Economic and Social 
Development and Planning was also used to prepare an African Memorandum to the Global Mid
term Review of the implementation of the Programme of Action for the Least Developed Countries 
(1995). 

Just as a corporation striving to remain competitive in the marketplace has to innovate its 
products and processes, so must a regional institution keen on serving its member States better 
reinvent itself to be of high quality service. Hence, the single important reason for the reforms and 
renewal that have been embarked upon is to position ECA to remain an important contributor in the 
process of Africa's economic and social re-birth. The nature and scope of the current reforms at 
ECA, the highlights of which are given in the last chapter of this report, attest to the Commission's 
commitment to institutional renewal. 

By definition, the effort at reform of the Commission is a collective one, because many 
stakeholders are involved. It requires the support of the member States and goodwill of Africa's 
development partners. But it also requires the commitment of the staff of the Commission and 
executive leadership, which I pledge to give. Working together, I am sure that a renewed ECA can 
truly serve Africa better. 

Addis Ababa 
22 April 1996 

K.Y.AMOAKO 
Executive Secretary 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The biennial report of the Executive 
Sec"retary is a· v~~·icl'e ·for reporting on the 
activities of the' C'O'mmission as carried out by 
its main policy c>'r'gans, its subsidiary bodies and 
the s~cretpricit· i··n· ~ssisting member States to 
tackle;::._ tt1e ·,·.s~·O'ci·a·::economic development 

' ,_..I • II '~!- ]/' j' 

problems facing tne·m. The present report 
covers the·\.period' 'j1'994-1995,'' the second 
biehrl'ium of the 1992-1997 Medium-term Plan. 

'\I 

During the 1994-1995 biennium, the 
ComMission, operating within its broad mandate 
ot' ··,promoting the economic and · ·sa.cial 
~~velci~rtieuit of :th'e:Atrtcan' regioh~'fbd(J~e'Cfits 
~8tibn's ·~n'd' .. a'ctivitie~ ·around· tile· 'folfcilkt'in9~Rey 
a/~~s':: ~H\i:O:cating economic and so·C'iafp'oTi'cies; 
adldUii:lthi~{plans and strategies; streNgthening 
institutid'hs for development; and p'rov'iding 
technical assistance to member States and· their 
intergovernmental organizations (IGOs). 

The substantive work of the Commission 
was carried out under ri'ine subprog,r~_mmes, 
namely Developmerrt issues a"ird policies;·Trade, 
regional economic·:cdoperation and inte~faiion; 
Poverty alleviation through susfainable 
development; Developm·ent administratio'~ and 
management; Human resources and . social 
transformation;· ·Statistical and ·information 
systems development; Natural resources and 
energy development; and Women in develop
ment. · The 'issues of capacity building, gender 
and economic 90operation and integration were 
cross~cutt'in~ .themes that were treated across 
the subprdgra;mmes .. 

,,_.' .... :. 

'~'-"'In the area of development issues ·and 
polides, the work programme addressed broad 
macroeconomic policy 'isslies ·of concern to 
member States. Emphasis was also placed on 
research and analysis related to national 
mechanisms. for the review and appraisal of 
socio-economi'c conditions; the development of 
methodologies and techniques for enhanced 
national development planning. ·Particular 
attention was giv·en to the peculiar problems of 
the least developed countries o:.DCs) in Afri'ca. 
Activities in this area included the provision of 
assistance to member States to implement the 
prov1s1ons of the Paris Declaration and 
Programme of Action for the Least Developed 
Countries for the 1990s. 

With regard to trade, regional economic 
cooperation and ·integration in Afri'ca; the imple
mentation of the Tre'aty establishing the African 
Economic Community occupied a significant 
part of ECA' s activities during the period 1994-
1995. The issues addressed in this regard were 
the strengthening of the regional economic com
munities especially through institutional develop
ment and elaboration of programmes; promoting 
intra-African trade; strengthening institutional 
capacity for monetary and financial integration 
and the development of tourism. Attention was 
also paid to Africa's position in world trade. In 
this regard, the secretariat, inter alia, prep·ared 
a number of studies an analyses on the implica
tions on the Uruguay Round Agreement on the 
region's development. -t· .. 

The interrelated issues of food and agri
culture, population, the environment and human 
settlements were addressed under the subpro
gramme "Poverty alleviation through sustai·!'1able 
development". The thrust of Commissi'on's 
work in this area was to help advanc·e the 
understanding and management of the interrela
tionshi'ps among the issues on this nexus which· 
is at the heart of the poverty syndro.me in 
Africa. 

. ,. ' ... 

Activities in the area of development 
administration and management continued to 
focus on the articulation of policies and 
strategies to dynamize public sec.tor manage
ment, especially in its regulatory role and in the 
promotion of measures to enhance the effi~ 
ciency of the public service in the management 
of scarce development resources. The active 
involvement of a broad-section of civil socie.ty 
including the private sector, non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs) and other interest groups 
in the socio-economic development process was 
vigorously pursued through a mix of interven
tions 'to promote their participation. 

The thrust of the work programme in the 
area of human resources development and 
social transformation was on the promotion of 
human- and social-centred development policies 
and strategies in the region. Activities focused 
on the essentials of planning the development 
and utilization of human resources and social 
development; building and strengthening human 
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and institutional capacities; fostering popular 
participation and reinforcing the social dimen
sion of development. 

In the area of statistical and information 
systems development, emphasis was on the 

·n_eed to build national, subregional and regional 
capacities to generate and facilitate the flow 
and exchange of statistical data and information 
in support of sustainable development and 
regional integration. The programme addressed 
these concerns through activities which paid 
special attention to the human, institutional and 
infrastructural capacity required for the 
generation, processing and exchange of statis
tical data and information. :Support was pro
vided in th'e areas of training and other staff 
development opportunities; the introduction of 
technological innovations for enhancing the flow 
of information and communication; the estab
lishment of institutional frameworks and 
mechanisms and networks for accessing 
information. 

The development and management of 
Africa's natural resources and energy remains 
one of the major challenges facing the region. 
In addressing this challenge, the Commission 
assisted member States to formulate appropriate 
policies and programmes. Specifically, it under
took a number of operational activities, mainly 
through the organization of meetings at which, 
among other things, the following emerged: 
formulation of programmes of action calling for 
the development of capacities and capabilities 
by African countries for the development and 
utilization of mineral resources and energy so as 
to enhance their contribution to the socio
economic development of the region; recom
mendations aimed at enhancing cooperation 
.among governments and the private sec~or for 
the sustainable development and management 
of natural resources and energy as an important 
basis for boosting value added in processing and 
for industrial development generally. 

Activities in the area of infrastructural 
and structural transformation were particularly 

directed at the implementation of the two major 
decade programmes in Africa, namely the 
second United Nation~ Transport and Com
munications Decade in Africa (UNT ACDA II) and 
the second Industrial. Development Decade for 
Africa (IDDA II) as well as the application of 
science and technology for the de,velopment of 
sustainable industrial capacities and efficient 
transport and communication systems. 

ECA' s work in the area of worn' en in 
development was wide-ranging and cata'l-~tic, 
adding to the many initiative~ for the creation of 
an enabling environment for the e6hancemen,t of 
women's participation and contribution to the 
region's development. The secretariat provide.d 
an important leadership role in Africa's parti
cipation in the fourth World Conference on 
Women. 

Advisory services to complement work in 
all the above areas were provided to countries 
and IGOs through the secretariat's regular 
programme of technical cooperation. Short
term advisory services were provided to 
member States and their IGOs on request by the 
ECA Multidisciplinary Regional Advisory. Group 
(ECA-MRAG) on. a wide range of issues anc;t 
policies. 

ECA continued to cooperate with several 
development partners, including multilateral and 
bilateral agencies, other United Nations pro
grammes, as well as NGOs in the furtherance of 
Africa's development. Cooperative relationship_s 
provided the secretariat with the flexibility 
needed to address the broad spectrum of issues 
that faced African member States in the 
biennium under review. 

A major exercise of reform and renewal 
has been initiated at the Commission to enable. 
it to serve Africa better. The reforms cover 
policy orientatio.n, programme focus, organiza
tional structure and management practices. 
They are guided by the principles of excellence, 
cost-effectiveness and effective partnerships. 
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· ·1. OVERVIEW OF ECONOMIC:AND SOCIAl! -DEVELOPMENT IN' AFRICA· 

A. Overview of Africa's development in-
the first half of the 1990s ;,·._, 

Africa's development in the first half ofithis 
decade has been dominated by·multiple· transi
tions which, in some colintri'es, often have run 
concurrently: from wa'r to' p'e'ace, from one
party rule to multi-party governance, frorh 
apartheid to non-racial dem·ocracy, from 
command economies dominated by govern
me·nts and sheltered from imports to free 
ma'rkets, private enterprise 'and more liberal 
trade.'·· 

· In ;:i'' few countries, the transition was 
unfortunately in the wrong direction: from rela
tive peace and stability to intensified civil war 
and even brutal genocide. As many as 20 
million Africans were int~rnal_ly displ.aced within 
their countries or forced to seek reti.Jge in other 
countries, fleeing conflict flashpoints. But, on 
the bright side, the transition to peacE:~ has been 
consolidated in several other countries. The 
great majority of African COL!ntries, howev_er, 
hav·e remained stable and largely at ,peace - a 
less dra'ma'tic reality that is usually over
shadowed by the more enthralling headlines 
generated by conflict situations. That the 
majority of CO!Jntri~.s remain ·at peace is a 
remarkable achieyem'ent in itself, in vjew of the 
mounting challenges that they have been facing. 

To cope with these challenges, practically 
every African country that is not convulsed with 
conflicts has embarked on on~ . transitional 
reform process or another. A number of coun
tries have replaced one-party rule with multi
party governance. No less than 30 interna
tionally observed elections have been organized 
in African countries in recent years. ·The first 
non-racial democratic election in the history of 
South Africa, in 1994, ushered in that country's 
first non-racial government'- the Government of 
Natio~~}.:.Uijlity,, to' guide the .country tf,rough t~e 
transitional :PeJi?<;l to ,the, ye~r 1999. Ariq 
almost all countri,es-yvith an effective govern
ment have embarked upori 'fundamental m'acro
economic and sectora'l r·eforms to boost 
eCOflOrnic performance on a SUStainable basis. 

''\ ' ' I 

f, 

Economic reforms to stabilize, restructure 
and transform African economies to make them 
more efficient and competitive have had 
attendant social costs. To cite one example, 
public sector restructuring has inevitably 
involved massive redundancies, though the pain 
has been ameliorated by retrenchment packages 
of· benefits (e.g., severance pay, re-training 
opportunities, p'ension payments, subsidized 
credit' lines for those able to go into self
employment, etc.). Another example is the loss 
of jobs that has been caused by the surge of 
imports due to more libe-ral trade policies, in the 
early years before African enterprises restruc
ture themselves and learn to cope with stiff 
external competition. 

The majority of African countries have been 
placed on a sounder macroeconomic footing 
than they have been in three decades. 
Countries are now in a better position to 
compete in international markets. The political 
climate is more hospitable and the economic 
policy environment is more conducive than at 

, any time prior to the launching of reforms. 
·African countries have began to attain the 
. fundamental conditio.ns needed to attract 
. increased domest'ic a~d foreign savings and 
investments to underw'rite a sustained economic 
recovery and acc~lerated · growth. · On the 

:who lei it is not an exaggeration to say that 
Africa is poised to take off economically and 

'resume sustained social development. 

B. The economic and social situation 
in 19'9'4-1995 

Africa's economic and social situation over 
the 1994-1995 bienn,ium was a rather mixed 
picture. Encouraging-news and sources of hope 
were 'intermingled 'with persistin'g trouble sp·ots 
and problematic issues which will continue to 
demand policy'makers' close att·a·ntio'n for yea.rs 
to come. ·Fuller details of eco~omic develop
ments over this period ll)ay be found in the ECA 
_documents Survey of Economic and Social 
Co'nditions in Africa, 1994-1995 and the 
Economic Report on 'Africa published respec-. 
tively in 1995 and 1996. 
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:On a provisional basis;. ECA estimates that 
continental African economic output, measured 
at constant 1990 prices (in US dollars) grew by 
2.2 per cent in 1995 and 1 .6 per cent in 1994. 
Economic performance over the biennium 
showed a slight improvement over the preceding 
i 992-1993 biennium .. Thus, on a continent
wide basis, per capita output shrank by 0. 7 per 
cent in 1995, after declining by 1 .3 per cent in 
1994. Over the first half of the decade, from 
1990 to 1995, it is estimated that African per 
capita GOP declined at an average annual rate 

.< of 2 per cent. On a more positive note, how
ever, a comparison ,of the five-year average and 
that of the last biennium indicates that a turn
around in economi.c growth is under way across 

:.the continent, even though economic growth 
remains vulnerable to climatic and external 
market conditions that are beyond Africa's 

. control,. and even though it is still well below 
the rate of population growth. 

Yet another promising indicator that African 
economies may have embarked on recovery is 
provid~'d hy a country-by-country breakdown of 
economic performance across the continent 
(table 1 .1 ). The number of economtes which 
recm<;ied shrinking output has declined steadily 
over tl:l~ 1990s to just three in 1995. The 
number of countries with economic growth 
rates exceeding population growth rates has 
shown an upward trend since 1992, reaching 
26 in 1995. Similarly, the number of countries 

. matching or exceeding the 6 per cent economic 
growth rate, which is recommended as a target 
in the United Nations New Agenda for the 
Development of Africa in the 1990s (UN
NADAF), has been increasing in the four years 
up to 1995. 

Table 1.1. Frequency distribution of African countries 
according to percentage growth rate of GDP. 1990-1995 

Growth rate % p.a. 19901 1991 1 19921 19931 1994 19952 

Negative 16 14 19 16 15 3 
0.0- 2.9 13 13 16 16 14 24 
3.0- 5.9 ·• 16 15 14 14 19. 19 
6.0- 7.9 5 5 3 3" 1 1 

" 

over 8.0 2 5 0 3 4 0 

Total number·of 52 52 52 52 53 53 
countries 

2 
No separate figures available for the State of Eritrea until 1994. 
Preliminary estimates. 

These positive trends are a tribute to the 
efforts of the great majority of African countries 
over the last decade to reform their economies 
and put them on a more sound footing. On the 
other hand, the continuing rather anaemic 
growth rate in the countries which together 
contribute the bulk of African economic output 
and are home· to a majority of the continent's 
population, in spite of the cumulative reform 
effort, indicates that there are persisting 
problems which must be addressed in order to 

unleash African economies in the remaining few 
years of this decade. 

African countries can be grouped roughly 
into three broad categories: In one category are 
countries held back by either continuing con
flicts or unresolved social and political tensions 
which make it, impossible to mobilize external or 
domestic resources to earnestly get rehabilita
tion and reconstruction under way. A second 
category of countries have not embraced 
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economic and social reforms with sufficient 
conviction and commitment. Some, indeed, 
have flip-flopped on key planks of their reform 
programmes, resulting in a squandering of the 
social costs earlier incurred in introducing these 
reforms, withou.t any gains whatsoever from the 
reversal of policy, exc'ept a worsening of the 
macroeconomic situation. In all such cases, the 
effect has been to entrench skepticism in the 
calculations and expectations of domestic and 
external economic agents - which has blunted 
their response to policy signals. The third cate
gory is made up of countries which are ardent 
about reforms, are bold and innovative in formu
lating policies to address economic and social 
problems and understand the importance of 
macroeconomic stability as a precondition for 
sustained growth. Of the three categories, 
·invariably, it is countries in the last group which 
have exhibited consistent improvement in 
economic performance. 

On the whole, African economies -;even 
those in the category of committed reformers -
have continued to be held back by structural 
weaknesses that have yet to be tackled ade
quately. Underpinning all structural weaknesses 
has been the inadequacy of capacities in all 
critical areas of human resources, institutions, 
physical infrastructures and financial mobiliza
tion. 

African financial intermediation remains 
largely confined to the largest cities, excluding 
the bulk of Africa's economic agents - small
scale agro-producers, artisans, micro
entrepreneurs and women. Consequently, the 
domestic savings and investment rates remain 
well below 20 per cent. This is too low to 
sustain robust economic growth. 

The mixed picture that Africa's economic 
and social performance presents is rich with 
lessons for the years ahead. Efforts must be 
redoubled to get the countries mired in conflict 
and socio-political stalemate onto the path to 
reconciliation, peace and stability. There can be 
no development without peace. The countries 
that are inconsistent with their reform agendas 
need to learn from the examples of those which 
are committed and serious about finding and 
implementing reform solutions to their problems. 
All African countries must focus anew on the 

building, retention, and effective utilization of 
critical capacities - human, institutional, infra
structural and financial mobilization. And coun
tries must break down the barriers that separate 
their economies and impede trade, enterprise 
and finance. These elements taken together are 
the pre-conditions for boosting African coun
tries' competitiveness in the global economy of 
the next century. 

C. Prospects 

The challenges that African countries will 
continue to face in the medium term can be 
reduced to four major issues: to accelerate and 
broaden economic growth; to achieve a sustain
able balance in the population-food-environment 
nexus; to achieve good governance and put an 
end to· conflicts; and to cope with globalization 
and attain international competitiveness. 

The first challenge is a consequence of 
wide-scale structural weaknesses which require 
comprehensive reforms, innovative and prag
matic policies that have sufficient flexibility, 
generous support from external partners, 
patience and long-term commitment. The last 
two elements are important because the weak
nesses that hobble Africa and prevent it from 
accelerating its economic growth and develop
ment cannot be tackled overnight- not even in 
the space of a few years. To reduce the inci
dence and severity of poverty in Africa, 
sustained and broad-based robust growth is 
needed. 

The second challenge is a compound result 
of the rapid population growth rate; antiquated, 
inefficient and even destructive production tech
niques and a fragile ecosystem. Work must be 
done on each of the three fronts of the nexus to 
restore equilibrium. 

The third challenge arises from the paradox 
that setting the people free and empowering 
them over government is congruent with build
ing peace and stability based on equity and self
determination. 

The fourth challenge is a consequence of 
the information and transportation revolutions 
that are making national borders increasingly 
meaningless in economic terms. 
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In facing these challenges, African countries 
will continue to be handicapped by scarce finan
cial resources, climatic uncertainties and factors 
beyond their control - such as world market 
developments which determine prices of com
modities, imported goods, services and interest 
rates. The- concessions to LDCs under the 
Uruguay Round notwithstanding, A,f~i~~n,''coun
tries will have to engineer their a9q~~erated 
growth under conditions remarkably unlike those 
under which the mature market economies and 
the newly industrializing countries (NICs) of Asia 
and Latin America attained their transformation. 
While these economies all engineered their 
growth behind protectionist walls, the impli
cations of the Uruguay Round Agreement are 
that Africa will have to achieve growth and 
transformation within conditions of liberal global 
trade and financial flows. How can this be 
done? This is a· formidable policy challenge, 
indeed. 

. At tt)e $ame time, unless the creditors show 
mucp rrnor~ generosity and find a solution to 
Afriq(s t)eavy externc:tl debt that frees countries 
from .l;l.urde.n.s of dist~r1t miscalculations, it will 
cont!J7tl!e to siphon,a"'(_ay badly needed financial 
resourc.es which countries could have put 

. ' '' ... ~ • "' I 1 I 

towards.es$entia.J_ CpP,acity building. 

Within the context of these challenges and 
constraints, prospects for economic and social 

r_,. 

!,;' .. 

'·' 
: ' ~-. f 

!,•'' 

., 

performance to the year 2000 are, obviously, 
'tv • 

heav.i)y conditional. Under these constraints, 
the r.e,gional economic growth rate could reach 
4-5 per cent per annum by the year 2000. This 
is assuming that: 

(a) Avera.~·e weather conditions prevail 
across the- continent; 

(b) The thrust. of economic and_ social 
·tt:,"i J; <.. 

reforms embarked upon in the last aei::';:ide __ con-
0 ,,.,J·' ':"1'!:•. 

tmues; 
l ' • •. i ~ . 

(c) The world economic. growth_ 'rate is 
maintained at 3-4 per cent observed sin~e' 1992 
while keeping world-market inflation . and 
interest rates stable; 

(d) The domestic investment· rate is 
boosted to~20-25 per cent of GDP, financed by 
increased domestic savings, . foreign direct 
investment and portfolio flows more than 
sufficient,, .to -compensate for reductions in 
official development assistance- (ODA) transfers; 
and 

(e) , Countries organize their development 
processes within the paradigms of building and 
utilizing capacities and regional integration. 
Failure in any of these con_ditions would almost 
certainly keep economic growth at rates· not 
much above those observed in recent years. 
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II. PROGRA(\IIME DEVELOPMENTS, 1994-.1995: 

The thrust of the programme of ECA in the 
199:4~1995 biennium continued to. be around 
measures required to put the African economy 
back on the path of sustained recovery acce
lerated development, dynamic and world compe
titive. It continued to articulate plans and 
strategies, advocate economic and social 
policies and undertook a number of .operational 
activities; mainly through convening of ad hoc 
expert group meetings, provision of advisory 
services and various forms of training. 

The Commission embarked on-a. major initia
tive on building and utilizing critical capacities in 
Africa during the biennium. The twenty-ninth 
and thirtieth sessions of the Commission respec
tively reviewed the preliminary and progress 
reports on the Framework Agenda for building 
and utilizing critical ·capacities in Africa. The 
Framework Agenda is intended to serve as a 
reference of strategies for building and utili~i-ng 
cHtical c·apacities in Africa. It defines critical 
capacities· as encompassing the ·human;·in~ti.tu-

~ ~ . ' .. .• r ~-

,_ 

_ This subpro.gramm_e continued to focus on 
such pertinent q1,1,estiqns _(Js:. What must Africa 
do to c:mest and reverse its undesirable socio
ecor'!omic situ_ation?. W~at _are the priorities for 
a:etion, .to put Africa on the path of sustained 
recovery, accelerated growth and sustainable 
development <.'IS it enters the twenty-first 
century? What ·are the required resources and 
where will they come from? and What are the 
lessons of experience from other regions and 
the world? 

Answers to these questions cut across the 
work of all the subprogrammes, but in particular 
guided the Commission's analytical and research 
work, especially in the area of macroeconomic 
issues· and . managemen.t, debt and financial 
ma·nager:nen.t issues, as well as planning for 
development and the use of economic 
modelling. Specific . issues relating to the 
developl)1ent of LDCs were also addressed in 
this subprogramme. 

tional and infrastructural dimensions. It -pro
poses policy measures and actions that African 
Governments and their development partners 
should adopt to reinforce capacity building in 
the following~ 1 0 pri~rity areas: capacity for 
good governance;- policy· analytic. and_ develop
ment management capacity; human capacities 
development; entrepreneurial capacity -in the 
private sector; building and maintaining physical 
infrastructure; strengthening-capacities for- food 
security and self-sufficiency; capacities to: 
exploit natural resources and diversify. into 
processing and ·manufacturiAg; capacities to 
manage the African environment and ecological· 
resources for sustainable development; capa
cities to harness science and technology for 
accelerated growth and· .sl:Jstainable develop
ment; and capacities for financial ·resources 
mobilization. 

The .following a:re the hi·ghlight-s of. activities 
undertaken in the various subprogrammes 
around which the work of the CommissiGm was 
organized in the period under review: 

''' 

A.· Research for macroeconomic policy . ::: 
analysis and development . c · 

't•; 

Research in the area of macroeconomic 
policy and management aimed at improving 
national mechanisms for the review and 
appraisal of socio-economic condi!ions -and 
appraisal of development policies and pro
grammes including strengthening. planning 
machineries, methodology and techniques 
through developing appropriate analytical tools. 
of data analysis and projections. 

Major. a_ctivities .in this area included the · 
publication. of the Survey of . Economic and· 
Social Conditions !n ·Africa, 1994-1995, in 
which a.n analysis of.r;ecent trends and develop
ments in the variou.s sectors of the Africa . 
economies, th_e main problems and policies 
behind these trends and their implications for 
growth and development were made. Studies 
were also undertaken on various topics. These. 
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studies revealed that the~economic perfor.mance• · (a) Analysis of real social and technical 
of Africa on the whole remained disturbing, systems; 
nptwithstanding the f~w encouraging signs of 
modest _r_eco~ery for-.. a sig11ificant number ot 
African-.eountri~s- _ .. 

B. · Confronting the interrelated issues of 
debt and development financing 

For AfricaLth~- intetrelated iss4es of debt 
and d~yelopmen~. fi_~~-nce cqn_stituted major 
obstacles to its ,d,evelopment e.ffprts. As such, 
the Com.mission de.voted considerable effort to 
reviewin,g_ the debt and development finance 
situati.on of the region. Activities included the 
organization. of a high-level discussion forum on 
the "Pro~lem_a~ic of finC1DG:,i!1g :clevelopm~nt in 
Afric,a "'.' · The. forum . exami11ed the daunting 

~ • I ' I 

cha_l,l~nges facing Africa in mobilizing adequate 
reso .. LJrces needed to support development,and 
improve the living standards of the majority,-of 
the African population. A major report entitled 
"Review of techniques f9r q~pt,,reduction and 
conveq;,ipn and their.application t<;> Africa" was 
al~o published by the secretariat .. :. . 

The main activities undertaken in the area 
of development financing during this period 
included preparation of a number of documents 
among which were "PromotiOr;).' of capifal 
markets in Africa in the context of enhancing 
domestic and external resource mobilization for 
development" and "Impact of exter:Qal shocks 
on African monetary zones and st~_ategies for 
mitigating them". 

.. , 
C. Development planning 

. . ~ . 
. ,. (a) Planning for food self-sufficiency 

·.) .. ! 

_... Special emphasis was .pl_~f~d -on the food 
s~b.~~~tor.- The worsenin~·:RHJ;l.e food situation 
and .. declining agricui~,Y{~,1, rJ~ftqm~'-' . must be 
curbed througt? .. _,~.ew.9firi~F~, <:~n~-, rigorous 
planning. In this regard, a study was prepared 
on· "~H~·H!~iF ~.l.anning in th_e ,fo~~.J~ubsector". 
The SJM'itYn:Y_fl_perlined th~ f:l~~d'i,..for. member 
States·:tp1 -~cl.R.P~ apprqpri~te poi.!Ri~.s . .Jor ma_in
taining~d~fHJ,a_~i ,_evehH>J.Jppd -se.~1';!Ji,ty throug~, 
enhancern~n~,pff.>. fopd __ prp,du~t;ion~!r~istribution.: 
marketi~g , ~~.net-. ~tor~ge , in : the. cont~,xt, . .1-Q~: 
increased regional cooperC~tion .in foo_d .. Jhe 
study proposed an agri~ultural_planning process 
consisting of five stages: 

· (b) Determination of. ~echnically possible 
systems; 

.c) ·Determination of . popularizable and 
practical systems; 

(d) Determinationthrough participatorv~rd 
practicable systems; \',. ._,., 

(e) Assessment .. 

(b) . Economic modelling 

Economic modelling and the use of 
economic models as input into policy analysi·s in 
Africa are generally not fully utilized. However, 
a study undertaken by ECA. r,evealed that the 
formulation and imple~entatlon of models are 
gaining momentum as an important stage in the 
progress towaros. irnprov.ed f:!Conomic: ma~ag~: 
ment. As a follow-up to: this stu_dy, ECA 
engaged in a number .of activiti~s imiolving the 
building of indicative planning models ainiei:f at 
helping countries in formulating economic 
strategies and policies within coherent and 
consistent national development plans by indi
cating the poli·cy jmplications under various 
alternative development scenarios. 

-Seychelles, among other countries, received 
ECA' s assistance in the deveJ;o.pment of short
term macroeconomic modets. The Seychelles 
exercise was mainly designed to serve as an 
early-wa~-ing system that would- enable the 
introduc.t!t-. •. of short-ter,m adjustment measures 
to cope with the implications of sudden changes 
in ·tt;~e domestic and external spheres. 

I r •· 

D. Policies in favour of-African least 
developed countries (LDCsl · 

, ,·, J!le~,n_ymber of LDCs in Africa stands at 33 
aod.n~present.s a major challenge for the region. 
Th;e J;,~ommif?sion -.undertook a. number of acti
~i.ties in th.e con~ext of the implementation of 
tbe· P,rogramfl)e ,of. Action• for the LDCs. In this: 
regarq, ,a r.eyiew on the performance of ·LDCs 
was carr.ied out as part of the Mid-term Global 
Review of tr!=llmplementation of the Programme 
of Action. The review indicated that, in general,. 
the socio-economic performance of Africa's, 
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LDCs continued to ~e sluggish, due to domestic 
and external factors. The domestic factors 
were mainly attributed to adverse climatic 
conditions, civil wars, a poor production and 
co~sumption base in ·a n,umber of LDCs, as well 
as growi,ng debt burden. These findings were 
wese.nted in a doc.ument on tb,e. review of pro
gress ac:;h_ieved by the AfricanLOCs in the imple
mentation 'of the Paris Declaration and Pro
gramme. of Action for the L~ast Developed 
Countries for the 1990s. The docum·ent 
ge.nerated a Special Memorandum on the Mid
term Global Review which was adopted by the 
twenty-fir~t.meeting of the ECA Conference of 
Ministers responsible for E,conomic and So.cial 
Developnjent and Planning in May 1995. 

'•, 

A study was also undertaken ~OJ<f"t)onalize 
the flow,s of foreign direct investment (FDI) to 

the least privileged .countrie!? of .Africa. This 
study e?<plored the pqssibilitie~ of increasing 
resource flows througb appropriate measures 
relating to· inc~ntive structures, including 
attractive tax in.centives, appropr.i~te· economic 
reforms aiming ·at ·er;1hanging the role of· the 
private sector, .developing infrastructure and 
financial ' institutio"ns and a ' stabie macro-

' ' 

economi,c and polit'ical environment. 

' . . . ' 

Another st.udy focused on the evaluation of 
performance of specialized credit institu~ions in 
African LDCs. This study 'was carried out, with 
a view to strengthening the' cont,ribution of farm 
credit institutions to agricultural productivity. 
The study su_ggeste~ a nunibe,r_ o(policy recom
mendations to imprQve the, .!n.stitutional credit 
systems in favo_ur ofthe sm~~J holder. 

TRADE, REGIONAL ECONOMIC COOPERATION 
AND· I"'TEGRA TION 

With the coming into force of the Ab.uja 
Treaty establishing the African Economic Com
munity, considerable emphasis is qeing given to 
the strengthening of subregional' and reg'iohal 
communities as vehicles for enhancing c9op!3ra
tion. Furthe·rmore, there is the ·need tci' define 
the substantive areas for promoting coqperatiof! 
and to prepare most African countries to under~ 
stand and fully engage themselves in coopera
tive. 'activiti~s. _Memher St;3tes' a,ctive Involve
ment in regional c6.op'eration require building 
internal' competitive~ess i'n. areas such as trade 
and investment. · 
''"\'' 

It w·as against this· background that the 
thrust of the Commission's work during the 
biennium 1994-1995 centred on the impiE;J
ment'atio.n of the Abuja Treaty establishing the 
African Economic Community. Activities in the 
area of 'trade; regio'nal economic poope~ation 
and integration focu_sed on: · · .:.· · 

(a) Strengthening regional economic 
communit,ies. both at the institutional and 
sectoral levels with. emphasis on the rationaliza-. 
tion, harmonization and coordination of, their 
activities; 

I. 

(b) Revitalizin'g ·. African ' d~m·estic and 
external trade; 

'.• 

(c) Strength'ening intra-African trade; 

(d) $trengthening institutional capacity to 
ac~elera{e ~h~ process O.f f!lOn.etary and financ;:ial 
irit_egratio'n; and . .· .. ··.,) · · . · 

< • I 

· ·(e)· Tourism and Atric~·is ;de'velopment. 
• l· H H 't.' ·, ; 0 ':.• ' \ ~l j 

(a) S~ren·gtheriing' regional e·canoml·c· com:.. 
·" munities · · · ' · · · " .. , 

) . .... ... ~ 

8egional .. ~conomi.c yo,mmuni.~i!;!s ),JtE:)· the 
buildih~i bloq$ for the ,proc'ess of. regional inte,, 
griiltjon. Thi~ c~lls for the irr~ngthening of the. 
ca_p<ic;:liies of the existing subregional economic 
CQIT]munitles, such as l:cor:wmic Community of 
West.Af~ican St'ates· (E.COWAS.), the E<;:pnqmic 
Community of Centra'r'Afri~an States (ECCASl; 
the Southern Afric~ bevelopmeot 'corn~~riitv'. 
(SADCl and the Ara.b Maghre'b' Union (AIVIUl. 

' :. .., ·. 

I~ r'~sponse to these ne~d;, l~CA~prepared a 
docl)me~t entitl.ed "Policy, ,co~v.erg~-~ce .· foi 
regional ec~no'mic cooperati~ri-~a-nd integration: 

' i'. . ' . . 
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<:' Implementation· ot' the _.Treaty establishing the 
,. African Economic Community" for the consi

deration of the Conference of Ministers 
responsible for Economic and Social Develop

.. · ment and Planning. The· suggestions for con
vergence were based on a four-prong~d inte-

··· grated approach encompassing infrastructures, 
production, trade liberalization· and policy 
orientation. It also stressed the ·need for 
sectoral harmonization and convergence in 

· · various fields, such as trade liberalization; free 
. movement of· goods and persons; money, 
: finance and payments; food and agriculture; 
:·industry, science and · technology, energy, 

·.,;natural resources and environment; environ
mental-control of toxic wastes; transport and 
communications; tourism; and human resources, 
social affairs, health and population. 

ECA provided technical assistance to 
regional economic communities and IGOs on 
ways and means of furthering economic co
operation and integration and ensuring food 
security. In this regard, a technical cooperation 
programme on inter-island and coastal shipping, 
industry, environment and marine affairs was 
drawn ·up for the Indian Ocean Commission 
(IOC). ECA also prepared a framework for 
technical cooperation to guide the Inter
Governmental Authority on Drought and 
Desertification (IGADD) in the programming of 
its activities for regional cooperation/integration. 
Other activities geared toward~ the revitaliza
tion/restructuring of IGADD took place. 
Assistance was given to ECCAS in working out 
modalities for relaunching the regional economic 
process in Central Africa. African ACP coun
tries ·were assisted in negotiations for the 
successor Lome Convention. 

Technical "'assi'stance w,as also provided to 
African c-ountries to en~~nce monetary and 
fina·~.cial integra.tion in Africa·. This included the 
Commission's 'contribution to efforts made 
towards currency convertibility in Preferential 
·tr~d'e Area (PTA)/Common Market for Eastern 
~nd ·Southern Africa (CO MESA) countries, its 
'participation· in meetings of the Association of 
African Development Institutions and of the 
Association of African Central Banks (AACBL its 
cooperation in. a review study of the imple
mentation of COMESA and the contribution 
made to the meetings of the Wqrking Group 
preparatory to the annual meetings of the 

·- ' 

International Mon~tary Fund (IMF)/World, Bank 
group. 

ECA contributed to the COMESA monetary 
harmonization programme. ·close collaboration 
with- PTA and SADC took place on seeking 
ways and means' of achieving fool security in 
~astern and Sout.hern Africa. Su'p-port. to river 
basin developmerlt schemes focused on the 
Niger Basin Authority (NBA) and was assisted in 

'Its efforts to map out an acti'on plan to rev'italize 
its activities and strengthen the organiza~ion. 

. ; . ~ . 
Assistance was also provided to sector 

specific subregional groups in the promoti~r .of 
cooperation· in specific areas of needs. Most 
notable among these initiatives was the study 
on the interconnection of Eqonomic Community 
of the Great Lakes Countries (CEPGL) and the 
Kagera Basin Organization (KBO) electricity 
grids. The objective of the study was to 
demonstrate the rationale for cooperation 
which, among other benefits, were the realiza
tion of economies of scale and optimum utiliza
tion of electricity resources in the area. In this 
regard, four projects dealing with electricity 
interconnection were identified for implementa
tion during 1995-2001. Furthermore, consider
ing that countries of the CEPGL are land-locked 
some assistance was provided in the 13rea of 
transport. Five studies dealing with lake/water 
and air transport in CEPGL and KBO cou(ltries 
were carried out. 

,.1 :·' 

African Governments have. long recognized 
the need for a regional African instjtution which 
would specialize in regional moneta~y and finan
cial issues. Its primary responsibility would be 
to help African countries to formulate a general 
framework or guidelines for promoting monetary 
and financial integration. It was against this 

·background that a report outlining progress 
towards the establishment of an African mone
tary fund was presented to the fifth session of 
the Conference of African Ministers of Finance, 
held in February 1994. The report detailed the 
progress achieved so far, among which was the 
political approval given by member States. It 
also underscored the need for a detail study on 
the technical aspects of the setting up of the 
Fund. 'Another activity in the field of monetary 
cooperation related to the harmonization of 
monetary and financial policies at the subre
gional level. A study was undertaken to assess 
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the effectiveness of subregional financial 
institutions in the mobilization of resources for 
development. 

(b) Revitalizing African domestic and 
external trade 

Many of the lingering negative trends in 
Africa's socio-economic development are partly 
attributed to its weak productive base and 
decline in the share of Africa's export earnings. 
The need to revitalize measures to respond to 
these weaknesses is thus widely felt. This is 
particularly important in light of the adoption of 
the Final Act of the Uruguay Round of Multi
lateral Trade Negotiations, an important 
development at the global level, which from 
current analysis has the potential to affect the 
prospects for Africa's recovery and growth. 
These new realities of intense global competi
tiveness require efficient, ample and flexible 
capacity that can anticipate and adjust to global 
market changes. In this regard, a study was 
undertaken by ECA to analyze the anticipated 
impact of the Uruguay Round Agreements on 
selected high priority sectors, with a view to 
making proposals on policy measures for helping 
African countries benefit from the Uruguay 
agreements. This study recommended 
measures to minimize the adverse effects and 
maximize the positive effects of the imple
mentation of the agreements, in the short-, 
medium- and long-term horizon. 

The conclusions and recommendations 
from the impact analysis was the rallying point 
for discussion by the International Conference 
on the Uruguay Round convened in Tunis in 
1994. The conference, on the basis of the 
analysis, adopted the "Framework for action for 
technical assistance to African countries within 
the framework of the implementation of the 
Uruguay Round Agreements". The Framework 
among the many proposals to respond to the 
post-Uruguay Round challenges, those requiring 
immediate attention include providing the tech
nical assistance on a range of issues. Notably 
priority technical assistance that will be required 
to assist individual African countries as they set 
out to: 

(a) Assess the domestic requirements 
(legal, administrative) for compliance; 

(b) Assess the economic impact of the 
various agreements and policy implications; and 

(c) The new market access conditions fac
ing their country's trade, including barriers to 
trade; Agreement on the Implementation of 
Article VII (Customs Valuation); Agreement on 
Preshipment Inspection; Agreement on Trade
related aspects of Intellectual Property Rights 
(TRIPS); Understanding on the rules of proce
dures governing the settlement of disputes; and 
the trade policy review mechanism. 

Another study was commissioned to assess 
Africa's position in world commodity market and 
the Lome IV Convention. The study entitled 
"Cooperation in the development of industrial 
and agricultural minerals", identified structural 
weaknesses inherent to the industry and iden
tified appropriate areas for cooperation. This 
study was presented at a SADC workshop 
which adopted most of its recommendations 
which are expected to be used in the formu
lation of the SADC protocol for the mining 
sector. 

(c) Strengthening intra-African trade 

Intra-African trade development and promo
tion represents one of the pillars for economic 
integration and cooperation. Fundamental 
requirements for effective intra-African trade 
include the availability of trade information, 
including supply.and demand, elimination of 
obstacles to trade, promotion of those factors 
such as a conducive environment that facilitate 
trade and the mobilization of trade operators. 

The activities undertaken by the Commis
sion to strengthen intra-African trade included, 
among others, the following: 

(a) In the Eastern and Southern Africa 
MULPOC subregion, a study on "Gemstones 
development and marketing strategies" was 
used as the main document for a workshop on 
the same topic. One important outcome of the 
workshop was the establishment of an African 
Gemstone Development Association, which held 
its inaugural meeting in Nairobi, in October 
1995. The Association aims at fostering collec
tive interest for gemstone dealers as well as the 
coordination and harmonization of activities 
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related to gemstones through the establishment 
of a·gemstone exchange bureauiin the subregion 
and the holding of subregional gemstone fairs; 

.. (b) In the West African ·subregion, the 
effects of the devaluation·of tllt'e CFA. franG on 
the integration process, in particular on t'rade 
relations and promotion, were: analyzed; 

(c) Given the importance· of agriculture fo·r 
countries of the Great Lakes subregion com
posed mainly of countries of KBO, a s~udy yvas 
undertaken on the harmonization of agricultural 
policies in KBO couhtries mainly in forestry, rural 
development and· marketing of agricultural pro
ducts. A study on edible oil was also under
taken. ·According to the study, the production 
of edible oils could be increased if the diffi
culties related to the production, harvest, 
storage and technologies were removed. As a 
first step, farmers must be encouraged to 
develop new palm oil· tree plantations as well as 
develop groundnut and s·oya·plantations; 

•j•' 

(d) Another area that lends itself to intra
African trade ls the m_inerals sector. The poten
tialities of trade in minerals in the Kagera basin 
were also· assessed. The study suggested the 
establishment. of a' data bank on exploration 
activities in the basin; 

(e) Some activities addressed the issues of 
South-South cooperation both among sub: 
regions and with other countries of ·the south. 
In' this context, a study on trade liberalization.df 
dombtically producea goods in the ECOWAS 
and cbtVti:sA subreg·ions was undertaken with 
the obje,ctive of seeking ways and means of 
enha~~i'ng~'t~e'' expansion of intra-subregional 
trade in locally: produced goods. Another study 
dealt with trade issues,· in particular . the 
prospects and problems of expanding South
South trade cooperation. 

.1' 

(d) Strengthenin'g institutional capacity for 
monitoring and financial integration· 

The Commission provided assistance in· a 
variEltY of ways to accelerate the process of 
monetary and . financial integration iii Africa. 
M~ny of th~ activities were ·implemented in 

association .with SL,lbregional organizations af)d 
financial institutions. The pyblications prepared 
by the Commission in this area included 
"Harmonization of monetary and financial 
policies at t~e subregion~llevel" and "External 
trade financing techniques". In the area of 
international cooperation, ECA was requested 
by the COMESA secretariat to coordinate, fund 
and assist in the preparation of a "Review study 
of the implementation of the Common Market 
for Eastern an.d. Southern Africa rnon~~~Y 
harmonization programme_" and presen~e;c;l, t.re 
findings of.'the.study to the first meetin.g,.o! the 
CO MESA. Monetary and Financial Coop~s.ation 
Committee .and the first meeting q( the 
COMESA Central Bank Governors, both held in. 
Windhoek, Namibia, in November 1995. 

(e) ·Tourism and Africa's development 

. . 
. The importance of. ~ourism as a source of 

revenue for financing socio-economic 
development programmes is widely recognized. 
However,. its full potential in Africa is yet to be 
realized, despite the pos1t1ve growth 
experienced over the years. The need to 
explore the contribution of tourism to Africa's 
development, therefore, constituted the main 
thrust of ECA's intervention and support during 
the biennium 1994-1995. Thus, greater 
emphasis was placed on mobilization of tourism 
resources for overall development. 

In this regard, ECA's major activity was a 
·report which summarized .various studies carried 
out to analyze the development of tourism in 
Africa with a view to making suggestions for a 
.more· effective contribution ·to the African 
integration process and the overall development 
of the region. The report made recom~ 

mendations for the, development of tourism at 
the subregional and regional levels which 
included measures for improvement in the airline 
.industry, better hotel accommodation and f!'lci
·lities, increase. participation of local entre
preneurs in the tourist sector, organization of 
Africa's cultural heritage and devel.opment of 
human resources. The study also ~ecommended 
·the need for the establishment of mechanism for 
promoting tourism cooperation and integration. 
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POVERTY AllEVIATION THROUGH 
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

Africa'.~ continuirig modest rate of economic 
performahce, coupled with its rapid population 
growth and growing debt burden, have com
pounded the difficulties for governments to 

'·improve standard-s of living of their people. 
There is ~n equally disturbing decline in capacity 
·of an increasing number of Africa's population 
td access to food and other basic needs, includ
ing potable water and shelter. 

Poverty alleviation approaches, in particular 
those traditional interventions such as agrarian 
reforms, providing subsidized goods and ser
vices and making avallable.·productive resources 
have already·been amply documented. Far less 
emphasis had been gi\f.en to ·crucial cross
sectoral linkages and synergies among food and 
agriculture, population, environment and human 
settlements. The first meeting of the Con
ference of African Ministers responsible for 
Susta'inable Develo~hierit and the E~nlironnient 
was ·convened in· March 19.96. und"a"r the theme 
'11 Facing the challenges of-sustainable develop
ment and envi·ronrneint in· Africa". The Con
fet-e~· be 6-onside'red strategies and programmes 
b~sed' on· :the' inter-relationship's betwe~n agri-

• ' ~ \ ~~I' 1 '' ~· 

culture{' esp-eCially food supply, rural develop-
~:eiit an.cf'' wa.ter resources, population, the 
erivironme'nt and human settlements within the 
framework of poverty alleviation. An important 
outcome of the Conference was the Addis 
Ababa Statement on the Environment and 
SuStainable Development in Africa. 

(a) Increasing food self-sufficiency and 
security in Africa 

ECA activities in the areas of food and -agri-. 
culture focused on enhancing the capacity of 
African countries in 'food Sf;!Curity policy 
analysis, planning and sensitizing decisio'! 
makers on the ne~d to improve the food security 
situation, notably through the diversification and 
stren'gthenin.g of productic)n, improvement in the 
income and diet base. To this end, m'easures 
a tid actions to ensure sustainable :produc,ion: 
rational exploitation and use ofconventional and 
non-conventional food, fishery, forestry and 

livestock resowces . and to improve .del~v.ery 
syster .s were recommended.·.- . . .. ,:· .. : .· :~·, 

Several reports· highlightil)g ~a,rious asp~-~-ts 
of ·food. security ·a-nd its effect. on ,poverw alle
viation· were prepared and presented to t~e .first 
meeting of the Conference of African .Ministers 
responsible for Sustainable Development and 
Environment. Among th_ese '!"ere: 

_ (a) A report to assess the progress made in 
the alleviation of poverty; and 

(b) A report' to promote the use · and 
rational exploitation ot non-conventional food 
resources as complementary sources of food for 
achieving food security at the level of the 
vulnerable households, notably in rural are'as. In 
addition, a number of policy papers based on 
research on selected issues affecting· 'food 
security were prepared. These papers examin'ed 
issues such as alternative strategy for increased 
self-reliance and improved competitiveness in 
world market to enable Africa achieve ~ustain
able food security. 

ECA continued to sensitize decision makers 
by actively participating in meetings wher.e the 
opportunity to provide technical advice on. 
issues pertaining to food security was available. 
It participated, for example, in: 

(a) The third, Presidential Fo'rum on. the 
Management of Science and Technology for 
Development in Africa held in Kampala, Uganda, 
at which it presented a lead paper on resolving 
food security in Africa which provided a strate
gic framework for basic food and nutritional 
security; 

(b) In the Advisory Committee meeting on 
Mobilization of Domestic Resources, Agricultur~L. 
Reform and Self--evaluation of Good Govetnan.~e~ 
held in Harare, Zimbabwe, at which it presented· 
a paper on the implications of agriculturat' 
reforms for the alleviation of rural poverty in 
Africa. 
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Meetings of ·t·h~ 'subregiohai,JG~~ ''wer'e, :~e'x'p~rienc~s of other developing countries with 
convened to revjeyv._ th~. jssu~;~s __ Qf · dey~l_op~~:R~ )h·e vi~\N to improving th.e contribution of credit 
complementarities between bordering States-trr-- in reducing food insecurity and poverty; 
enhance their individual and collective capacity 
in improving the food security situations, as well 
as the '·nel3d for' maintai'ning the natural 
resources base. A~firip'ots to these subregional 
reviews, ECA undertook for the Central, West, 
East and Southern· Afri'ca subregions in-depth 
stiJdies' ·on-.'border food ·trade.· ·These studies 
identified bottlenecks as · well as remedial 
rrie~ures for ensuring the effective contribution 
of -;marketing, and intra-subregional trade to 
improving ·th~ food security situation and, 
thereby, to alleviating poverty. Recom
mendations on harmonizing food production and 
pricing policies, the establishment of subregional 
information systems on food markets, the 
CJevelopment of appropriate credit schemes for 
the private sector and the improvement of 
marketing · infrastructures were endorsed by 
these meetings. Other studies· focused on the 
identification of measures for developing and 
maintaining the natural respurces base for 
ensuring sustained agricultu.ral development, the 
ra_tional explpit13tion of natural resources for 
producing non-conventional foods and for other 
uses such as shelter and. foreign exchange 
earnings, and on policies for improving micro 
watershed management and soil conservation 
for arid and semi-arid areas for sustained 
develop~ent for the North Africa subregion. 

Other studies undertaken in this area 
included: 

(a) A study on developing frameworks and 
guidelines for African agricultural and food 
security policy analysts to develop and imple
ment comprehensive food security policies and 
programmes "at national, subregional and 
regional · levels and on identifying critical 
marketing issues for consideration and inclusion 
in national agricultural development plans; 

(p) · Developing analytical tools and training 
m~nual:s ·for u·se· in food security policy' an'alysis 
arid de\/elopihg database· and information 
syste'rlrs related to food security programmes 
and mpnitoring the contri~ution 'of food security 
in alleviating poverty; ·' - · 

(c) Reviewing and assessing small farmer 
credit programmes in Africa in the light of the 

t i' ~ f :_ 

(d) On measures for strengthening co
opet1H1o'n for 'tile exploitatioh'and management 
of sl.a'red fishery'-resourc~·s·a~d another on live
stock and food security; ari'd' .. :--_'·. ·.. -

(e) On .. assistance to· tn8:.! war·-shatte·red 
Afric.ap) (::countries in their· 't>ost=-conflicts 
rehabilitation and reconstruction efforts, which 
produced a framework for action programm·es 
for countries devastated from war not'ably for 
Rwanda, Burundi and ·Mozambique. · 

~ IJl J;, 

(,b) Populationan~sustain~ble~ev~lopm~nt 

African countries in ~dopting the Kilimanjaro 
Programme of Action. and the Dakar/Ngc;>r 
Declaration on Population, Family and Sustain
able Development recognized population matters 
as integral part of the socio-economic deve.lop
ment process. To thi~ end, population activities 
for the most part of the biennium centred on the 
preparatory proce·ss to· the International Con
ference on Populati6n and Develdpriient,'paitici
pation of Africa· in_ the Con'fle,rendEl"arid'foilo,,~,-~~P 
on population i~~ues, .in ·fin~'witWt'he needs·of 
member States, a~·expressed'in~'tfie' D'a'kar/Ngor 
Declar.ation, the· Pr6'gra'i11me of' A8tion of the 
International Cor;~ference on '<lPbplifation ~nd 
Development, 1994 (ICPD.94):'-"·' the United 
Nations New Agenda for ·the Development of 
Africa in· the 1990s (UN-NADAFl and Agenda 
21. 

(i) Preparation for the International 
Conference on Population and 
Develobment 

Assisting member States to prepare for the 
International Conference or Population - and 
Development (ICPD.94) was a major preo'C::ci..i'P.a
tion of the Commission. The preparatory pro
cess by African countries culminated in: the 
adoption by th~ Qrganization ·Of African Uni~y 
(OAU) Heads of State and: Government at its 
thirtieth ordinary session in 1994 in.-Tunii· the 
".Declaration on Population .and Developrileht in. 
Africa" endorsing the Dakar/Ngor ·Oecl~ratio.n 
adopted by the African Populatio'n Conference in 
1992. . : . 
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Box 1 

. , ,), . THE TUNIS DECLARATION 
ON ~OPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA 

,African countries in adopting the Tunis Declaration clearly:·. 

* Affirmed their. commitment to the attainment of the qualitative . and 
quantitative targets of the Dakar/Ngor Declaration. 

* Reaffirmed the need for a sustained effort in the fo~mulation of explicit 
population policies and to establish and/or strengthen national institutions 
dealing_ with population isswt?s. 

*· Committed themselves to reduce the current population growth rate to 2.5 
_ per cent by the year 20qq_~nd to 2 per cent by the year 2010, as well as to 
. increase their budget al.lo.9ations to population programmes. · 
Recognized that peace, security, stability and the rule of law are necessary 
prerequisi~es for development{and welfare of the African people. 

* 
'.\ 

Stressed_ that population issues should be addressed in the wider_c<;mtext ·pf .. 
socio-economic needs of African countries, including the areas" of food 
security, __ health services, education and shelter and women. · 

(.ij) Population activiti.es 

Despite the increased number of explicit 
population policies formulated the following 
situations persist: fertility is still high in most 
countries, mortality levels continue to rise, rural
urban migration continues. It was against this 
background that ECA's population activities 
gave specific attention to the situational 
analysis of critical population-related issues such 
as family planning, female migration, population 
.age structure on resource utilization, mortality, 
'population and environment, as well as the insti
tutional. arrangements .for the formulation and 
implementation of programme. 

Among the various studies carried out to 
provide insights into population issues and their 
dynamics on sustainable development were the 
following: a study on "Family planning targets 
in relation to fertility reduction and reproductive 
health care" was carried out to assist the 
increasing number of African countries currently 
implementing family planning programmes as a 
way of moderating their demographic trends and 
improving the socio-economic conditions of their 
populations. The study focused on family 
planning programmes targeting, in the context 
of reducing fertility and improving reproductive 
health ·c·are. The findings from the study high-

lighted the following as among the factors to 
consider in family planning: improvement in th,e 
general socio-economic conditions; government 
commitment to improve reproductive health; 
education of the girl-child and improved status 
of women and poverty alleviation .. 

Migration issues have feature,d prominently 
in ECA's population work. A new and emerging 
trend in migration in Africa relates to the 
increasing participation of female in migration. 
To better understand the phenomena, ECA 
undertook a study on "Patterns, causes and 
consequences for development planning of 
female migration in selected African countries". 
The study, based on a regional analysis and a 
case study of Lesotho, Namibia and Zimbabwe, 
revealed that the reasons for migration range 
from economic (employment seeking or com
mercially motivated), marital and political, as a 
result of decline in agriculture, coupled with the 
rising levels of educated females and the 
economic cns1s. The consequences of. long
term female migration include destabilization .of 
families, etc. 

A study on "The implications of population 
age structure on resource utilization and social 
security in relation to poverty. alleviation" 
assessed the availability of social security 
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schemes and the implications of population age 
str.ucture and resources. The study observed 

I 
that existing social security benefits are limited 
and, forthe most part, only cover such'benefits 
as~ maternal and child alf~wances ~n·d meagre 
pension benefits hardly enough to su~tain basic 
lifestyles and result in aging population having 
to depend on the younger. pqpulati9n,. for 
survival, the net effect of which is a vicious 
circle of poverty. 

The interrelationship between population 
and sustainable development, with particular 
reference to linkages among ~nvironmen( 
urbanization and migration was the focus of 
another study, which expldr.ed the mig~a
tory/urbanizatfon (defined to include processes 
such as population concentration, dispersal arid 
displacement, ·,refugee movements, 'settlement,' 
resettlement and tourism) causes' and conse
quences of environmental st~ess, on· the one 
hand, and the environmental causes and con
sequences of urbanization/migration. The study 
provided evidence to indicate the contributory 
role of environmental factors such as rural 
population pressure; drought, famine and 
desertification, insect infestation and diseases, 
soil erosion, natural disasters, migration and 
refugees in the continent. Conclusions drawn 
from the study underscored the need for inte
grated population and environmental policies 
and suggested policies pertaining to decentrali
zation, popular participation and transparency to 
tackle some of the adverse co'nsequences aris
ing from the interrelationships'among environ
ment, migration and urbanization. 

The management of effective population 
programme's must be anchored to institutional 
arrangements capable of facilitating the process 
of integrating population factors in development 
plans, as well as providing a· structured environ
ment for a member State 'to m~mage its national 
population programme. 'In this respect, an 
evaluation of institutional ahan-gements 'for the 
formulation and implementation --of: national 
population programmes in- Africa was under
taken. The analysis of the information revealed 
that the institutional structures fall into three 
broad groups: those for formulating a popula
tion policy, those for· implemerifi'ng·the policy 
me~sures and those for decentralizin'g the latter 
process from the national" to the sub-national 
levels, Furthermore, in order to foster effective 

integration, the institutions established should 
be based on clear criteria, specified terms of 
ref~rence per component of the structure as 
well as the mode an<;!. mechanism of collabora-. ..· ' 

tion between the various components. 

(c) Environment and development in Africa 

The Commission adopted Africa's Strategies 
for the implementation of Agenda 21 in 1993. 
The Strategies are based on the· orientation that 
environmenta"l ctiallen·ges' mu$t- be approached 
from a broader perspective - .o'ne -that embraces 
broader development concerns. The Strategies 
fully recognized the linkages between environ
ment and 'sustainable.· 'cievelopm'ent. Several 
activities v.;ere undertake'n to strengt,hen 
national, subregional and-regional capacitie~ for 
the implementation of Agenda 21. For exam.ple, 
technical support was provided to IGADD in the 
re-orientation and revitalization of its activfties 
on environment-related issues. Technical 
support was also provided to the African Centre 
of Meteorological Applications for Development 
(ACMAD) to strengthen its operations and work 
programme, including mobilization of required 
resources. 

Supporting measures to combat desertifica
tion, consistent with commitments made in rele
vant conventions was a major priority for the 
African region. Thus, ECA provided technical 
support in the various sessions of the Inter
governmental Negotiating Committee on 
Desertification. This assistance resulted in the 
ado'ption by African countries of a common 
orientat'ion and approach to the negotiations, 
one in which Africa underscored the point that 
the problem of drought and desertification in the 
region was not just a technical issue; rather that 
desertification was a developmental problem 
which must be addressed from a multi
dimensional perspective. This required, for 
example, in'c·reased empha·si!fon the eradication 
of poverty and the development ·of alternative 
patterns of livelihood for ·poor communities. 

(d) Issues relating to human settlements 

The focus of activities in this area was 
related to the formulation and implementiftion of 
human settlements policies towards miti~·ating 
rural/urban imbalances in African countries and 
the promotion of the implementation of the Plan 
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of Action contained in the Global Strategy for 
Shelter to the Year 2000. 

Most African countries lack an integrated 
approach to human settlements planning within 
the· framework· of overall socio-economic 
development. Development plans have not ade
quately reflected sectoral and urban/rural 
linkages and this has resulted in some short
comings in the development of human settle
ments, especially in rural areas. The problems 
are exacerbated by high population growth, 
r1,1ral-urban migration and low population density 
in rural communities. 

ECA provided support to member States in 
tackling the challenges of human settlements, 
notc;1bly through providing policy orientation and 
pr-oposing strategies as well as in the mobiliza
tion of resources. Special attention was paid to 
the need to adopt integrated systems of 
planning, which took adequate account of rural 
and urban settlements needs. · 

African countries' efforts to implement the 
Global Strategy for Shelter to the Year 2000 
was actively supported by ECA through country 
reviews and provision of guidelines for assisting 
countries to formulate policies to enhance the 
provision of shelter. The guidelines emphasized 
strategic planning and the need for concerted 
action by the public and private sectors in o.rder 
to provide adequate shelter for aiL by the year 
2000. . . 

The secretariat is assisting African countries 
to prepare for the second United Nations Con
ference on Human Settlements (HABITAT II), 
scheduled to take place in Istanbul, Turkey, in 
1996. In this regard, ECA has coordinated and 
facilitated regional activities, in particular those 
leading tq_ the articulation of a continent-wide 
position on human settlements, the regional 
report on the state of human settlements in 
Africa and the Continental Shelter Report/Atlas 
as contribution to HABITAT II. 

DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 

Africa's development must be rooted in 
sound and effective manage~ent pra'ctices in 
both the public and private sectors. This should 
be backed by leadership that is fully committed 
to creating an enabling environme.nt within 
which the broad participation of its citizens in 
the development process can take place. Thus, 
the Commission's activities in the area of 
development administration and management 
were to promote good governance as part of an 
effort towards fostering policies favourable to 
the development of the private seqtor, enhanc
ing the efficiency of the public service, 
increasing_ awareness of the need far' the 
judici6us·~-~ie cif scarce resources as well as the 
ne~d ',for accour:tta_bility and increasing also 
~:ware ness of the pressing need for the diffusion 
and ·dispersal of political and administrative 
powers through the mechanism of decentraliza
tion. 

The secretariat prepared a report on 
"Private sector development and entrepreneur
ship through the creation of an enabling 
environment" which was reviewed by the 

Conference of African Ministers responsible for 
Human Development in 1994. The Conference 
made policy recommendations relating to the 
enhancement of productive activities and 
income-generating opportunities. 

The secretariat undertook a number of 
studies aimed at strengthening the private 
sector in Africa. These included "Improvements 
in legal and regulatory constraints to private 
sector development", "Developing and str-eng
thening credit and capital markets for private 
sector development", "Fiscal policies for 
promoting indigenou'sprivate sector investment" 
and "The informal . economy in African eco
nomies: Implications for appropriate fiscal 
policies". The key policy message from these 
studies was that the development and streng
thening of the priva-te 'sector should be seen in 
the context of strategic measures taken by 
countries to speed up social and economic 
recovery and should therefore adopt policies 
aimed at removing factors that impinge on the 
development and contribution of the private 
sector. 
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Training remained a prominent feature of 
technical assistance in development administra
tion and management and took the form of 
national workshops conducted for member 
States. Three such workshops were held for 
Zambia on integrated public financial manage
'ment, delivery and assessment of training 
programmes and on improving public financial 
'management capacity and accountability. One 
other workshop was held for Ethiopian auditors 
on strengthening the capacity for public 
financial management and accountability, while 
a similar workshop was held for Ethiopian 
regional finance officers. Yet another workshop 
of the same genre walt, also held for Botswana. 

. ECA's activities also aimed at reinforcing 
the need for popular participation of civil society 
in the socio-economic development of their 
communities. This ~as done through a field 

: ,. 

project on "Popular participation fpr sustainable 
development". The activities of this project 
were on catalyzing the participation of the 
mas~es.of civil society, in particular NGOs in the 
development proc;ess. In this respect, work
shops and other fora were organized to facilitate 
the interface bet.ween governments and mass 
organizations .. , These fora promoted, among 
qther things: · 

.. (a) The econ9mi.cempowermentof women 
as a meims of enhancing their contribution; 

(b) Government by the people, one that 
recognized the importance of popular parti
cipation in decision making; and 

(c) lnte,rfac~, dialogue and cooperation 
between gov~rnrpynt and the NGOs for popular 
p~rticipation )n. n~tio,nal reconstruction and 

.dev_elopm,Elnt. :::! '; , 

.::; :~ .... I; _I 

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT AND 
SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION 

' ~ • of ·~·. :. 

Afrjca's people are its main assets, who, on 
the one hand, ar~. agents and, on the other, 
beneficiari,es of s.ustainable development. It is 
for .this reason, that African Governments, 
households, NGOs, civic organizations and other 
stakeholders should commit themselves to the 
development of human resources as well as pro
viding their social needs. 

·- .. EC~'s programme of assistance placed 
emPh13s)s on enhancing and strengthening the 
h,ur:nar,~ ,and social dimeflsion of development 
through, the promotion o.f human- and social
centred development policies and strategies 
consistent with human· resource and social 
issues and concerns in the African region. 

In this regard, activities carried out during 
1994-1995 focused on providing assistance to 
member States in the areas of: 

. (a) Planning, development and utilization of 
human resources and social development; 

(b) Building and strengthening hurn~r and 
institutional capacities, including those.9f 1\l~.Qs 
and people's organizations; . •r ,;:, 

~ i ;:)(! 

.(c) Fostering popular participation and 
strengthening the social dimension of develop
ment. 

(a) Providing policy guidance 

ECA was the focus of concerted regional 
action at the World Summit for Social Develop
ment. It initiated action towards the formulation 
of an African position on human and social 
development, resulting in the adoption by 
African Governments of an African Common 
Position on Human and Social Development in 
Africa, which made substantive contributions to 
the Declaration and Programme of Action 
adopted by the Summit. The African Common 
Position mapped out an actionable agenda for 
human and social development which included 
actions at the national level, such as policy 
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shifts and increased resource alloca.tion for 
programmes of poverty allevia'tiqn;:. ·creating· 

' l: -

productive employment and income, social 
integration, peace and political stability and the 
promotion and consolidation of popular parti
cipation in development in the· region. It also 
delineated the various complementary actions 
needed to be taken by Africa's development 
partners to support the region's ~-f~orts at 
achieving human-centred development. 

The responsibility for rhonito'ring human 
develo'pmentconditionsin the region and follow
up on the implementation of the decisions of the 
Conference of African Ministers responsible for 
Human Development was entn..istecf to ECA. 
The Human Development in Afrida~ Report 
series, a biennial publication of ECA which was 
l~wnche~ In 1995, will be the main. mechanism 
for monitoring progress on human development 
in Africa. The maiden issue of the series 
opened with a discussion on the consensus on 
human development, the concept and measure
ment of human development and the state of 
human development in Africa:-' It focused on the 
themes of "goals for the chilq", "health for all" 
and "basic education for all". · 

. ' 

Through policy workshops, ECA created 
avenues to enhan'bej.dialogue and interface 
between goverrirnent' . policy makers and 
planners ·6n ·'the. o~e-J' hand, and people's 
or'ganizations·on the ot_her, on issues related to 
popular participation in' development. In this 
connection, nattd'n,~l work~hcips were organized 
i'n the fo'llowing·_'member countries: Egypt, the 
Gambia, ·Ghana, 'Namibia, Nigeria, Rwanda and 
South Affi'6a', 'Ot~er national training wo.rkshops 
aimed at'.strengthening'the capacity of popular 
developrl1ent organizations and NGOs to make 
contributions to and influence public policy 
effectively were held in the Gambia and 
~gand·a. 

(b) Technicai-'assistance 

In order to 'promo.te appropriate policy 
measures on issues of human and social 
development, capacity building and p_opular 
participation, the secretariat continued _to :focus 

'. ~ ' ) 

on providing technical assistance to member 
States in hu'man resources and social develop
ment through seminars, workshops and advisory 
services. Among these were the national and 
subregional seminars and workshops on tradi
ti'onal and non-traditional areas such as p'lanning 
for human resources development and hunian 
development; human resources policies and 
programmes; human resources development 
challenges; em'ploymeht 'pla'nning approaches 
and productivity enhancerrlent; the social imtia'ct 
of structural adjustm'ent programmes (SAPs); 
the socio-economic impact of AIDS on house
holds arid families 'with. emphasis on its impact 
·ori the labour force; youth, drugs and health; the 
socio-economic impact of· HIV/AIDS on house
holds and families in Africa; the impact of the 
African socio-economic crises on youtti'· and 
drugs and health. 

ECA hoste.d a global NGO Forum on "Build
ing sustainable' societies: The ·role qf 'NGOs in 
emergen.ciesand social development": organiz_ed~ 
in Addis Ababa from 14 to 17 March· 1994, i'ri 
collaboration. wittl the/'int~rnatiorial Council·~i 
Voluntary Agencies .. (ICVA)', the Christ.larl Relief 
and Development Asso~i~t-ion' (CRDA), the Con
sortium of Ethiopian Voluntary Organizations 

" ' '·• '\• ' J ' ' ', ' I '• 

(CEVO) and the Inter-Africa Group '(lAG).· The 
objectives cif the forum we~e .to analyze th~ role 
of NGOs in ·pr.qmp't:ing p_eaceful _conflict. resolu
tion; identifyin'g o'pportunities and 'constr<;~ints in 
the transition from reli'ef to development .and· 
scaling up NGOs' long-ter_'m sustain·aiJie, develop
ment efforts; and identifying . modalhies and 
strategies f~r · pro·rri-oting the develo-pment· of 
strong, viable and active civil so.cieties; as 'well 
as developing NGO' conce~ns, positions and per
spectives which were .presented to the World 
Summit for Social Dev.efopment. The outcome 
of the Global Forum was the adoption of the 
"Addis Ababa Declaration· on Buildif!g Sustain-· 
able Societies: The Role of NGOs". In partf- · 
cular, the Addis Ababa peclaration adopted 
recommendations on specific'themes such as 
the crisis and opportunity for peace: from relief 
to development; . the civil society and· the 
foundations for democracy and soda.l integra
tion; and NGOs' concerns. 
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'STATISTICAL'AND INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 

·, ' 
., ., 

Tile Addis Aba't5al Plari of Actio·~· for Statis
tical Development iti'"Afri'ca· ··in the '1990s and 
the Strategy f~r its' ln1;·~tefrii~11:t.at~gn 'tu.·rrently 

• • .~ .... ""'l~·J .......... ~~··r 

define· ECA's work' 'il'l' "the a'rea-- ol ~statistical 
develd~mebt. Th~"-objective ·of th:~''''Phm is to 
address·u~~et' ·a~ficie~cies in·:~ ·tlie stati~tical 
capaci'tj·e~sJ'O:lr· Afric~m countries, 'ranging from 
poor 'm;:~ha'ge'mett.f '6f1 statistical offices and 
inadequa·t~ (far'iCtit+g 'to· lack of timeliress in 
outputs'qe)hier·{as· ~ell as poor quality of data 
produ·ced ·ar'i'd p:ob1

( ·systems for dissemination. 
~' _',; ._. ' : ;~ \ . 

... lri thi~>' cont~·xt, ECA's activities during the 
biei'inii:im'p1aced emphasis on assisting countries 
in establishing and/or developing a durable 
structure with the capacity to generate, pro
cess, analyze and dis~eminate integrated demo
graphic, social, economic and environment 
statistics as well as·other development informa
tion. These activities 'were carried out under 
two areas of em'phasis';1 'statistical development 
and information systems development. 

As··~n advocate for."Africa's statistics and 
information development, the-; secretariat uses 
the annual observance o{ the'·African Statistics 
Day and the Africa·n Developrnent ·IMorm'ation 
Day · to stimulate public awa'reness on the 
important role which statistics and information 
play in all aspects of socio-·economic develop
ment. The theme of the 1995. observance was 
"Strengthening information systems for info·rm·a~ 
tion exchange in Africa". ECA used the occa
sion to call on member States a's weli as African 
regional and subregional institutions and donor 
agencies to support development information 
activities and adopt a more dynamic approach to 
information sharing. 

(a) Statistica'l development 

During the bienniu'm, research and analysis 
on measures to help rehabilitate, revitalize and · 
develop the statistical capacities and systems in· 
the African region constituted the main thrust of 
ECA' s activities. These situations were 
reviewed through the following research 
activities: 

~~) Evaluation of 1 5 years of operation of 
the r;tatistical Training Programme for .Africa 

' . .,,1. 

(STPA); 
(b) Research in'riational statistical services 

and STPA centres; · 
;· ,, 

(c) Statistical needs assessment and 
planning: a review of approaches and current 
practices; 

(d) Statistical data processing practiGeS in 
the· region; and 

(e) Compendium on Environment Statistics 
which specifically focused on climatological 
issues relating to environment. · 

In all these studies, the need to give special 
attention to the human resources capacity for 
the generatic;>n and proc~ssing of statistical data 
and information was underscored. So also was 
the· need to develop the institu.tional and infra
structural capacity. Concernin·g the human' 
capacity, training and other staff development 
opportunities were , ·suggested as possible 
options f()r creating ttl~· crit'ical mass required to 
meet_ the statistical n_eeds of the region. The 
need ;'t6r1 providing tec_hnical assistance, espe
cially hy the· internatiq[l'al community was also 
highlighted as necessary support for capacity 
building in thi's area ... African countries should 
show greiiter commit!llent by investing more in 
statistical .:...: . d il")forni.atiori needs' of the region .. 
The re·search=aetivities also stressed the need to 
coordinate activities and resour:ces for greater 
effectiveness. 

· In fostering the establishment of the African 
Economic Community, processing of trade data 
must be given significant importance and atten
tion. Another reason for developing trade 
statistics is the obvious decline in African 
countries capacity to report on their .. t .. rade. data. 
This lack of capacity is attributed to many 
factors, among which are the n~:n:-func.ti'6rtingof 
institutions responsible for trade '5ta'tistfcs and 
the brain drain of staff. To take remedial action, 
ECA undertook a study to evaluate the problems 
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faced by African countries in the collection, 
prcic~s·sir'lg ·and dissemination of trade statistics. 
The survey' r'e~ults showed that the re$ponsibi
lity for the collection, processing and dis
semination was spread among customs adminis
tration office and central statistics office 
respectively. The problems experienced range 
from: 

(a) C.ollection related; delays in received 
custo-m forms, missing forms, illegal trade, lack 
of training of staff, inadequate transport faci
.l!ties, iack of cooperation between the customs 
administratiqn office and the central statistics 
o.ffi~e,, an~. poor completion of the customs 
~for:~s; · 

(b) Processing related; inadequate budget, 
lack of proper s·oftware packages, low staffing 
levels, lack of computers and poor priority 
setting; and 

(C) 'Dissemination related; printing delays, 
inadequate budget, lack of printing machines 
an~ del.ays inpr~paratio_n of manuscripts. 

_ .. :l.fl .conclusion, the following long-term 
,.solu.tio·ns to th~ ··problems were suggested: 
training of staff in the collection, processing and 
dissemination of trade data; training of customs 

:;.r; >l':•;· " ' '. 
staff in the collection and presentation of trade 
.d,~ta;-. provision ·of support, financial and tech
nical for the processi'ng and dissemination of 
trade .and statistics products. 
'. ' ~· ' . . . ' 

... ;·.· (f:ij. Prom~ting development informatiol] 

Africa is yet to join the information revolu
tion. And yet,· economic development in Africa 
will depend heavily on the development of the 

·inform-ation sector. While substantial progress 
''h.a's· .. been made in the collection analysis, 
'·stora~~. retrieval and dissemination of statistical 
cfata;· very little was, until the last few years, 
done in the ·field of non-numerical data. The 
nature of the information age with its elimina
tion of barriers means that the economy has 
be·come truly ;global. Suppiiers can obtain 
necessary inputs regardless of country of origin 
on a "just in time" basis. For Africa to export 
e\lei:J:'it:'s primary commodities, it needs access 
to'9urrent information·an a daily basis. To avoid 
further economic and . social marginalization, 
Africa~ countries must secure access to emerg-

~ - I ,: ~ .I ~·· I ' - ~ l • l ; ~.: t;f : I"J (} : I ' I I ' 

ing information and communication techno
logies. The positive side of this. challenge is 
that if African countries choose to ·develop 
policies, strategies and programmes in this area, 
the capital investment costs are far lower than 
in other sectors and the opportunities greater for 
using the new technologies to leapfrog to 
improved growth and sustainable development. 

There is increa~ing evidence that applica
tions of the information technology are spread
ing in many poor countries around the world and 
producing many benefits. Information techno
logy is increasing the scope and quality for long
distance learning by making it possible to share 
educational facilities including teachers, whose 
store of knowledge can be accessed via on-line 
facilities or CO-ROMs. Information technology 
is also reducing the time it takes to identify and 
exploit opportunities for trade, investment and 
finance. 

For the above to take place, the ECA Pan
African Development Information Services 
(PADIS) undertook various activities, namely 
sensitizing member States to replace the inade
quate telecommunication systems, training 
people in such fields as computers, data 
management, networking, information policy 
development, systems development, etc. 
PADIS continued to be an active advocate for 
reform of the laws and regulations that impede 
the flow of information and information techno
logy. During the biennium, PADIS was also 
involved in assisting Afri-can member States in 
the creation or strengthening of the national 
information content, especially national data
bases, both statistical and textual. 

Information sharing among the African 
countries is of great importance to them ·in 
sharing experiences. In this regard, PADIS was 
involved in the development of norms and 
standards which are making it easier for African 
countries to exchange development information. 

To accelerate development information 
system in Africa, ECA Conference of Ministers 
responsible for Economic and Social Develo·p
ment and Planning adopted, in 1995, resolUtion 
795 (XXX) entitled "Building Africa's informa
tion highway" which requested the Executive 
Secretary to set up a high-level working group 
to put together an African action plan on u·sing 
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inforr:nation' and communication technologies to 
acc~lerate socio-economic development. Under 
the au~pices. 'at PADIS,: the working group has 

,. . . 

. . . .. 
:' ~- .. . . . . ~ 

met and put together an action plan which will 
be considered by the ECA Conference of 
Ministers at its May 1996 meeting. · 

:.,,,~NA·TUR-AL,,RESOURGES AND ENERGY DEV~LO~MENT. 

·' Africa ·is, endowed) with' abundant natural 
"fesources. ·Most African cot.intries have recog
nized th'e need'·tb..:nave' capacities to exploit 
·natural resources in order·to produce the goods 
and se'rvices to meet th'e· needs of their popula
.tion. This requires the ·formulation and imple
m.en't'ation 'of policies and strategies for sustain
'able. ·.development of natural · resources and 
.·ene'r-gy'in Africa. There is scope for not only for 
'-natidn~l action but also regional collaboration 
·efforts in this area. 

The promotion of natural resourcesdevelop
oi-·e'nt and utilization requires the development of 

' h~mari and institutional capacities to provide the 
'rieces'sary' .· technical 'skills a·nd ' knowledge 
needed. Thus, the se·cf'e.tariat's·work continued 
to focus on strengthening of institutibnal, tech
nologicai'and human capabilities in data acquisi
-tion, its analysis and 'utilization·· for natural 
resources 'and environmental management as 
well as streamlining policies and strategies in 
surveying, mapping and remote sensing in 
Africa. 

(a) Providing policy direction 
'1':' !· ' 

ECA provided leadership in the development 
of policy orientation''for the· development and 
management ,of Africa's natural resources and 

, energy. A major regional Conference· of African 
~.Ministers responsible'for the Development and 
~ Utilization ~f. Mineral Reso'u'rces ·and·'Energy was 
r· •. organiz_ed in ·Accra, Ghima; in· November'1995 

'under the the.me "Pbiib(es, 'st-rategies and pro
.gr~mmes 'for'' a greater 'contribution of mineral 

. . res9urces and energy to the socio-economic 
_··-development of Africa" .. The major outcome of 
.,•·,ttie conference was the formulation of a pro-,..,,. 
··gramme of action which called 'for the develop
.· me~t of capacities.ar'ld cap:ab!Htie's'·by African 
c~ul')tries for the d~veiopmeilt' and utilization of 

.. the con:tinent'~ mineral resources·ahd energy so 
··'·tbat they could contribute more effectively to 

the so.cio-economic dev~lopment of Africa.· 

In addition, an importan:t ad hoc expert 
group meeting was also qrgani?ed in July 1994 
t:'o deliberate on pqlicies and strateg.ies ·for the 

·'development ahd utilization O·f natural resources 
and energy in Africa. -The meeting formulated 
recommendations and provided guidelines to 
governments, donors, international and regional 
organizations and the private sector aimed at 
enhancing the sustainable development of 
natural resources -and energy at natipnal, 
subregional and regional levels. 

Several publications were also issued. 
These included: 

(a) Raw mineral materials for· fertilizers; 

(b) Study on the current situation of the 
mining sector in Africa; 

, (c) Prospects ·for the increased prodl,!ction 
of intra-African trade in alumi-num commodities 
and metal products;· and 

(d) Prospects for the increased production 
of intra-African trade in copper metal and 
copper-based prodlJG.ts. 

(b) Sector specific activities 

Activities were also geared towards seetor 
specific issues, namely energy; water, mineral 
resources, marine resources,, cartography and 
remote sensing thereby...cillowing for special pre
scriptions for their effective development and 
management . 

(i) Energy resources develop.ment and 
management 

Activities in energy resources development 
~nd ma·nagement aimed at assisting African 
member States in the development of indi
gimous energy sources and the formulation of 
adeqoate energy policies and strategies as~well 
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.as in strengthening institl!tions and capacity 
;building through the training of African experts 
in the energy sector. 

In this regard, policy-oriented reports 
addressing major issues such as energy policies 
and strategies, privatization and deregulation of 
the energy sector, energy role in poverty alle
viatiol"! and regional economic cooperation and 
integration through energy trade and power 
pooling were presented for discussi~n at the 
above-mentioned Regional Conference of 

. African Minis~er.s responsible for the Develop
.ment and Utilization of Mineral .Resources and 
Energy. These reports reviewed the energy 
situation in Africa and .provided the following 
observations and recommendations: .. 

(a) Despite the fact that Africa was 
endowe.d with abundant primary energy 
resources in the form of oil, natural gas, 
hydropower,· coal, peat, lignite, geothermal, 

. fuelwood and other new and renewable sources 
of energy, these resources are still under
developed due to the lack of appropriate 
policies, strategies, programmes and low level 
of resource allocation and technology; 

:(b) Policies and strategies concerning 
pricing, fiscal and other incentives aimed at 

.-,·encouraging , the participation of the private 
sector in t_he exploration. and development of 
indigenous energy resources should be 
vigorously pursued. 

Some of the studies carried out by ECA 
provided information and data on which policy 
guidelines for the development and utilization of 
energy in Afri.ca were proposed to member 
States. These policies were particularly directed 
at the technology options to be considered, 
available energy resources, institutional arrange
ments financing and sources as critical elements 
in the planning of energy, especially for rural 
communities. What emerged from all these 
studies was the recognition of the importance of 
energy development to the revitalization of the 
private sector and therefore the need for 
member States to take appropriate actions to 
improve the energy situation in the region. 
Alternate sources of energy generation should 
be explored, especially localized power sources 
capable of providing energy in rural com
munities. The need for governments to 

encourage private entrepreneurs to invest in the 
search for and development o,f energy should be 
stepped up. 

."T,hese guidelines and strategies were pre
sented in the following publications: 

(a) The via.bility of using photovoltaic 
energy for ru.ral electrification in Africa; 

(b) The economicviabilityof manufacturirg 
turbines and generators for mini-hydropower in 
African member States; and 

(c) Policies and strategies for the develop
ment and utilization of natural resources and 
energy in Africa. 

. ; ·~· 

(ii) Management of water resources 

Africa is a continent split between those 
with abundant and those with scarce water 
resources. This general feature of plenty in the 
midst of scarcity calls for cooperation if the 
water resources of the region are to be 
mobilized to support the social and economic 
development of .the region as a whole. It was 
against this background that the secretar.iat 
provided assistance in m,apping out a broad 
framework for water res.ources development in 
a global perspective·. The framework empha
sized the need to conceive water resources 
programmes in a holistic manner, taking into 
account linkages and interactions of water 
activiti~s with socio-economic development 
sectors. It also stressed the need for develop
ment to be guided by sound . policies and 
planning principles, thus avoiding. disruption of 
environmental and ecological equilibrium .. Those 
policies should reflect the need and/or 
importance of water quality and impact of 
climate change; drinking water supply and sani
tation; water for agriculture; subregional co
operation and river/lake basin development; 
water conservation; paying equal attention to 
ground and surface water; floods and droughts; 
inter-institutional cooperation for water 
resources planning and development; and 
investment in water .development and manage
ment. 

Special attention was given to country
specific water concerns through in-depth 
analysis on which recommendations were made. 
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A case in point is the assistan9e provided to the 
Ethiopian Government in ratio·nalizihg its water 
development approach. The Government has 
adopted an integrated approach that seeks to 
achieve sustainable use "of water through an 
appropriate balance between the use of surface 
and ground water resources. Assistance was 
'~lso provided to Egypt to strengthen its training 
capacity in the field' of hydraulic engineering and 
to Seychelles to prepare a project proposal for 
harnessing surface water. 

(iii) Mineral resources 

,-
The ~iennium witnessed concrete moves by 

many countries to adopt minerals development 
policies and strategies aimed at attracting 
investment. These included new mining legis
lation providing security of tenure, new fiscal 
regimes favourable to private investors and the 

"reductio·n of state participation in mining 
abtivities. In this respect, two countries stood 
out - Ghana and South Africa. With regard to 
Ghana, the growth of mining production was as 
·a result of policies introduced to revamp the 
mining industry, which focused on the rehabi
litation of existing major industries; increased 
exploration and development of new mines; 
strengthening of national institutions to support 
mining activities; and support to small-scale 
mining operations. South Africa, on the other 

'hand, enhanced- mineral production through 
increasing value added processing. 

ECA contributed to these challenges 
through activities aimed at strengthening 
national institutions to support the activities of 
the private sector in the minetals·sector. 'These 
included defining measures foi"'the improvement 
of small-scale mining by proposing specific legis

·lation that would create an enabling environ-
ment and the provision of technical assistance 
on such issties as production using new techno
logies, the economic use of mining waste pro
ducts, prospects for the increased production of 
ahd intra-African trade in aluminium, copper 
commodities and metal products. 

(d) Marine resources 

Assisting African countries to implement 
the United Nations Convention on the Law of 
the Sea with ·a· view to them benefitting collec-

tively or individually from · the vast ocean 
resources, namely reservoi~~ of food, energy, 
materials and space existing ·:in Africa's sea bed 
was a major objective in the marine sector. 

A major initiative was the holding of a 
"Regio'nal Lea'dership Seminar on Marine/Ocean 
Affairs in Africa". organized in collaboration 
with the International Ocean Institute (101), as a 
platform for" launching the process of ocean 
resources development in Africa. Among other 
things, the seminar defined policies, strategies 
and a ptbgramme of action to exploit the 
abundant living' and ·non-living resources of the 
sea in the context of the Abuja Treaty. These 
policies and.st'rategies emphasized the need for 
developing capacities for exploration, optimum 
exploitation and sustainable development and 
management ·of- the ocean resources for the 
benefit of Africa's'people. The implementation 
of these strategies would require cooperation 
among African countries in the development of 
scientific knowledge, technological capacities 
and management skills, development of an 

· appropriate legal institutional framework, 
development of infrastructure and mobilization 
of financial resources. 

(e) Cartography and remote sensing 

For many African countries, information on 
natural resources does exist but much improve
ment could be made through a mix of interven
tions aimed at rationalizing resource information 
needs and strengthening capacities to generate 
and manage information. In response to this 
need, the major activities of the secretariat in 
the· field of c-artography and remote sensing 
aimed at stren·gthening the capacity of subre
gional'institutions to provide information genera
tion and management services to member 
States, in diagnosing the problems facing Africa 
and proposing remedial· actions ·required to 
correct the situation. 

In its efforts to assist its member States to 
build or improve their capacity to access and 
annualize adequate information, particularly 
concerning the adoption and use of modern data 
acquisition and processing technologies, the 
Commission undertook several studies. which 
resulted in the following publications: 
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.(~_l· The status of mapping programmes in 
Africa: Strateg.ies to fill spatial infor_mation 
gaps; 

(b) Framework for the establishment and 
utilization of national geographic information 

··' . ;·-,t •j 

infrastructures; 

(c) Land information systems for land 
resource pl~nning with special attention to 
forest management; and 

(d) An assessment of the status of the 
remote sensing programme for Afric~ and its 
contribution to the goals of Agenda 21 a_nd the 
requirements of sustainable developmen-t. · 

Provision of technical and managerial 
advisory services to relevant regional ins_titutions 
also constituted th~ thrust of ECA' s inte~ven
tion. These were provided to the Regi.o_nal 
Centre for Services in Surveying, Mapping ·_a.nd 

Remote Sensing. (RCSSMRS), the .Regional 
C~ntre for Training in ~erospac;e Su~veys 
(RECTAS) and the .. African. Organization for 
Cartography and Remote Sensing (AOCRS). 

' . ' 
lss11es concerning the development and 

manag~me'nt. of resource informatiqn and _its 
value in policy definition was also given .atten
tion by the Commission. An ad roc expert 
group examined issues affecting th~ generation 
and.management of resource infomiation, which 
included poorly defined information needs, la.ck 
of commitment and understanding a(aflle.vefs, 
the need for technological capacities required to 
provide relevant information. In order.to correct 
the present trend, the policies and· strategies 
should be guided by the following: resource 
information as a fundamental requirement for 
making decisions on natural resources develop
ment and utilization; the need for building 
institutional base; and the need for. greater 
involvement of the private sector. 

INFRASTRUCTURAL AND STRUCTURAL 
TRANSFORMATION 

Two programmes of action adopted by the 
United Nations. Ge.nera(!Assembly drive ECA's 
work in ttiis subprogrartmie.' These are the 
second United Nations Tran'sport and Communi
cations Decade in Africa {UNTACDA II) and the 
second Industrial Development Decade ·for 
Africa (IDDA II). These programmes provided 
frameworks with'h1 which infrastructural and 
structural transformation, in particular in 
transport and communications and industri'al 
development, can take place. Closely asso~ 
cia ted: with this·· objective was the need for 
countries to formulate policies and implement 
strategies, including the application of science 
and technology for the development of sustain
able industrial capabilities and efficient transport 
and communication systems. 

The implementation of the two Decade pro
grammes formed the focal point of ECA' s work 
during the biennium under this subprogramme. 
Most activities focused on assisting member 
States and relevant IGOs with their infrastruc
tural and structural transformation programmes 
by undertaking studies, providing technical 

support to enhance the capacity of national and 
subregional level institutions to .. implemerit the 
programmes. In this regard; much en,-phasis 
was placed on the development of the scientific 
and technological base required for the. realiza
tion of the objectives 'of the two Decade pro
grammes. 

(a) Transport and· 
development 

communic·at'ions 
• I t ,·.J ,' 

A mid-te·rm review of efforts: In the imple
mentation of the UNTACDA II programme was 
undertaken during' the biennium. The evaluation 
study for the review confirmed the continued 
validity of the global and sectoral objectives, 
strategies and projects of the programme. 
However, implementation was fraught with 
several shortcomings, mainly associated 'with_ 
financing, functioning of the various organs and 
institutional mechanisms and unfulfilled commit
ments. For example, the national coordination 
committees (NCC) were not established in some 
countries; many of those which had beeri e'stab
lished did not function ·according to·their terms 
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of. reference; the .. Resource Mobilization Com'
mittee-(RMC) di'ifnot succeed to 'raise funds for 
the Decade's activities and· projects. · : · 

The evaluation made several recommenda
tions to improve the future implementation, in 
particular mobilization ·ot-· ·resources· for the 
implementatio·ri of the ·various· programme' com
ponents. It would be necessary as· a first step 
for member States to internalize the mobilization 

·of resources through the ·active involvement·of 
the private sector and the adoption of innovative 
internal·resource mobilization drive. · 

As lead ·agency for the· implementation of 
UN'-T~CDA II, ECA's efforts aimed at facilitating 
in~1~;r.2State transport and-communications, acce
le'fating ·institutional reforms, improving human 
~~~.9urce -·capacitiesi etc. In this connection:, 
~OA continued to ·participate actively in 'the 
i~ple·mentation of projects requiring regional co
operation, while at the same time provided 
assistance at the subregional and regional 
levels. 

ment of sets of pedol:hHince indicators,. on 
transport and communications-.··. 

The development of an efficient air 
transport system and network' was being pur
su·ed' through the ·promotion of c66'perative 
arran Jements with a view to enhanci"ri'g'the· size 
and profitable operation of airtransport services 
within the· framework 'of the Yamoussoukro 
Declaration cin a· ·new· -African · alr. traQspo'r't 
policy. A review of progress· in ·'the· establish
ment of the modalities for cooperation and inte
gration of 'African airlines ·was· the focus of the 
Conference of African Ministers in charge of 
Civil Aviation, held 'in'· Mauritius: in Septempe'r 
1994. ·Tfie meeting,·having analyzed progress 
made in the implementation of the 
Yamoussoukro Declaration, adopted measures 
aimed-· at ··progressive l-iberalization of ·traffic 
rights and strengthening the move to.wiu'ds the 
·integration· · of African airline companies. 
Specific -measures relating to the e~change 'of 
freedoms of the air were also adopted by the 
mee~ing. 

Regional programmes such as "Hum'an.::; . ECA;·~ support to transport and communi-
resources and institutional development (HRID')" · cations development in Africa also included 
and the "Transport database" project were used research and analysis of critical issues relating 
as vehicles ~or building the critj.c;al capacit,ies to the de.velopment of the sector. Accordingly, 
required for the effective implementation of the the s.ecretariat undertook research on some 
UNTACDA II programme. major ~-~yelopments in the post.al services and 
· ' · telecom~.unications sector in Afr.ica in . an 

The human resources and institutional attemP.t #> jdentify key iss~,JeS to which African r .. 1- , • , • 

development project aimed at assisting African 
countries develop their human resources and 
institutional capacities for the management of 
transport and communications. The key acti
vities· ·undertaken during this period were 
especially directed at enhancing ·p-olicy and 
in-stirtutip_gal .r,~.forms and the preparation of the 
p·irot.ph~s~, 'i'oclyd!ng mobiiization of support for 
fina'nbial and: technical assistance for project 
im-plementation .. , .. ·.· .. ·. 

.. . !;>f,,,,,,' 

The transp_9rt dat'abase project has been 
effective in highlighting the deficiencies relating 
to· transport data and the resulting implications 
on poli~ies and 'd~cisf~n~ -,~a ken. Through ~~~
activities of the; p'rqje_c:tr, ,th!e level of aware~e~s. 
on the n~ed for' 't_r~·n~~~~t-~ata and_ the us;~:f~:~"i 
ness of mformat1oi1 denve.d from 1t has been. 

• • • · 1 'i · , ! I "':'} ~U .,_ ' • • lo~..._, 

heiQhtene~. _q~~::v1 :!h.~Ullajor outputs of the. 
project during tb~ .• l;>ieQ.nium was the develop-

, • ' • ' 1 ·~ • ~ 
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countri~§ .~t\Ol.l'd pay. R.~rw::ul~r attemtion. . . 
,:.:a; ~)r~ fr.;: .:~· :;·t·~-1 .~~.:~ .. : · ... 

. For tt'\e po~t~,~seryi~ce.s se~tor, a sWdY was 
undertake_; "'rid a techni,c~.! puqli.catidn prepareq 
on the impact of n~~-'cc?:~riE!li' swyice'sr,,in the 
postal secfqr. 'in Africa;_ fr:o.~ which. the i;n_ajo.( 
finding was that tfi~ ·~osiaT sector has. piayecLa 

w 'i . .., . -. : •,' I ··.:-"1 ' ' I :-!' •' I .~-- • ·, 

major_ role in, _rjlar.ke~qr~·~-~~-l_iz~:~fc;>'fl anq :.<fQ,ffi~e-~ 
tition. ~s, r! .· bad,_';t~ :,<;:on~e'.od .. _with -~.p~lya~e 
messenge·r. !38~ .-,<;:,~-!J.ri~:r ~ serviQe~: ·.:lori.Q :.-befo/e 
liberalization 'and competition 'became 'fc;tshlon~ 
able in th;e n~w'dEni~fopmenfparadigm.·' Furth~rS 
more, the report sh~-~e'd th~t rria~y African 
countries have been forced to separate postal 
services. from' ·.the traditi-~nal organiz~_tio_n :·Of 
posts and >:~leco~r'n~ni,cat_ion.~, thus ·9·~~~:ring 
the postal' 'sector greater administrative .. and 

-,,.,·. J • - _,: • l~,! 

financial autonomy in order to. allow it to com-
pete more effective. 1 ~:.. with1 t~~;~~urier ser~i:~'es 
in the increasingly lil)eraliz~_d_pq~,t.~,L~ervices ·' 

·.-: ... 



market. The study made several recommenda
tions to African Governments, in general, and to 
postal administrations, in particular, regarding 
the management of postal services to better 
serve ·customers and improve their competitive 
position in the liberalized market. Of particular 
note is the recommendation that efforts be 
made to extend postal services to the rural com
munity where the majority of the African . .popu
lation lives, as the-o·nly means available to them 
to communicate with the rest of the world. 

Telecommunications is arguably undergoing 
revolutionary changes the world over. Given 
Afri.ca's weak position in the global telecom
mun'ication system, the secretariat carried out a 
study on the Development and application of 
mobile communications in Africa with a view to 
assessing its possible application to meet the 
rapidly growing demand for telecommunications. 
The study recommended, among other things, 
the need for: 

(a) More coordination among African 
countries in the introduction of cellular mobile 
telecommunication services with a view to pro
r,noting cross-border mobility as well as joint 
procurement and manufacturing arrangements; 

(b) Establishment of regulatory structures 
which allow for and promote private sector 
participation in the development of telecom
munications in Africa; 

(c) Application of cellular technology for 
rapid expansion of telecommunication services 
to remote areas. 

Another study on "Financing policies and 
practices in transport and communications 
sectors in Africa, including taxation, user fees, 
joint ventures and private sector financing" was 
undertaken. The study concluded that: 

(a) The sector is mainly funded by the 
public sector through general and specific tax 
revenues, borrowing and grants; and 

(b) Lack of relevant financial and fiscal 
data does not allow for a proper assessment of 
the extent to which transport and communica
tions priority expenditures for investments and 
operational costs vary from country to country. 

Nevertheless, the majority of the countries 
which have relevant data have indicated that 
the share of investmer.1t is high. 

The study made. a number of recommenda
tions addressed to African Governments, public 
enterprises, the private sector including 
financing institutions and the international 
community to assume their share of responsibi
lity effectively to increase the financial per
formance of the transport and communications 
sectors. 

One of the priority areas of the UNT ACDA II 
programme is rehabilitation, upgrading and 
maintenance of the most critical elements of the 
existing infrastructure and equipment · as 
measures to improve their efficiency, capacity 
and utilization as well as prolong their economic 
life. An examination of these possibilities was 
carried out through a study on the "Improve
ment of maintenance management systems in 
the fields of rail, road and inland waterways 
transport in Africa". This study made a number 
of recommendations calling on African Govern
ments to cooperate among themselves and with 
the ECA secretariat in order to improve signifi
cantly maintenance management systems in the 
African transport subsectors such as road, rail
ways and inland waterways. 

The secretariat, through its advisory 
services, provided technical assistance to a 
number of countries and subregional organiza
tions on the following issues: 

(a) Draft legislation on national tele
communications policy; 

(b) Drafting. the telecommunications 
regional strategy for Africa; 

(c) Contributing to the programme on 
training of sorting and transit centre specialists, 
which was jointly organized in 1 995 by the 
Universal Postal Union (UPU) and the Pan
African Postal Union (PAPU) for English
speaking African countries; and 

. 
(d) Providing assistance to Sierra Leone on 

transport policies, to Nigeria on transport data
base and to South Africa (SARTOC). 
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(b) Industrial development in Africa 

A key goal of Africa's·development is to 
diversify its economic base such that it relies 
l-ess on primar~ commod'iti·~~r::and more on pro
cessed and.rs~mi-process~d· products. The 
United Nations'lndusti"i·al 'Development Decade 
for Africa programrhe·seeks to accomplish this. 
This goal takes arl~Jrgent and important dimen
sion in view to a number of recent events at the 
international and regional levels, such as the 
signing of the Uruguay Round Agreement, the 
creation of the World Trade Organization (WTO) 
and the coming into force of the Treaty estab
lishing the African Economic Community. These 
events imply that Africa should reexamine.how 
it does business among itself and with the rest 
of the world. 

-. ~:~ 

kilf ,.·was "against this background that th~ 
twe.lftH'·( meeting of. the Confer-ence of African 
Min·i·sters Of Industry, held in .Gaborone, 
Bots'vJ~r-l·a,.:addressed itself to the kiey<i:ssu.es of 
nationafpo1i'cies in creating an enabling eoviron
ment private sector. and entreJjlr.eneur:ship 
development,' competitiveness · of · A·kican 
industry/subregional and regional -e.ooperatjon, 
mobilization and utilization of Afric<:~-n- financial 
and human resources. /1,,',' 

The···ministet_s in their resolve to face the 
chatleng·es of•·· indl\lstr:i•al development adopted 
the ''Gaborone Declaraticm as a' statement of 
reaffirmation of their~commitment to·the obje~
tives of the Industrial Development Decade' for 
Africa. 

,, 

'. 
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Box 2 

INDUSTRIALIZATION IN AFRICA 

THE GABORONE DECLARATION 

We, The Mimsters of Industry, at the twelfth meeting of the Conference of African Mtr11sters of Industry, hel'd 1n 
Gaborone, Repubfic of Botswana, from 6 t~ 8 June 19~5, have undertaken an 1n-depth .~nd criticaj .assessment of the 
ihdustriel situation in Afric~, the various global economic changes including, in particular. the Lirugu'ay Round, the 
globalization and liberalization of thE! Worlg ecqnomy as well as technological ch~nges and their impact on the 
lmpi'errientation of the lDDA progr~mme. We recognize the impor.tant orientation conta.in,ed in the Cairo Agenda for 
Action adppted by the seventeenth extr~ordinary sess1on of the OAU Council of Ministers. 

Within this overall framework, we reaffirm our commitment to the indUstri~lization of Africa, indiVidually and 
9ollectively. 
< 

We, therefore, commit ourselves to the following measures and act1ons to. b~-· urgently and v1gorously 
undertaken with a view to relaunching our industrial development and accelerating the (mplemerttation of our 
programmes for tha SE!c<>nd IDDA ~t the. national subregion,al and regional levels: 

· A. Nationet policies 

• Create an enabling environment of peace, security, stability and the rule of law; 

• Create and maintain a stable macroeconomic environment and the right strategy and policy framework for 
industrial development; 

• Build key human and in;;titutional capacities to suppprt industrialization; 

' ' ' ~ ' ·, i'· :: 
• Under~ake the mobifization and efficient utilization of domestic financial resources and attract foreign direct 

investment. 

B; Private sector and entrepreneurship development 

• Facilitate the full involvement of the private sector to participate actively in the industrialization process. of 
Afric<~n Countries; 

., 

• . ·.· .:f~k~ me<~sures to support efforts for the private sector to organize and mobiliz·e'-·itself to contribtJte 
effectively to the industrialization of our countries; 

• Undertake alf efforts to encourage the development of African entrepreneurs; 

• ,, Enco~rage SMis to achieve higher productivity <~nd be able to compete in the World Market; 

• Support and strengthen our institutions in the areas of Research and Development (R&D), with special 
emphasis on relations between· universities, research mst1tutions and industries. 

,:_., 
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C. Compet~tlveness 

• Prepare ourselves to meet the challenges that will re"ult from the globalization and liberalization of 
the World Economy, the Uruguay· Round and the Grt Nth of Regional Economic Groupings; 

• · Exploit our comparative advantages; 

• Improve our competitiveness, efficiency, quality management and the application of international 
standards. 

D. Subregional and regional cooperation 

•· · Give practical me·aning to the· essential role of our'subregional and regional economic communities 
by providing the'm with the support they need; · ·. -~ ·•·· 

• Support and strengthen our regional and subregional technologtcal and scientific institu~ions; 

• Increase our intra-African trade and cross-border investments. 

E·.' .. ,:Mobilization cif resources 

I ~-

• Achieve increased efficiency in the mobilization and utilization of our fmancial and human 
resources; 

• Encourage investment in the productive sector as opposed to speculative activities; 

• Appeal for the resolution of the debt problem; 

• Facilitate the retention of human capital and reverse brain-drain; 

• Restructure our education systems to address our industrial developm!)nt needs through technu:al 
education, vocational training, engineering and manager~al education, on the one hand so as to 
promote the spirit of enterprise and to inculcate an industrial culture on the other hand. 

F. Other Areas 

• Remove the socio-cultural constraints impeding the full involvement of women in the development 
of Africa; 

• Promote women's access to education including particular!) · 1siness educatio11 and introduction to 
science and technolo,gy; 

• Provide a healthy environment for the African youth as the policy makers and entrepreneurs of the 
fut.ure; 

• Ensure the integration of environmental issues into national development programmes as defined. in 
Agenda 21; 

We call on UNIDO; · ECA, OAU, UNDP, The World Bank, ADB and other international organizations. 
organizations, bilateral and multilateral donor agencies to support African countries in the implementation of 
the second •ooA programme and this declaration. 

Done at Gaborone, Botswana 

8 June 1996 
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Within the bontext of IDDA II, the secre
tariat undertook ·a -numtier of studies whose 
findings and recomme·ndations were presented 
in publications produced during the period under 
review. The thrust of these activi·ties was 
directed at assisting African countries in refor
mulating and •redesigning ·national industrial 
policies and plans with a view to· reorienting 
them towards facilitating the implementation of 
IDDA II. 

· To assist member Sfates:in the implementa
tion of the Decade activities; advisory services 
were provided to Angola, Ethiopia; Zimbabwe 
and Malawi in the following areas: development 
of sugar industries, engineering industries, fuel 
production, metal and small-scale industries 
development; 

ecr Science and technology 
-deve1opment 

' '. i ( ;~ : J,~ 

for 

··outin~f the-biennium, the secretariat's. acti
vities in the area of science and technology 
emphasized strengthening the infrastructure and 
policies for the development and application of 
science and technblogy at national, subregional 
and· regional levels ''as well as enhancihg the 
impact and effectiveness of science and techno
logy in socio-economic development. The main 
modali·ties for promoting this objective were 
conferences and meetings, research and 
advisory services. 

· Among the many conferences organized 
was the African Regional Conference on Science 
and Technology, held.in: November 1995, which 
exa·mined measures ·. for accelerating -the 
development and application of science: and 
technology capacities in the African countries. 
The meeting outlined measures for ensuring 
closer links between science and tf;l.chnology 
policies and overall e.conomic dev~·lop'n1~nt 
policies, with the full participation of the private 
sector in the promotion of science and techno
logy.- It also highlighted spe.cific actions for 
creating critical capacities in .. science and 
technology and dynamizing their contribution to 
the socio-economic development of member 
States. 

~ ' ''.~ • • f • • 

'.·;Other meetings held 'dul'in(fthe biennium 
were:·-· 

(a) Ad ho·c expert group meeting on 
nuclear science and technology which reviewed 
efforts to promote collaboration, among. African 
member States, in the peaceful uses of atomic 
en·ergy, including the identification'of common 
problems in· nuclear.:-science and technology the 
solution of which :could be amenable to subre
gional or regional efforts. The meeting also 
reviewed the existing potentials in nuclear 
science and technology which could provide the 
basis for cooperation and assesse.d progress in 
the implementation of a project on "the applica
tion of nuclear science and technology .for food 
security, economic integration and sustainable 
development in Africa"; 

.. (b) Meeting of the Southern Africa Working 
Group·· on Science and Technology, with the 
·assistance of the ECA secretariat, which formu
lated a. subregional science and technology 
policy which would help member States har
monize their national policies and enhance co
operation in capacity building based on the 
limited resources and the relative strengths and 
potential of individual States. It also proposed 
parameters for subregional cooperation in the 
following activities: school/univer.sity-industr.y 
linkages~· science and technology and societ¥; 
harmonizing science and technology policies in 
the subregion; traini111g aod exchange· of 
teacher:s:a.nd researchers; ' ... . :,, .·, 

.. -t.;~., 

(·cb. Seminar on incentiv_e_s .tor:J:he deve.lop
ment ·and application of science and technology, 
the· objective of which; was·:.to facilitate the 
exchange. of experience~:in the use of incentives 
to pro'mote the development and application of 
science .and technology in Africa. It examined 
the successful experiences in the Ahican and 
Asian countries, identified constraints and pre
requisites for success and recommended 
polici~s an.d strategies for enhancing the impact 
of incenti\lks on national science and technology 
capacity building and utilization and mechanisms 
for follow-up at national and regional levels; 

(d) Round-table on the science and techno
logy protocol of the African Economic Com
munity, which reviewed the draft protocol and 
underscored a number of important elements 
which: should be incorporated in the overall 
strategy for bringing technology-to the centre of 
dev~lopment considerations. in the 'member 
Statks; 
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(e) Ad hoc group meeting on the acquisi
tion and transfer of technology, which examined 

'! the issues in and the mechanism for technology 
,transfer in the context of the emerging African 

,. Economic Community and the new world order 
:. and established fresh perspectives on the tole of 
, technology transfer in member .States' overall 
efforts to acquire and build their technological 
capacities. It also spelt out a major role for the 
governments in formula~ing clear strategies and 
providing enabling environments necessary for 
ensuring that beneficial technology transfer is 
accelerated within the ongoing liberalization of 

~·the economies and the. evolving international 
context. 

Resear9h activities were undertaken in three 
main area13~-.' The first activity related to the use 
of t·he incen'tives for promoting the development 
and application of science and technology. The 
study revealed a wide range of incentives in 
use, viz: systemic/organizational, institu-

' tional/infrastructural,financial, fiscal, budgetary, 
honorific, legal and regulatory. The second 
study, entitled "Contribution of foreign direct 
investment (FOil technological capacity build-

. ing", analyzed FDI in selected countries followed 
:.by an assessment of the role and impact of FDI 
. pn technology transfer and competitiveness. 
The findings indicated that the scope for 
encouraging and directing FDI flows and the 
need for African countries to take deliberate 
measures to· ensure that FDI facilitates the 
accumulation of endogenoustechnological capa
Cities. The third study, entitled "Appropriate 
science and technology indicators· for Africa", 
revealed that the general paucity of data directly 
related to science and technotogy and resea.r,ch 
and development on one hand, and the. exis-

; • j.~ 

tence of adequate studies and informatior,~ on 
I \ -~ 

: I' 

economic development on the other, provides 
the background for producing preliminary 
science and technology indicators. Furthermore, 
there exists a strong interest from non
governmental quarters in developing such indi
cators and sufficient expertise to cor.tduct 
surveys for proviqing basic statistics on science 
and technology. 

Technical assistance in the form of advisory 
services was provided to the Central African 
Republic, the Congo, Mozambique, Senegal and 
the Sudan. These consultations focused on the 
strengthening of the national policy-making 
organs, the revitalization of the science and 
technology system and the formulation ofdear, 
comprehensive and effective science and tech
nology polices to contribute more meaningfully 
to national development. In the case of 
Mozambique, the advice focused on the estab
lishment of a national mechanism for the promo
tion and coordination of science and technology 
efforts in the country and the modalities of its 
operation. 

In addition to services to individual coun
tries, support was also given to regional IGOs 
and NGOs, namely the African Regional Centre 
for Technology (ARCT) and the African Regional 
Organization for Standardization (ARSO) through 
support given in the organization of the second 
Presidential Forum on the "Mobilization of 
Africa's development-oriented scientific talents 
and management skills, 1995-2005", which 
was held in Maputo, Mozambique. Similarly, 
the secretariat assisted the International Ocean 
.Institute (101) in conducting a technical evalua
. tion of potential host institutions in Senegal f.or 
its West African regional centre. 

WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT 
' ~ 

·[ 

ECA's work in the area of women in 
development has been wide-ranging and cataly
tic. The secre~ariat was actively involved in 
prep,ar.ing. African countries to participate in the 
fou.rt~. World Conference on Women, held in 
Beijing, China, in September 1.995. The most 
important outcome of all the preparatory acti
vities was the adoption of the African Platform 
for Action by the fifth African Regional Con-

feren'G:e on Women preparatory to the fourth 
World Conferen~e on Women, l)eld ip collabora
tion"\ivith the Government of Senegal. The 
African Platform for Action identified 11 critical 
areas of concern for African women and recom
mended accompanying actions to accelerate 
w~.m.en:'s advancement and mainstreaming.into 
activities and programmes affecting society as 
a whole. 
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. , .In addition, the secretariat produced the 
following publications which were widely dis
sefllinated, especially in Beijing: 

(a) The African Platform for Action: 
Africa's Common Position for the Advancement 
of Women; 

(b) Guidelines for the implementation of the 
African Platform fqr Action; 

(c) Summaries of na.tional report~i 

(d) Gender issues in Africa; 

Upon request from participants, the secre
tariat prepa~ed a booklet, entitled "Gender in 
Africa: The Issues, the Facts" (an .ECA pocket 
reference publication, in collaboration with the 
World Bank). 

. ECA and OAU served as a joint secretariat 
to the .African group at the fourth World Con
ference. Under the auspices of the group, a 
Regiqpal Meeting of Women Leaders was held. 
Thi~.rne .. eJing ~eviewed and took a common posi
tion on issu.E;ls th~t were still in brackets, to. be 
resolved prior to the World Conference. 

As .a foll.ow-up to the World Conferenc.~, 
(e) African Women and Leadership; ECA has _-established. of an Afri.can Women 

Leadership Fund which aims at building the 
(f) lnternationalleg13l instruments relevant capacity of women to f;:Ice the current 

to women. economic, social and political challenges. 

ECA'S REGIONAl ADVISORY SERVICES PROGRAMME 
··' 

This section provides ·an overview of the 
advi1>ory and training services delivered by the 
ECA Multidisciplinary Regional Advisory Group 
(MRAGl.. The Group applies multidisciplinary 
approaches to the search for solutions to the 
development pro_blems confronting African 
Gove~nments and their IGOs. ··. ' ''· 

,• •, 

,. .- . The assista.nce provided covered a large 
area of development concerns, including 
regional cooperation and integration; develop
ment finance, debt and resource flows; manage
ment of statistic!=ll systems; employment and 
human resources development and planning; 
energy and development; entrepreneurship, pri
vatization and public enterprise management; 
environment and development; food and agricul
tur'al policy a!'ld planning; rural d.«i!v~lopment; 
crime prevention and drug con,trol; popular 
participation; industrial and technological 
development and promotion; infor!J1ation 
systems development; macroeconomics and 
policy reforms; national accounts; public 
administration and fiscal affairs; water resources 
development; transport and communications; 
gender and sustainable development. 

More than 40 African countries, all. the 
major regional IGOs. as well as a number of 

smaller ones were provided with assistance. 
For instance, Burundi, Lesotho, the 'Libyan Ara9 
Jamahiriya, Mauritius and Seychelles·; among 
others, were assisted to build up their institu
tional and technical capacities in the fiel~(·6f 
organization and management of statisti~~l 
systems, particularly for the development c)f 
basic statistics targeted at the specific needs for 
data. to address policy concerns as well as on 
mo~a'lities for strengthening the. organization 
and· development of systems of national 
accounts. Activities in these cou.ntries cov~red 
basically the generation and analysis of statis
tical data, both economic and social, including 
statistics. on poverty, gen~er (!nd the environ
ment for the informed formulation and monitor
ing of socio-economic policy .and situation. as 
well as the impacts of the~e pqiicy measures.~ 

In the area of information systems develop
ment, a number of countries and IGOs bene
fitted from the services of ECA, among which 
were Eritrea, Ghana, Guinea-Bissau, Kenya, 
Morocco, Mozambique, Seneg~l, U.ganda, 
Zambia, Zimb13bwe, the Economic Community 
of West African States (ECOWAS) and IGADD. 
Assistance was provided on a variety of issu~·s 
relating to information systems development 
' ' ' 

aimed primarily at enhancing the ~apability of 
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member States and IGOs to collect, store, 
retrieve and disseminate information on socio
economic development matters. In the course 
"'·11 ' - ' '• 
of the biennium, a numbef of important net-
works were created for strengthening the 
development of information systems on the 
continen·t. Tne%J' included the West African 
Develop~ent~.li&formation System (WADIS). the 
:Sta'nding Corrl~ittee on the Harmonization and 
Standardization of Documentation and lnforma
ti.dn Systems arid the PADDEV programme for 
database develo.pment a,nd management. 

Services were delivered on the institutional 
arid 'Substantive issues of economic cooperation 
a'nd int'egration, particularly as they felate to the 
establishmen{ of. the African Economic Com
munity. These ·se'tvices were provided to coun
tries and subregional IGOs in the development 
of cooperative arrangements, particularly in the 
promotion of science and programme develop
ment for integration and, cooperation .. Assis
tance to Burkina Faso, Cote d'lvoire, the c'ongo 
and Senegal was to evaluate the training needs 
i,rq;cience and technology for the preparation of 
-~_egotiations between the Congo and the other 
.thre·~ countries. Similarly, services were pro
vide._d to Tunisia in developing an inventory of 
institutions of higher education in basic science 
and technology to be used in promoting scien
tffic ·'cooperation between Tunis.ia a·nd the 

•• ... : .- .• ·: • t' 

Cong,o._:. ·· .. Through the activities ·o~; 'MRAG, 
importal)t links were established between the 
Maghreb Arab Union and the other subregional 
economic groupings in Africa while, at the same 
time strengthening mechanisms for accelerating 
the process of economic integration in the North 
African subregio'n itself. 

:. 'h· 

The critic~! · concerns of public sector 
management and its role in the overall manage
ment 'of the African economy was given special 
attention through the support 'provided to a 
number of African Governments such as 
Botswana1 Ethiopia, Mauritius, Sierra Leone and 
Zambia. 'lh particular, issues related to public 
sector; .. ~~y .. afHj: m'otivation, performance 
managemeh't;·:ei'tfics and faccountability and the 

r" •(, ··.:, , : . ., . , 

deveto'pm~nt··of human ','and institutional capa-
cities':Were 'ad'dressed. '~ Mdst,.notable among 
those' ~as the secretarl~f~' ser'vic~s to the 
Government of Namibia to assist with the estab
lishment of the wage and salary commission. 
The . secretariat actively participated in the 

review of the civil service· salary structure and 
the development of a technical paper subse
quently adopted by the wage and salary com
mission as a conceptual framework to guide its 
functions and oper'aflons. Assistance in ;p~rivate 
sector development included training in ·public 
enterprise management and strategic~planning 
was also provided to Eritrea . 

. ~: :s:·.,. 

In the area of employment and human 
resources planning and development, services 
were provided broadly on capacity building and 
specifically on the formulation of employment
generation programmes particularly for women, 
youth and rural communities; training to 
planners and pra·ctitionerson realistictechniques 
and approaches to employment planning; and 
policy measures for maximizing the utilization of 
human resources such as reducing the brain 
drain and its impact on African economies. 
More specific cases relate to: 

{a) Assistance given to the research and 
development forum for science and development 
in Africa (RANDFORUM) on strategies for 
reversing the brain drain from African economies 
which led to the creation of a regional pro
gramme known as distressed and expatriate 
scientists and scholars from Africa (DESSP); 

{b) Assistance. to the Government of 
Mauritius whereby advisory services were p'r'o
vided on strategies for human resources 
development in the ministries of coope.ratives 
and of women, family and child development. 
Both made proposals on how the ministries con
cerned could ''be restructured and how a 
systematic human resources development 
strategy could be put in place. 

Services were provided on various aspects 
of food and agricultural policy and planning with 
a view to increasing the capacities of govern
ments and IGOs to' prosecute sustainable agri
culture and food production policies so as to 
increase food production, food security and self
sufficiency and reduce poverty on the African 
continent. 

As concerns energy, the environment and 
development, assistance was provided to such 
IGOs as IGADD and the Southern Africa 
Development Community (SADC) on coopera
tion mechanisms in the area of energy, environ-
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ment, infrastructure development and manage
ment of the natural resource base. Regional 
institutions such as African Regional Centre for 
Technology (ARCT), the African Institute for 
Economic Development and Planning (IDEP) and 
the African Centre of Meteorological Applica
tions for Development (ACMAD) benefitted from 
advisory and training services in these fields. A 
number of countries were assisted with the 
formulation o.f policies or strategies on energy 
and the environment and especially with their 
efforts in implementing Agenda 21 and the Con
vention on Desertification. 

Member States received considerable assis
tance in policy and programme formulation, 
particularly with regard to their positions on 
women and development for the World Con
ference on Women. A number of training acti
vities were also provided for the benefit of 
African Governments, NGOs, IGOs and 
academic, professional and training institutions. 

In the area of macroeconomics and policy 
reforms, advisory services were provided to a 
number of countries on a range of issues of rele
vance to their development concerns. These 
included input-output analysis and macroeco
nomic modelling for planning and projections 
and ; . macroeconomic analysis of the sustain
ability of the public investment programme in 
Seychelles; management of the external debt of 
the Central African Republic; identification and 
assessment of the development priorities of 
Angola; and the delivery of training programmes 
to African planners at IDEP. Services were also 
provided in the areas of trade and related 
economic matters, particularly on debt, trade 
liberalization and financing, and the improve
ment of congruent economic policy instruments. 

Assistance continued to be provided to 
member States and IGOs on policies, strategies 
and programmes for developing transport, 
communications and industrial systems in Africa 
within the context of UNCTADA II and IDDA II. 

AFRICA: CRITICAL ECONOMIC SITUATION, 
RECOVERY AND DEVELOPMENT 

The United Nations New Agenda for the 
Development of Africa in the 1990s (UN
NADAF) was launched in response to the call 
for the intensification of concerted action on 
identi.fied critical areas central to Africa's 
durable and sustained transformation. The UN
NADAF was also to be the framework for 
developing the compact for partnership on 
which to mobilize commitment in the form of 
complementary and supplementary support from 
Africa's external friends and the international 
community. 

For Africa, the UN-NADAF signified their 
commitment to the creation of conditions con
ducive for economic growth and social devalop
ment, including internalization of their 
development priorities as well as the domestic 
resources required. The problems Africa must 
overcome to achieve the objectives of the UN
NADAF are daunting: reduction in development 

resources, increase in poverty, population pres
sure, threat to food self-sufficiency and 
security, deterioration in productive capacity, 
breakdown in most of the social sectors -
education, health, etc. 

Within the context of the role entrusted to 
it to mon · · 'lr the implementation of the pro
gramme, EL,.... undertook the following activities: 
organization of a regional seminar on the role of 
NGOs in the implementation of the UN-NADAF; 
contribution to the Asia-Africa Forum and 
follow-up on the implementation of the Bandung 
Framework for Asia-Africa cooperation for 
Eastern and Southern African countries; pre
paration of studies on key factors pertaining to 
Africa's economic recovery including resource 
flows, commodity diversification and capacity 
building required for the diversification of the 
African economies. 
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·::.·: .. Ill. COOPERATION AND RELATIONS W-ITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS 
_,,''!. ,· · .c\' · AND PARTNERS . 

... CooPeration· with ·:other development 
pa'rtners continued to be a·n: important element 
in ECA's efforts to provide s·~:pport for' Africa's 
socio-economic developr:nent. Indeed, building 
effective partnerships 'is o'ne' of 'the cardinal 
principles guiding the ·refc:Nfh ·and renewal that 
has been ur'lder way ·in E.CA since·'.'mid-1995. 
Enhanced coopefation with partners· helps ECA 
to expand its network and outreach by leverag
ing resources to expand its scope of services to 
African countries. The network 'of relationships 
during the 1994-1995 bienniurrrcovered NGOs, 
IGOs, bilateral and multilatera-l organizations and 
United Nations agencies· wh'ich together made 
valuable contributions in terms of financial or 
technical support to the implementation of the 

t 

programme'S of the Commission. 
• ' - '. !' ~ ' t 

The scope of collaboration during the 
biennium covered several ar~as, including: 
information systems devel'opment; issues of 
women's advancement; piiblic1'Sector reforms 
and management; natu.ral resources develop
ment and management, agriculture, in particular 
food self-sufficiency and secu'rity; population 
con·cerns; monetary and financial issues; trans
port and communications; and industrial 
development. 

ECA ·collaborated with -:"some partners in 
research and other activities fn\1dlvi'ng analysis 
and documentation of ·de\1~!6~me~f· issues in 
Africa. For instance: · '" I ·,~.· )".< 

(a) OAU and FAO collaborated with ECA in 
preparing the framework for developing a 
common African agricultural programme within 
the context of the African Economic Com
munity; 

(b) The Universal Postal Union (UPU) 
worked with ECA in carrying out a study on the 
impact of new courier services on postal ser
vices in Africa; and 

(c) The World Bank collaborated with ECA 
in the preparation of a booklet, entitled "Gender 
in Africa: The issues, the facts" (a pocket 
reference publication). 

As in the past, ECA had close working 
relations with the United Nations Development 
Prograr ,me (UNDP), the United Nations Popula
tion Fun(:!. (UNFPA), the United Nations Educa
tional, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO), the United Nations Environment Pro
gramme (UNEP), the United Nations Centre for 
Human Settlements (UNCHS), the United 
Nations Conference on Trade and· Developme~t 
(UNCT AD) and the World Meteorological Organi
zation (WMO) in global programmes, especially 
as they affect Africa. There was also close 
collaboration hetweeh the ·United Na'tions 
Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), 
the Universal Postal Union (UPU), the World 
Bank and· the International Telecommunication 
Union (ITU) and ECA in the implementation of 
such regional programmes as UNCT ADA II and 
IDDA II. . 

Activities with IGOs and NGOs expanded in 
all areas df development. The following 
examples represent the fruitful relationship 
developed with IGOs and NGOs during the 
biennium: 

(a) The 'launching ;··of a newsletter 
(FEMMELINI;l by the Afric'an Women's Develop
ment and Communi·i::atlons Network (FEMMET) 
with input from ECA;. c '~ :.··c·. ::,,, . . .. 

r· ·i ~ .. -·_::.-,·.~,..:~ /' ·!..:·-. 

(b) The World E'nerg~( Council. '(WEC) 
collaborated with the Tunisian Government, 
OAU and ECA in the organization of the first 
Pan-African Energy Ministers Conference; 

(c) ECA and the World Assembly of Small 
and Medium Enterprises (WASME) exchanged 
experience in small enterprises. 

Inter-agency related actions also repre
sented opportunities for cooperation in areas of 
mutual interest. These included: 

(a) Inter-Agency Task Force meeting 
organized to agree on inputs into the preparation 
of documents for the fifth African Regional Con
ference on Women; 
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(b) Inter-agency activities .. .'r,elated to the 
United Nations System-wide Pl_an of Action for 
the implementation.· 'of'''the-',',BN-NADAF, the · 
United Nations Sy'~'t¥fh?-~fde Sp~'ciallnitiative on· 
Africa and UNTACD'A-:.u:c~md : ·,-

. . . . r~· '.,. ~ ,, . 

(~j lnter-Agen~~~1ptivitiesr~lated to sector
spepifi<;i- issues ~ti~!!t;~as_ .~ater, statistics and' 
development informa:t!ign.:.\,· · 

' • ':' ' : • I .'~.t: . 
. _ . . (:p. :· !J.~·::--::ri ~ 
The following· ·meetings·· and conference's 

j~irftiy'o~,ganized·wft'h·par.t.he.rs.·w·~re significant: 
-.... _? ••·•• _,i. .:~:- ~,.t,~t.:r~- t • ... -<I;--::-7-:- . 

I i'. I' '1'3.1/'.. \ '(f•{o ' Q .... ~ I• ..-. (~'- •• ' 

··~~-(~f. OAU/ECA/AQBwithinthe frameworkof 
the Joint'Secret~'ri_cr·,q,~ganized several meetings 
primarily to genera·t~>l=lupport for launching the 
activities of the Africah E~cShomic Community, 

·- •• ~ ~-~ t' 

preparation for 1the lnterna:fional Conference on 
Pop~lation and· bevelop~~rit, the World Summit 
for So.cial Development and the World Con
ference on Natural Disaster Reduction; many of 
these resulted in the adoption an African 
CollflmQo.Position on the issues for discussion; 

' ' .... r~~~. :-. , '-1 : ' ' --, 

' : -) ~ ;.. ,•. 

(b) 'Ctillabdration · with UNESCO in 
organizing a regional symposium and regional 
meeting on scien,q~ and technology on the 
str~t~~~q.i ~o.l~:\: 1of _r,~t::.i:~T~~~~: ·, ~nd technology in 
en,h~n,fm9 •.. Afnca's economrc recovery. There 
was furthe'r collaboration with UNESCO on the 
organization of a Conferen·ce on University
lndustry-S.cience Partnership (UNISPAR), during 
whi-ch project proposals from- various African 
institutions were reviewed for funding unde-r the 
International Fund for the Technological 
Development of Africa; 

'"' "' 

• J,' 

1.~ l'i' . .! ; -· l'.i 

• i, • ' ! .. ' ~~ .. 

:z.'t\' 

.(b) The Joint·· WMO/ECA International 
Conf~rence ·on Water Resources Policy 'and 
Assessment ir:r Africa was held to develop a : 
programme for . enhancing the capacity of 
African count~ies for water resources assess
ment, development and management; 

~ :: .. 

, 1-(c) The ·'Water, :Environment and Marine 
Affairs Section· contrihuted to the organization: 
and servicing of an ECA:'meeting on polic'ies and 
strategies for t~e development and utilization Qf 
natural resources and energy in~Africa; · --- . · ·-

· '-(i:JFCooperation with "the Centre for 
Scieiice''-Development of the Human Science
Research Council of South Africa on .,the 
organization of an international seminar on. 
science systems and Africa; :. 

(e) UNEP/ECA joint support to the sessions 
of the African Ministerial Conference on En·"i~r,o.n-
ment;~"~;:.,"· . :".;,· ·- : '' : · 

.... \ f 7 ~~ ~ ' , .... 

(f) 'f;·UNCHS(H~BITAT)/OAU/ECA··coopera
tion in the organiza.tion of several meetings on 
the preparation of HABITAT II; : · · ' . 

, '•I . . ~. ·.·' ' ; 

(g) International Labour Organisation 
(ILO)/ECA meeting on a study of macro~policy 
framework for small-scale industries; 

\' ~' ; ~' :_.' '\ ' 'r ' 

'(hj1' Joint ''ECA!dNIDO ·· workshop on the 
participation of viiorrien in manufacturing as' well 
as organization of the twelfth meeting! of' -the 
Conference of African Ministers of lndustr.y. 'and 
the Private Sector Forum·. -

1
;:!;_, 

. ·::.' 

': ' 

·: -; ' .. 

.-:.:·· 
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IV. MANAGEMENT OF RESOURCES 

A. Introduction 

The resources for the implementation of 
ECA activities derive ~rom two sources: the 
regular budget and extra budgetary. The regular 
budget resources are voted by the General 
Assembly of the United' Nations and the extra
budgetary resources are those which the secre
tariat negotiates with Africa's bilateral and 
multilateral partners . 

Regular budget resources are mainly used to 
finance the secretariat's substantive activities, 
such as the servicing of meetings of the legis
lative organs of the Commission and the imple
mentation of technical activities, encompassing 
the preparation of materials for publication. 
These a~tivities also include promotion of inter
national cooperation and the provision of 
advisory services. In addition, certain regular 
oudget resources, for example, the United 
Nations Regular Programme of Technical Co
operation, are used primarily for the imple
mentation of technical cooperation activities. 

Extrabudgetary resources, on the other 
hand, are primarily used to fund operational 
activities including advisory services, group 
training and implementation of field projects. 

B. Management of financial resources 

The 1994-1995 regular budget resources 
approved by the General Assembly covered the 
cost of implementing the work programme ·o·f 
the Commission and in the provision of adminis-' 
trative support and services. The allocation of 
US$94,627.60 was to finance activities un(jer: 

(a) Regional co'operation for development 
in Africa; 

(b) Regular Programme of Technical Co
operation; 

(c) Staff training; 

(d) Transnational corporations; 

(e) African critical economic situation;' ~nd 

(f) ·Construction, alteration, improvements 
and major maintenance. 

The Commission also sought supplementary 
resources from multilateral and bilateral partners 
to support project activities· that are field 
oriented and for which regular budget resources 
were insufficient. 
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·'':.' · ' 1. Resources,by.source ··· ; . 
• .1' '' ' - ~ • ~ 

Table 1 shows the ~espurces alloqated to ECA by source: 

Table 1. Allocation of resources by source (in -thousands o-f .US$) 
:J ,' ' .'• . ·.· .. 

' .. ·• . ' ~ . ... ,, .. ; 1990.1991 1994-1996 ,.. - ~ 1992-. 
.. '. Source 1993 

1. Regular budget allocations; 93,966.3 132,680.0 94,627.6 
Section 23: Economic Commission for Afnca 68,91-8.'6" 68,726.0 68,210.8 
Section 12: Regular Programme of Technical Cooperation ' 3,94,4.6. 4,636.6 7,553.2 
Section 28: Staff training activity 232.3 - ' - .. 
Section 35: Construction, alteration, improvements and major 
maintenance 
Section 45: African critical economic situation 

.. 
Sect1on 16; Transnational corporations· ' }1··. ' 

2. Extrabudgetary allocations; 
United Nations agencies 

United Nations Development Programme 

United Nations Population Fund 

United Nations Trust Fund for African Development 

Bilateral donors 

TOTAL 

Following is a -brief explanation of the 
significant changes in 1994-1 995 versus those 
of the preceding biennium. 

(a) Section 23: Economic Commission for 
Africa 

The financial cns1s facing the United 
Nations resulted in special measures, effective 
mid-September 1995, designed to conserve 
cash. As a result, 1994-1995 budget alloca
tions were reduced to levels approximately 
equal to those of the previous biennium. 

For ECA, these reductions mandated by the 
special measures related to the financial crisis 
resulted in the postponement of some activities 
to the 1996-1997 biennium and the termination 
of some low priority level activities as well as 
curtailment of support services. 

(b) Section 12: Regular Programme of 
Technical Cooperation 

Resources provided increased substantially 
(by 67 per cent) to strengthen ECA's ability to 

30,371.8 58,673 0 17,871.8 
- 227.0 483.7 

' ·499.0 618.6 608.1" 

... 
\ 

41,929.3 24,432.7 10,701.8 
' 

28,862.8 . 16,034.6 1,632.6' 

8,607.6 4, 799.6 4,033.7 
~~ 

.. 
' 

\''' ~,) p.8 2,337.4 1,669.7 

' ' 2,361.1 2;i61. 1 3,476.8 .. 
' 

135,895.6 157,11?.7 105,329.4 
.. ,, .. 

_:pr.ovide technical advisory services to member 
.$t'ates. ·· .. · 

(c) Section 35: Construction, alteratibri, 
improvements and major maintenance 

These funds are primarily for the construc
tion of the new United Nations Conference 
Centre in Addis Ababa. With the approaching 
completion of the Centre, the allocations for 
1994-1995 were correspondingly reduced. 

(d) United Nations Development 
Programme (UNDP) 

Continuing a trend that started in 1990-
1991, allocations from UNDP were significantly 
lower. The decrease reflects a worldwide 
strategic shift by UNDP, which emphasizes 
projects executed at the national level by 
governments, rather than through regional 
organizations like ECA. 
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2. Regular budget expenditure by programme of work 

Table 2 provides trends in expenditure by programme of work: 

Table 2. Regular budget expenditure by programme of work (in thousands of US$) 
Section 23: Economic Commission for Africa - -

,, -' 
Programme 1990-1991 1992-1993 1994-1995 

·· · A: Policy making organs 
. -

496.5 
.. 

435.9 608.5 

B. Ex-ec-i.Jtive direction· and' management 3,503.8 2,543.9 3,046.8 
. ' 

C. Programmes of activity· 
' .. 

Agricultural and rural development 2, 198.7 2,249.2 1,942.2 
,.,. 

Marine affairs 39.4 42.5 260.2 
-· 

' Development issues and policies: 
' 

1. Socio-economic, research and development 3,312.7 3,216.4 3,106.9 
I 

2. Ruman resources development 1,172.6 1,099.3 1 ,069. 1 

3. ID'EP 678.4 1,002.1 891.0 

Environment and development 624.7 441.6 644.6 
; 

Human settlements 648.2 664.7 394.3 

,, ·Industrial development 3,544.6 4,007.2 4,006.0 

Trade and .development cooperation 2,805.2 2,076.0 1,804.0 

Econom1c cooperation and integration: . 
1. Management ot economic cooperation 2,304.1 1,307.6 1,512.7 

(a) Gisenyi MULPOC 410.3 68~.7 662.6 

(b) Lusaka MULPOC 1 '1 09.4 1 '13~.4; 1,640.6 

'. (cj: Niamey MULPOC 1,372.0• 1,522.2 1,626.6 
. . 

(d) Yaounde MULPOC 961.0 992.0 1,074.4 

'• (e) "J.:angier MULPOC ,. ';. 697.7 869.6 1,324.8 

2. Least developed, land-locked and island . 604.7 632.0 
countries 

.. '· ' . . 
Monetary and financial policies a!1d strategies . .. 624.7 68.6A 

External debt crisis . 388.7 436.4 
. ,. .. 

Natural ~esources 2,281.5 2,358.2 2,935.1 

Population 1;562.7 1,640.0 1,689.7 

PuQiic administra,tion ·and fiscal affairs 917.0 1 '1 ~4.6 1 '146.6 

Science and t'echnology for development 917.6 '804.5 743.1 

'. 
,Social c;levelopment 0 ~. 196.1 1..219.6 836.3 

Statistical development 3,072.2 3,231.9 3,049.3 
--

Transport and communications 3,387.8 3,461.3 3,386.1 
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Programme 

Tourism 

Energy, includingmew and renewable 

Advancement of women 

o·. Progra(Time support 
•• , •• ~f;>. ' 

co·nfererib-e~,S'ewlces 
''t"~ ~ 

Information services 

Management of technical cooperation 

Administration and common services 
~~ • •I• • -

' 
· Staff training ..... - ........ ~ 

"Construction Planning Unit 

E. Staff training 

. F: Early separ~tlon--J)rogramme". 

TOTAL 

·Fb'liowing is a brief ·commentary on expendi
tures as reflected in tab.le 2. 

fa) Policy making orga·ns 

1990·1991 1992-1993 1994·1996 

282.4 

413.3 62;3:9.-. ,,-

660.3 

5,066.3 6, 788.4' . 6,336:~ 

670.9" .. '667. 1 

--·-·915.4 '969.0 "862.7 

---,5,617.7 16,698.5 

- 504.8 

·s8s:o . ·--- 434.7' 

197.6 

51'6T. 
::• .. 

62;456.1 66,370-.1-

Table 3 provides trends in act!J_<;ll_.expendi
tures by section· (source of fundi·ng) ·a·na by 
object of. expenditure. . 'The. most __ recent 

The expenditures under policy making biennium's expenses are also compared to the 
or~fans relate fq the cost ofr organizing and -- initial budget appropriation~ 'It should be 'rioted 
servicing meetings of the Commission's legis· that these initial appropriations were revjsed 
lative organs such- ·as the Conference of downwards through the biennium and actual 
l\llinis~ers respo.nsible for Economic and Social allotments received ·are shown··in table 1~·--
Development and Planning and its Technical --- .-:::.:. ·_ ··:: 
PrepaJatory Committee of the Whole. Significant changes-in 1994-.1~995 expenses 

-~b}'.' Executive direction and mana-gement 
~:. H ~-; 

~Expenditu-res rei ate to -the Office of the 
ExecutiJe Secretary in directing and managing 
the ·work of the· secretariat, in particular ·the 
ren_,!:!w:al'of_ ECA .to serve Africa better. 

--~ . 
(c) Lusaka and Tangier·MULPOCs 

Increases reflect higher staffing levels in line 
with the· -strategy ·to strengthen the delivery of 
servi.cls· dir_e_ctly_ to ·m·embJ~r...States via s.ubre-
gional- MULPOC offices. . ' 
'. 
; I 

(d)_·_; Administration-and common services 

Increase- reflects ·hig·hei" ·e-xpenditures for 
co'mputec~eq_uipment and ..suppli_es .. 

versus those in 19'92-"1'99~ 'are as follows: . 

(a) Sect1on 23: Economic Commission for 

(i) 

' ~; 

• i:.'.} 

Establrshed posts: -Wh-erea-s· the 
· oumber __ gf pos_t~ has remained rela
tively constant, vacancies among 
professionat- posts have· been 
hi_gher _in ·1994-19§)5, . thereby 
reducing expenses. ··p_c;rsts were 
kept vacant to allow for maximum 
flexibility for the ECA re~t,~W:;t'uring. 
Thi_s. w~s partly . offset~~·by the 

-freeze ·on recruitmefnt,dur·Uilg much 
o-f 1992-1993, :·v\itliCfF-"~~duced 
expensp"'- in that bfenh'imi1; 

·;·. r 

. .,,,., F'' • ..._, •"' • ,. _, 
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(ii) 

(iii)' 

(iv) 

(v) 

;:: 

Temporary assistance for meet
ings: Th·e increase is primarily .due 
to highe~ costs for interpreters'~nd 
translators; 

Consultants: 1994-1.995 expenses 
include $430,000 .. for. the ECA 

. l 1 n 

renewal programme, a- ·;new initia-
·tive designed to re~it~lize ECA; 

Other ·official travel: United 
Nations 'Headquarters~imp.os.ed 
restrictions limited travel to a 
greater extent in 1992-1993 
versus 1994-1995. Hence, 1994-
19~5 expenses are higher. 
Another factor in the increase is 
airline fares; 

Furniture and equipment:; 'D~ring 
1994-1995, additional emphasis 
was placed on purchase of com-

, 

' . .... ~ ' . 

I .. 

! 

: ' l " I 
> ., 

' .. ) c 
c ) • : .. 

> 

' ~ ; 
' 

.. 
.. 

' '· ' ' ~ 
I_, , ••• J~, ••~ "~ ('~ o.w-..,- • 

puter ·equipment to modernize and 
imp,ro\te connectivity and produc
tivity at ECA; · · .. 

.> 

·" 

(b) Section 12: Regular Programme of 
Technical Cooperation 

General temporary assistance and 
other official travel: The increase 
reflects higher_ ~!locations from the 
General Assembly in recognition of 
greater emphasis on advisory ser
vices to member States; 

· (6) \ Section 35: Construction, alteration, 
improvemen.ts and major maintenance 

New premises: These are expendi
tures for the new United Nations 
Conference Centre in Addis Ababa. 
The Centre was substantially 
completed by year-end 1995. 

'I 

' ' • ' ' t ' 
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Table 3: Regular budget expenditures by budget line and 1994-1995 comparative :e~penditures and· apbroptia'tions 
(in thousands of US$) , . 

··-" ' '. ~; 

... 
-

: 

Object of expenditure 199Q-1991 1'992-1 ~93 

62,258.5 66,369.5·.~ 
~~..: 

A. Section 23: Economic Commission for Africa 

Established posts 30,286.3 
. ..; i(j, 

31.126.3 1;:; 

1,109.5 857.3 Temporary assistance for meetings 
-, I . ,, • 

!~:' 1,296.5 I· :- 1,554.5 

General temporary assistance 879.8 842.7 726.3 1,021.6 

Consultants fees and travel 339.0 361.6 1,030.2 655.3 

Overtime and night differential 175.7 161.7 202.9 225.9 

Ad hoc expert group meeting 154.2 214.5 200.8 390.5 

Temporary posts 373.0 360.2 395.3 303.2 
.. 

Common staff costs 21.452.9 22,516.0 22,874.1 24,897.7 

7.1 : 4.7 3.6 ·'· 9_.2:~. Representation allowance 
•' 

Staff travel to meetings 412.0 4!?.5.4 484.6 675.2. 
:::. 

Other official travel 1,278.8 :. 1~:1_91 .7 1,443,6 1,742.0 

' 
"· Contractual services ...:.: 110.0 1,002.2 ~82.1 1,356:5 

External printing and binding 120.5 ~7.2 172.1 - 171.9. 

334.0 
., 

' - 476.4 General operating expenses 

' .. 
485.5 ;537.8 

' 
680.3 641.5 Rent and maintenance of premises 

: .. •.• 

412.2 ' 195.0 232:2 832~o-: Utilities 

Rent and maintenance of equipment 368.9 812.3 710.5 901.9 
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Difference 

t;. vers~s. 
';expenditure . 

9,004,3 

4,673.7 

,I_. 

t ~. 

295.3 

(374.9) 

23.0 

189.7 

(92.11. 

2,023.6 

5.6 
; 

190.6 

298.4 

574:4 i. 
"' 

:t0.2l:··· 
- -- ' 
•. t:-' 

476._4 
.. 

(38.!31 

599.8 

191.4 

--



1994-1995· 

Dlfference 
Initial budget versus 

Object of expenditure 1990-1991 1992-1993 1994-1995 appropriation expenditure 

Communications 1,369.5 1.402.7 1.442.7 1.448.6 5.9 

Hospitality 16.1 18.9 21.3 20.6 (0.7) 

Miscellaneous 415.5 642.4 714.9 561.8 (153.1) 

Supplies and materials 1.407.8 1,746.2 2,176.7 2,209.8 33.1 

Furniture and equipment 336.3 677.1 1,202.6 1,100.4 (102.2) 

Grants and contributions 413.9 1,145.6 1,219.8 1,147.2 (72.6) 

B. Section 12: Regular Programme of Technical Cooperation 3,718.2 4,299.1 7.476.1 7,709.1 233.0 

General temporary assistance 3,060.0 3,734.7 6.412.3 6,250.0 (162.3) 

Other official travel 407.3 556.4 967.6 1,338.1 370.5 

Furniture and equipment 5.4 8.0 96.2 121.0 
.,.__ ·- 24.8 

Fellowships, grants and contributions 17.0 - - - -

Technical cooperation 228.5 - - - -

D. Section 35: Construction, alteration, 30,361.0 58,671.1 17,864.1 18,758.7 894.6 
improvements and major maintenance 

New premises 29,800.1 57.414.9 17,241.9 17,241.9 -

Alteration and Improvements 11.8 561.0 136.4 563.0 426.6 

Major maintenance 549:1 695.2 485.8 953.8 468.0 

E. Section 43: African critical economic situation 
~ . 

284.8 458.5 447.7 (110.8) -

E;sta blished posts - 105.7 140.7 155.9 15.2 

General temporary assistance - - 103.2 67.5 (35.7) 

Consultants fees and travel - 25.6 39.4 48.3 8:9 
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1994-1995 
~ .... h ...... ,_ ........ -. ' .. ' " ... ,._, ... ., < ...... . ..... ~ . ...,.. - • --1- .. - .... 

-- ~ .... -"'"""" -~-~-- ' .. -- -~- - .. . . ·- ·Difference .... , ; .. ~.;~ ~ r .. _ ! ~· ;'! :~ < ' tnitial budget versus 
--·-· .,.,.,. 

"~-r ·-· -·~- Object of expenditure 1990-1991 1992-1993'· 1994-1995-' appropriation expendit~re •1,, 
.. 

;>- ·_J.· --~- J"' ~ u 

.c.:ornmori staff costs - 1Q3.3 1 2·1:o·· 1 J0.6 ; (10.4) 

·.'O(I;leY ot,fici.al tra.vel 50.2 54.2 65~·4 
.. ·- 1 1.2 -

F. Section .15: Transnational corporations 396.8 559.5 480.8 664.3 
. -

183.5 

Est.aplished po~ts 211.0 282.4 24"5.0 310.4 65.4 

Cons41tants fees and travel 40.9 38.1 55;4 -78.8 23.4 

Ci,)inmon staff co~ts 1 15.7 209.7 145".4 220:2 74.8 

Other official tr~vel 29.2 29.3 35.0 54.9 19.9 

Other official travel ~:.::- - - - -

TOTAL 96,734.5 130.184.2 94,754.9 10.454.3 10,304.6 

·'' 

r·::i: .... ...... ,..,·;. 

: . 
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4. Reso'urces from United Nations agencies 
and bilateral donors 

Table 4 shows the amount allocated to ECA by United Nations-agencie_s,~_nd bilat~ral donors. 

Table 4. Resources from United Nations agencies and bilateral donors 
(in thousands of US$) 

A. 

B. 

.. 

~ ' '' ' 
-,, 

S,Qi.irc~ __ ; 

United Nations agencies ' 
·" 

United Nations Developl)"lent Programme (UNDP) 

United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) 

United Nations Trust Fund for African Development 
(UNTFADJ . '' 

Bilateral donors 

Belgium 

Canada 

Finland 

. France : 

Germany _.,.-

India ·, 
.. , ·--

Italy 

Japan 

Netherlands 

Norway 

Swe_den 

Ford Foundation 

Carnegie Corporation 

·International Organization:'tor Migration (10M) 
. ' 

' Islamic Development Bank·(IDB)- .. 

Others ' 
.. 

.. 
.... -·-

TOTAL 

(a) United Nations Development Pro
gramme (U~DP) . 

The significant decrease in 1994-1995 is 
due to the.new policy of UNDP which empha
sizes projects executed at the national level 
rather than through regional organizations, such 
as ECA. During 1994-1995, resources were pri
marily for. the .... UN-N.AD_AF and the public 

1990-19~1 
" 

1992-1993 1994-1996 

39,578.2 22.171.6 7,226.0 

28,852.8 15,034.6 ... 1,632.6 

8,607.6 4,799.6, . ' 
4,033.7 

2,117.8 2,337.4 1,559.7 

'' 
2,351.1 2,261.9 3.475.8 

382.9 32.6 -

191 .5 328.7 707.3 

- 80.0 -

197.1 78.6 258.0 

- 551.8 543A. 

483.8 20.3 -
~ ~ -· 
.1' .1' - 245.5- 302.8 

.... - 90,3 36.8 

279.4 495.4 868.5 

- - 312:.0 

238.5' 68.6 -

95.3 0.4 -· . " 

189'.5 116.4 412.9 

61.7 104.8 -

- 47.7 . -. -
' .$4. 1 231.4 - ' . 

. ....... - ., •-/) .. ' 

41,929.3 24,432.7' .. "·10.701.8 

administration, human · resources and social 
development areas. 

(b) United' Natio'ns Population Fund 
(UNFPA) 

Contributions are primarily for technical co
operation activities and. operational projects 
executed by ECA, especially in the field of 
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human resources and managemeryt of population 
issues. · · · 

(c)·.:_,United Nations Trust Fund for African 
Development (UNTFAD) 

1 {_'I if)\ f;..· I 

The decline in 1994-1995 is due to reduced 
pledges and actual contributions made by 

· member States. The 1994-1995· amount ·alsci 
. includes· §_~_48, 700--for.UNTACDA II. 

: I ·.•'. 

'(d) Bilate·ral donors 

Sjgnificant contributions during 1994-1995 
were ·frcrm:· 

-:z.:;. : 

- --.-{a) Netherlands: for services of a bilateral 
expert ~E;!conded to. ECA as well as operational 
activities; 

(b) Canaqa: through the International 
·.Development Research Centre (IDRC) for build

ing computer networking capabilities in Africa; 

(c) Germany: for projects on promotion of 
the informal sector and popular participation in 
development; 

... ·(d) Carnegie Corporation:· for project~- on 
enhancing info_r-mation .systems in Africa and 
science and technolpgy; 

_ ·{e) Nm~ay: · .for the fourth World Cor:t
ference on ,Women; 

(f) Italy: for improving the c;ommumca
tions network at the African.Centre-for Women. 

(' ' 

5. Summary of expenditures versus resources: 
·'' Resour-ces received from United Nations agencies and bilateral donors 

Table 5 shows the amount spent versus that allocated in respect of resources made ava!lable 
to ECA by United Nations agencies and bilateral donors. · 

Table 5. Summary of resources and expenditures by programme _ 
(extrabudgetary resources from United Nations agencies and bilateral donors) 

- 1 994·1996 1994-1995 ~xpendjture -
M.ain programme resources expenditures versus resource$ (%} 

African Centre for Women 757,327 460,729 60 
-- .. .. 

Cabinet Office .!'f. the Executive Secretary 929,684 467,707 49 
i - - -- -- ... 

Economic CooP,er~tion Office 646,696 270,208 49 

.i'nciustry- arid 'H~man Settlement Division 208,477 169,999 77 
i 

t .. 
· -international :rraae and Finance Division 36,827 -

36,827 100 

Agric'lJitui'if.,- . 313,063· 277,282 - . . 
89 

Natural Resources Division 410,177 386,684. 94 . ' 
I 
L ~ - Pan-African Development Information System 1,081,662 80=7,909 76 

· .Population · .. 743,783 641,126 86 -. -~. 

.. 

Public Administration, Human Resources and 1,029,760 666,746 66 
Social Developmeot Division 

.. ,, .. .. 
Programme, Planning and Coordination Office 39,900 36,869 " 90 

Socio-economic, Research and Planning Division 376,263 168,726 46 
'., ·. .. - -. -

Statistics - - 3,483,000 2,721 ~202 78 

Management of technical cooperation activities 330,626 297,329 -~sp 

Transport, Communication and Tourism Division 414,680 . 342,946 ' ~ ~:·~·:(-
-~~~/; . 

. •' ... 
10,701,805 7,720,278 72 
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· As shown in the table, ECA used on 
average 72 per cent of the resources available 
during 1994-1995 to undertake technical co
operation activities and operational projects. 

C. Information technology development 

Since 1991, ECA has progressively intro
duced new information technology and systems 
to enhance operations and communication both 
within the secretariat and the outside world. 
Projects within the Information Systems Section 
have focused on the installation of new com
puter equipment and software to meet user 
requirements and the expansion of the local area 
networks (LANs). The development of 
customized user applications continued, result
ing in the completion of 11 major applications; 
most notable is the payroll and accounts 
system. 

Other· proje.cts for improving the com
munication links of the Commission, such as an 
on-line Internet connection are well under way, 
with plans to upgrade this link from line to full 
mode. Other projects for enhancing the com
munication link include the installation of. the 
integrated management information system 
(!MIS) scheduled to be fully operational in 1997, 
the wiring of ECA facilities and installation of a 
new telephone system. which is expected to be 
completed in the 1996-1997 biennium. 

Internal training courses were provided to 
enhance word processing capabilities,. and 
spreadsheet and database applications. 
Thirteen such training sessions were conducted, 
exposing more. than 600 staff members to 
computer applications and skills development. 

D. Human resources management 

(a) Posts for. the implementation of the 
1994-1995. programme budget 

In the bie'lnium 1994-1995, the-secretariat 
had a total of 245 established posts at the pro
fessional level and 377 local level posts for the 
implementation of its programme of work under 
section 15 of the regular budget. Temporary 
resources were severely reduced in 1994-1 995 
to only 38 professional level and 37 local level 
posts, as compared to 80 and 93 respectively in 
1992-1993, reflective of the drastic reduction in 

the flow of extrabudgetary resources to th~ 
Commission. 

(b) Status of recruitment 

During the biennium 1994-1995, the secre
tariat, like all other United Nations organizations, 
was faced with a major financial crisis wl:lich 
affected staff recruitment and resulted in a high 
vacancy rate. As of December 1995, ECA 
counted 56 vacant posts at the professional 
level, out of a total of 245 posts, representing 
a 22.8 per cent vacancy rate. A total of 14 pro
fessional staff members came on board through 
either recruitment or placement. 

At present, there are 61 ECA staff members 
on peace-keeping assignments. The secretariat 
staff serving on field assignment is reflective of 
ECA' s increased participation in peace-keeping 
and other field operations. 

(c) Staff development and training 

Staff development and training constituted 
an important element of human resources 
development. It placed emphasis on the upgrad
ing of knowledge, skills and linguistic profi
ciency, relevant to the Commission's work pro
gramme, with the objective of improving the 
qualitative input into programme delivery as well 
as the managerial and supervisory roles of pro
gramme managers and section chiefs. 

Language courses, in Arabic, English and 
French, were continued for staff of ECA, other 
United Nations agencies and consular personnel 
in Addis Ababa. As part of the implementation 
of the 1994-1995 translator training pro
gramme, ECA launched the progra.rn.me 1995, 
which ran for nine months, ending in February 
1996. This training prepared candidates for the 
official United Nations Competitive Examination~ 
for recruitment as English/French/Arabic trans7 

lators/precis writers. 

The Secretary-General's overall strategy for 
improving human resources management in the 
United Nations system continued to be given 
priority attention at ECA. A major initiative in 
this direction was the organization of a training 
programme for ECA staff on the new per
formance appraisal system (PAS) which is to 
replace the performance evaluation report (PER). 
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The PAS1-aims at ir:rip(oving work performance; 
creating a new environment which e·mphasizes 
managerial accountability, responsibility and 
efficiency; links !tidivia~~i1 !. Wdtk~:P.l'aris:. and 
performance to programme objectives and 
org·an'iiiitioriaf · ; gb·als; and recqgniietsC the 
imp·ortci~dWoFoYigding dialogu~ eetw~!rf'staf.f 
and' "'sJP'6~"i~6rs on issues rela'tiri'g':;,;tb1 'per
formanc~;and programme implementation. In 
order to initiate the process, staff were~ trained 
·on·the modalities of implementing the PAS~and 
·a lo·cal implementation team was established to 
assist the mana'gement in-the implemen'tcitioh of 
'PA,.S., wh'ich is to start in the · ~-996':.;19-97 
biennium. 

.-··- (dr cl-assification 
';~ 

.. !-''The Generai•Service Classification Appeals 
and~ · Review Committee -(GS~ARC) was 
expected to complete its work: by the first 
quarter of 1996. As regards the maintenance 
stage, tHe ECA Joint Advisory Committee has 
considered the draft administrative instruction 
and' submittii:cf its proposed amendments to 
·H~adqu·arters!)' The· officiaHssuarice, by the 
Assistant · · S~i::retary:.:General for Human 
'Resources- Ma\lagement, of the- administrative 
instruction, will2 provide ECA the authority to 
il'p.date, from· time to time, the classificatiibn of 
gen-eral service p'osts. ·. :! s .. ij(, ,. 

In view of the ECA restructuring process, a 
number of professional posts will need to be 
reclassif~ed to bring their duties in line with the 
ECA strategic· directions:· ,. This exercise has 
c·ommenced and will continue- throughout the 
year. 

'·: ·. 
'., ! ~ 

t~r: As of October 1995, ECA counted only 37 
f~male professional staff'or"'1 8:5 per cent oHhe 
total professional level posts (245) subject to 
geographical distribution. Of these 37, only 
three were at the P-5 level and one at the D-1 

' ~ .· : .;:. : .. ..· 
··: . r :. , 

~' ' . 

. ·:· .....l.:: . 

'• 

l,'. 

. . ·;- ~·· ' 

level'. Howe\/er, improving the statl:Js of women 
in the secretariat continued to be_ given, ~Hided 
attention by ECA, especially in the context of 
the "special measures for the achieve~~nt,.of 
gender equality in the United Nations". SpeCific 
efforts in this direction included the_ revitali
zation of the Task Force on the Status of 
Women in. ECA (TAFWEr whose -terms of 
reference include making specific. proposals .O_fl 
how gender balance could be ach,ieved in ·ECA: 
TAFWE is currently assisting. with the. com'" 
pilation of a roster of qualified. women from 
which ECA could-draw candidates for vacancies 
as -and when they occur. 

In the context of the change martagement 
at ECA, TAFW-E::,h~s, developed' fl project 
mapping out action required to meet e.ffectively 
the targets set by:t,Dr~ _\Jnj~~d NatLo~~ Secretary
General, in gender parity. 

(f) Human resoumes management in the 
ECA renewal.-process .. 

·The role and place of human resources 
r,nanagement in the-revitalization of.ECA is con
·si'dered of utmost importance ·in the ·:ongoing 
ECA renewal process. In this connection, .. i,r:~ 
order to make human resources managemen_t:a 
•'core ·competence, ECA has. embarked -.on 
·developing a. human resources -management 
strategy whiohiis closely aligned with the new 
ECA strategic directions. The new strategy puts 

·emphasis on performance management, trans-
parency, staffing strategy, staff development, 
more participation by line managers,. improving 
the quality and timeliness of services through 
·streaming and <:.automation of processes,. in
house conflict nesoluti<:m~ gender balance, ·etc. 
Hence, the new Human Resources and Systems 
Management Division is. structured in such a 
way as to make human resources management 
:in ECA more eff.iciency-:driven_, user_-friendly and 
responsive nor only to the n~,eds ·c;H individual 
staff but also to the organization's human 
resources requirements for programme· delivery. 

~~ ·~· ~ ... :. 

- ' -. .. .~ . \ ~ ~:. :. 

·' ,' ' . ~~~-, ·, ,. 'i' 

• "1 '·~ • ~ ' ( •• '. i:' . 

' ,_ ')' 

,, ' 
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V. FUTURE DIRECTION Ofi .TI:I.E ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA~;_, .... 
THE RENEWAl PROGRAMME AT ECA ·-:· .. _.;. 

A. Introduction 

: · ·· . The s.cope of the refO'rms· in the Commission 
initiated lO months ago is wide-ranging; ·cover
ing policy orientation, programmes, organiza
tional structure and managem·ent practices.· The 
l"eforms are guided by three· -principles, namely 
excellence, greater cost-effectiveness and more 
effe·ctive partnerships. The reform process has 
been marked by a broad consultative process. 

' . 

.-~ · · The consultative process for ·the' reform 
··began with the staff of the Commission being 
·given the opportunity to suggest ideas for 
improving the current processes and products of 
the Commission. These consultations were in 
two phases: divisional level strategic . focus 
meetings and Commission-wide professional 
staff only consultations. The first phase 
-~focused on examining what the strategic 
priorities of each Division should be while the 
Commission-wide consultations focused mainly 
on 'sharpening ECA' s focus, strengthening its 
_partnership C!nd increasing its impact. The 
qutcome of this process is now the document 
entitled Serving. Africa better: 
'strategic directions for ihe Economic 
Commission for Africa. It formed the basis 

· o_f consultations held in Jan'uary 1996 with 40 
high-level African ex·perts drawn fr9m govern
ment, the private sector, academia and civil 
society as well as the Bureau of the Com
mission. It will be considered by the Com
mission at its annual ses~ion in 1996. 

To promote excellence in ECA's work, three 
inter-related actions were taken. First, the skills 
profile of the professional staff were assessed 
with a view both to better re-assigning staff 
resources to areas of cognate experience and 
expertise and to make a needs assessment for 
skills upgrading. Second, ECA's publications 
were reviewed with the airn of identifying best 
practices to be reinforced and continued as well 
as suggesting improvement for others and dis
continuing some. Third, a comprehensi've 
management review of ECA's budgeti'ng, 
planning and human resources management was 
undertaken. This review made a number of 
recommendations for reforming ECA's organiza-

:_- :i--

tiona! processes and procedures in these three 
areas which are critical to the efficient opera-
tions of the Commission. · 

To promote greater cost-effectiveness, a 
review of the areas of the programme focus of 
ECA was undertaken. The programmes of the 
Commission have riow been consolidated to five 
to ensure that the Commission's limited 
resources are focused 'on activities that have 
measurable impact on Africa's development 
problems. In consequence, the proposed new 
focus for ECA's work has a number of key 
features: it promotes synergy among inter
related areas of its programme; 'it responds to 
new and agreed priorities in Africa's develop
ment; and it will 'entail the strengthening of its 
monitoring and evaluation mechanisms to enable 
better measurement of the impact of its pro
grammes in African countries; and it will faci
litate complementarity between the activities of 
the Commission and those of other agencies of 
the United Nations system oper'i3ti'ng in Af~ica. 

Indeed, to build !'lffective partnerships, ECA 
has initiated consultations with'Africa·n re.gional 
organizations, agencies of the United Nations 
system anc,l NGOs and association~ to identify 
areas of collaboration:-· In pursuance of that 
effort, ECA held a consultative meet.ing with 
potential international partners in early April. 
The meeting was attended by representatives of 
agentjes' of the··united Nations system, bilateral 
donors'and some int'ernational foundations. The 
modali_ti.es f~r coo_peration will vary from partner 
to partner', depet:~~ing on the particular project. to 
be pursued. ·Partnerships are likely to endure 
and be more prod~ctive, if the .comparative 
advantages of each partner are well known. An 
important component of E,CA's reform, there
fore, is to reinforce its competencies in the new 
areas of programme focus. 

· f~ Medium-term Plan, 1998-2001 

The crosscurrents of financial austerity, 
reforms and a strong commitment to serving 
Africa better provide the backdrop to the 
formulation of the next Medium-term Plan, 
1998-2001. The Medium-term Plan outlines the 
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programme orientation of the Commission and 
serves three essential fu!1ctions, namely: it 
spells out the objectives which the Commission 
will strive to achieve during the Plan period; it 
provides the framework f.or the formulation of 
the biennial programme of work and 
programme-budgets for the period; and it 
indicates how each subprogramme of the Plan 
will contribute to the achievement o·f the 
Commission's principal objectives. 

The overall objective of the Commission's 
programme in the Medium-term Plan is to pro
mote the economic· and social development in 
Africa. ECA will seek to achieve this objective 
through its analytical, advocacy and !3dvisory 
work. Reflecting the reform of ECA' s pro
gramme orientation, the Plan has been organized 

· around five subprogrammes. Thel?e are: 

(a) Facilitating economic a11d social policy 
analysis; 

(b) Ensuring food securitY. arid sustainable 
development; 

(~) 'Str~ngJhening development manage-
. . ' r-., ,, . 

ment; 

(d) ·Harnessing information for develop-
ill • ' 

ment; and 

(e) Promoting regional c:ooperation and 
integration. 

Two cross-cutting 'programme considera
tions will underpin the five areas. These are 
promotion of women in Africa's development 
and capacity building. Each subprogramme 
describes the goals which ECA will strive to 
achieve and identifies indicators of progress. 

The subprogrammesare consistent with and 
broadly reflective of the set of policy issues 
which Afric:an countries are according high 
priorit\~ 'in 'thei"r development agencH:i7• Conse
quently, the composition and fo'd)'s of each of 
the five Sl.JbWogrammes reflect both _change and 
continuity.· · There is change· i'n· terms of 
addressing new and emerging issues in Africa's 
developmeht; ·a·nd continuity to ensure_ the 

implementation of mandafed ongoing pro
gramme·activities. 

C. Administrative and organizational changes 

The changes in the programme structure 
pr:.ovif .ed the impetus for the organizational 
restructuring which will be implemented in two 
phases. The first phase announced in January 
1996 centred around administrative support 
functions. Three service divisions have been 
created, corresponding to the critical points of 
leverage which cut across the whole 
organization. These are the Human Resources 
and Systems Management Division; the 
Programming, Finance and Evaluation Division; 
and the Conference and General Services 
Division. To promote, sustain and support the 
implementation of change in these three areas, 
a Change Managen::lent Team has been 
established, led by a C:'oordinator in the Office of 
the Executive Secretary·. 

• .I' •\ ' 

,. The Change Management Team is working 
on'realigning the programme and administrat'ive 
furctions including, in particular, human 
resources management; prqgramme planning, 
budgeting and evaluation; building an effective 
i~tegrated information management function; 
and the development of strategies for 
establishing appropriate se,rvice standard~ for 
ECA' s procurement, travel and protocol, building 
manage!Tlent, conference and translation 
services and security. Its work should result in 
laying a foundation for enhanced effect.ivef.less 
and efficiencies. 

The second p_hase of the organizational 
restructuring will · focus on the substantive 
divisions. Three principles will guide that 
component. First, there will be congruence 
between programmatic and divisional structure 
to enhance accountability for programme 
management and delivery. Second, the new 
structure will evince a stronger strategic foc'us, 
reflecting an equally strong commitm~-rti to 
increased impact. Third, there will be' strong·er 
thematic focus within the progra~me'dilvfsions, 
so that there is a critical mass ·o('technical 
expertise for each subprogran1nie which will 
translate into more teamwork:· arid less 
hierarchy. 
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Annex I 

TECHNICAL C06PERA TION PROJECTS· FINANCED FROM 
,, EXTRABUDGETARY RESOURCES, 1994-1995 · . 

. .. 
( 

Duration 
: 

Source-of .. " .. 

Title of project Startir,~g Ending fun_dir,~g 

Unitecf Nations African Institute for the Prevention of Crime and the 4/90 12/95 UNDP" _' •('· 

Treatment of _Elffenders (UNAFRI) 

Information, documentation and research activities at UNAFRI 
:. 

10/94 12/94 UNTFAD 

Pop.ular participation in sustainable development 
.. 

1/92 1_2/96 G~rmany" 

Capacity building EDMCA/PHSD/SAPAM 1 1/94 3195, Netherlands" 
- .. -~---

Strengthening of·IDEP-'s self-sustaining capac1ty ·Preparatory phase 6/92 .. .. 12/95.:, .UNDP 

ECA post-doctorate ., 
.-" .. 6/90 . 12/95 UNTFAD . , .. . -· :.- ' ,:-,; 

Promotion of the informal sector for development 1n Afnca 10/92 12/96 Germany" . " 
Strengthening hu.man ·.resources management capabilities within the 

.. 
5/89 12/95 l!NDP 

transport and communi~atioi')S sector 
.. 

:i .. 

Diivelopment of ·a -t~l[l-~sp~;t .. d~tabase in ~~b-Saharan Africa 7/90 12/95 UNDP ., 

. M_ana~ernent info.rm_a,ti~J1 sys~en1 for implementation of _UNTACDA II 5/92 12/95 ~ UNTAC_D~F-

programme ,. .. : 

Feasibility study on the establishment of regions) and subr~gi_ol)al transit' 8/93 1_2/95 Ur>.!J"ACDAF . ~- . 
- - - :· ' . -"-

cer:~tres in, Afr_i_9a -.. •" 

A~sista,nce in the establishment of UNTACDA II national' co9rdinating 1/93 1 2/9!? UNTACDAF ". 
committe!!s .. , . .. 
UNTACD~ project Administrative Officer 

.. --. 
.. , 1/93 1/96 U!'JTACDAF 

" 

_En_9uete ~.u.r les revenus et d6p~n~es des men~ges 9/87 12/96 UNDP 
., 

' . ·- ~ -- .. 

•8/94 : 

: 

' 

' 

' 

Developm~nt and improv_em_~_tlt of: environment statistics m Afric~·j:l_l) . .::1.2/96' . Netherlan#~·- - " 

Regional advisory services in :demographic analysis . 1/92 1/96 UNFPA· 
'•" 

Technjc_al ~upport services 1/92 12/96 UNFPA 

Wo·rkshop oh the developr:nent of entrepreneurial capability of women for .1/96 12/96 UNTFAD . ' 

cottage 11nd ~~~11-scale i!"dus,try ,, 
<> 

------.- .. - .. 
t Enhancing ll;l~D's capacity fcir the monitoring of the implementation o.f 10/93 1?/95 .UNTFAD •. ·. j ·' 

projects --.-
.. .l. t, J' . r ) j ~ : 

Printing of a·techryical handbook on composite flours 10/94 12/96 Netherlarrds" ---
' Fourth· Regional Cbnference on Development and Utilization of Mineral 1/88 •12/93- ·UNTFAD 

; 
Resources- ... •. 

: 

'· -.. . - .. -. 

Assistance ·au- Gouverhement de Ia Republique de Ia Guinea equatoriale 8/92 1 ~19.§'.'~.· . UNTFA-D( · '• ·. -~ ~ ! 

dans Ia restruct,uration de Ia Direction' des mines et de Ia geolog1e 
.. ---- --- .. , 

'. :I 
.. - ~- .. ---- -- ---

··Regiclnai' ~opference ori the Development and Utilization of Mineral 6/92 12/94 UNTFAQ 
Resources ·in Afric'a 

J 

.. 
~ 

,. 
" 

Preparatory assistance for preparation of environment programme for 10/93 '12/95 ' UNTFAD .... ~- .. 
.. .. .. 

West' Atrica'n" countries 
.. 

' 

Valorisation .de !'exploitation des gi'tes aur~~res de Ia region du Liptako- 1/91 12/96 UNTFAD 
·Gou~ma· 

. ·-- .. - ... 
'. 

Potentialtof institu~ions for science and technology policy 1n Africa 10/89 12/95 Carnegie 
.. . , .. .. . -~ - --·-. 

Corporation* 
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·-

T(tle ·pf',project 

Seminar on integrated ;Sc.ience-arid~~chnology, economic ··and 
development policies in Africa 

Round-table on tthe impl~~-e~'lt!'t~ion of the science and technology 
p~otoc;ol ' · .. --· .. r -~-- ·-···· • · 

,, 
-.• 

' 

·-

.1!.~~in.~L§~.I!I.i'l~r db_ ln9er_t_i~e~J9i~J~ler:jce.Jind \e.chnology development.·· 
and appiLq~tipn : . . , ! v"<· ;- 1 " 

\ : ! 
Workshop f_o_r_lf.Jest ~frj~a.o: W_q_r_!(.jng .Gt9UP for the African Regional .. 
c~'nfer-e.~~-e ::?.r1.,he ~f:tev~,lopi:nen.~ .. ~n.cl application of scier:1ce and 
t-echnelegy----- :- --·- ··· -· _,_ - -- -- ·- · -

{ " (_~ ;"\ ' : t_\ :: : ..... t:: \ .. : . \. : 
·· Support·-for ·Ee~·-in-formulaiion ·of' agenda for capacity building in Africa 

preparatory·foi' ~CA":co'nference e _: :_ 

Support foi>monitoilng- the Implementation of UN-NADAF 

Mise eri :oliuvre ~e ·ht: resolution ifielative aux transports lacustres sur Ia 
s~cu-rft~- de-1~ _p~vigi~p,.n, sur le~:-iacs Kivu et Tanganyika • Port de 

. ' I~. -'I ·- t I·' I -

Bujumbur.a. -- . ··: ---·-·· ---; · ·· 
{ ·. \ :, ' (-;, ~ .. ' ' ' (·£ \ . 

Assistance· to ~E<;:OWAS on ;office automation tor improvement of 
... .prog~amme delivery · i ----- ·· ·---

·; ' ~:·· ' ( ,;)\ ... 
Mise..en.plai::e de la':conv~ion.de-CI'eatlon et du Statut et montage de Ia 
compagnie ,de Ia: CERG~: \ S.c' .:; ; 

Support. to. the .. e:C.Or:lomic. int,egra.tion-..pr-ocess in West Africa through 
operational· activ,itiefidrr.t·he !\liam:ey-based MULPOC 

i 
Study Tour..and-Semmar cm-{coAStFUction, utilization and maintenar:1ce of 
small damsrpon~s I!!J.Q·._swamps :with a view to developing fisheries 

.Lusaka-based Mu.ltina.tior.~ai-Progra.mming and Operational Centre 
' ·:::; ·. ~ ' ~', 

.Workshop' on m~:~nagement . .and. tecl:ll'lica I capacity building in savings and 
housing finar:~ce institut_ions in Afofrs:a : 

-·- - -- ' 
Promotion du cabotage maritimei-8n .. Afri~e de I'Ouest et du Centre 

Integration de Ia femme au devel.oppement dans Ia sous-region des 
Grands Lacs · ·[·--- · ... • 

.L ---~:~~-'-- -·-

_ Transpqrts_ aerjen.s 

Suivi de· 'fa \~~illieme Cor'ifere~ce' sur Ia population 

. ; .-. ·' -
· Third .. Afrlfa·ri fio~ulat_igii :~o-rife.rer;:~~ ... ·- · 

Regional Institute for Population Studies (RIPS) 

RegionaJ..Dem.ogrl!phic ahd Resear-ch Training Centre (IF-.ORD) 

-EC.A ICPQ parttcipation 
' ' .... ':.·. • '::. / ; '' 1.,.~ • t .... " ' 

Experts/NGOs Workshop on the implementation of the Dakar/Ngor 
.. 

Declara-tion-on-Population,·Fa:~ily·and Sustainable Development and the .. 

Cairo Pro~rar:nme ,of Action E ·: , , . ·• 7, •: · '•:' 

Promoting of--standardization :and comp-ati~ility· of-information· systems in 

.. 

.. 

' 

-

1. 

Duration 

Starting .. Ending 

1/93~ . 12/94 

l/93 12/96 

.1/96 12/96 

10/95 12/96 

11/91 12/96 

7/93 12/96 

1/90 12/96 

2/95 6/96 

7/92 12/96 

10/93 12/96 

Source of 
funding 

Carnegie 
Corporation" 

Carnegie 
Corporation* 

Carnegie 
Coq~oration * 

Carnegie· 

! 
··' 

Corporation* : 

UNTFAD 

UNDP 

UNTFAD .... 

., 
UNTFAD 

UNTFAD 

UNTFAD 

11/94 12/94 .UNTFAD 

12/90 

5/93 

11/92 

7/87 

7/92 

6/94 

11/92 

7(93 

3/92 

3/92 

. 6/94 

3/96 
.. 

12/94 

11/93 

12/96 

12/96 

12/96 

12/,94 

6/94. 

6/94 

6/94 

12794 

UNTFAD 

UNTFAD 

~NTFAD 

Can!ldian_ 
International 
Development · 
Agency (CIDA) * 

-·UN1FAD 
E. .-... 

France·* .'.f:· 

Netherlands" 

UNFPA 

UNFPA 

UNFPA ··' 

UNFPA' 

9/95 UNFPA 

I 1 •' - ":,• , , • .J 

... 2/93- - 12/94 carnegie· 
Africa .. ..: :~·';.I ~ f ~.G'f! ' ': :· '; J : r ~· • •• •• '" ~ ·.,, ,,. Co'rporatibn * 
Promoting ·information compatibility··anct exchange .. in Africa· (II) · ·· - ·-'4/95- .· - ... ..,.2/9·6'·- c·arriegie- ·-- ·.. -

.. · ·· - ,.. '·'c6-rpo~ation" ; 
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Duration 

Title of project Starting 

MINISIS resource centre 8/92 

Effectiveness of informatics policy instruments in Africa 12/92 

Capacity building in electronic communications for development in Africa 6/93 

MINISIS resource cer:~tre (II) 4/95 

African networking initiative - Defining a plan of action 12/95 

ln-serv1ce training programme for African information professionals in the 7/94 
management of socio-economic information for policy making 

Regional telematics assessment in Central Africa 11/95 

Evaluation of rural development experiences in Africa (ERDEAl 5/89 

Provision of a Project Management Officer 1/94 

Sustainable agriculture and environmental rehabilitation in Tigray, 4/93 
Ethiopia (SAERT) 

Rural development support communications network for Africa 9/92 

Improving agricultural marketing extension servtces (with emphasis on 10/92 
women extensionists), phase I 

Analyse et revue aquacole en Afrique - Bilan et perspectives de son 9/92 
developpement 

Contribution to aquaculture (expert in fisheries) 1/92 

Workshop on unconventional food 5/92 

Improving the communications network in the African Centre for Women 1/91 

Training of Trainers' Workshop on extension agents development in 1/92 
Africa for womer:~ entrepreneurship promotion and access to credit 
facilities 

Request for consultants' services to assist in the preparations of 6/94 
Regional/World Conferences on Women from the Netherlands 
Government 

Regional and World Conferences on Women 2/94 

Fifth African Reg1onal Conference on Women 11/94 

Afro-Arab trade promotion and participation tn the second Afro-Arab 10/95 
Trade Fair 

Provision of an expert in the identification, design, formulation and 4/88 
management of projects 

.. Bilateral 
United Nations Development Programme 
United Nations Trust Fund for African Development 
United Nations Population Fund 

Ending 

12/96 

12/96 

12/92 

12/96 

6/96 

12/96 

6/96 

4/93 

12/94 

6/94 

12/94 

1~/94 

12/94 

12/95 

12/94 

12/96 

12/94 

12/95 

12/95 

12/95 

12/96 

7/96 

Source of 
funding 

International 
Development 
Research Centre 
!IDRC), Canada* 

IDRC, Canada* 

IDRC, Canada* 

IDRC, Canada* 

IDRC, Canada* 

Nether Ia nds * 

World 
Resources 
Institute (WAll* 

UNTFAD 

UNTFAD 

UNTFAD 

UNTFAD 

UNTFAD 

UNTFAD 

France* 

UNTFAD 

Italy* 

Netherlands* 

Netherlands* 

Norway* 

UNFPA 

UNTFAD 

Netherlands* 

UNDP 
UNTFAD 
UNFPA 
UNTACDAF United Transport and Communications Decade in Africa Trust Fund 
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Annex II 

MEETINGS OF LEGISLATIVE ORGANS· 
HELD IN 1994-1995 BIENNIUM 

Title· Place/date S.ubprogramme 

Twenty-ninth and thirtieth ... Addis Ababa, Ethiopia Executive direction and 
meetings of the Conference o'f 26 April - 5 May 1 994 management 
Ministers responsible f()r. '.• 24 April - 3 May 1995 
Economic and Social ' 

Development and Planning and 
its Technical Preparatory '• 

,. 

Committee of the Whole 

i .-·, 

: . , .Rel_ated~ reports 

1. Reports of the fifteenth and sixteenth meetings_.of the Technical_ Preparatory Committee of 
the Whole (TEPCOW) (E/ECAiCM .20i37, E/ECA/CM .21 /16) · . 

2. Reports of the twenty-ninth and thirtieth meetings of the Conference of Ministers responsible 
for Economic and Social Development and Planning (E/ECA/CM,.20/38, E/ECA/CM .21 !17) 

3. Economic Repor.t on Africa, 1994 and 1995 (E/ECA/CM.20/2, E/ECA/CM.21 /3) 

4. Implementation of the United Nations New agenda for the Development of Africa in the 
.: 1990s (UN-NADAFl (E/ECA/CM.20/3) 

5. Towards socio-economic development of democratic South Africa: ECA's role in perspective 
( E/ECA/CM .20/33 l 

6. Biennial report of the Executive Secretary, 1992-1993 (E/ECA/CM.20/4) 

7. A framework agenda· ·tor building and utilizing critical capacities in Africa: A preliminary 
report (E/ECA/CM.20/6) 

8. Critical capacities in support of good governance, human rights, political stability, peace and 
security in Africa (E/ECA/CM.20/7) 

9. Critical capacities for effective socio-economic policy analysis and management 
(E/ECA/CM.20/8) 

10. Building, strengthening and effectively utilizing human capacities for sustained development 

11 . 

in Africa (E/ECA/CM.20/9) . 

Developing entrepreneurial 
(E/ECA/CM.20/1 0) 

capacities for public and private sector enterprise 
- .:. 

12. Developing Africa's physical infrastructural capacities (E/ECA/CM.20/12) 

13. ·Capacity building: Capacity building for food production, food security and self-sufficiency in 
Africa (E/ECA/CM.20/13) 

14. Capacities to exploit natural resources and diversify African economies i~to processing and 
manufacturing (E/ECA/CM.20/14) 

1 5. Critical capacities for the mobilization and efficient allocation of domestic and extern_ a I 
·financial re·sources (E/Ec;A/CM.20/11) · · · 

.... -~ • -: J -, 
' ' 

16. Policy convergence for regional. economic coopimifioh ·ana 'integration: Implementation of the 
Treaty establishing the African Economic Community (E/ECA/CM.20/15) 
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: 

.\ 

17. Preliminary assessment of the impact of. the Uruguay Round Agreements on African 
economies (E/ECA/CM.20/31 l 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25: 

26. 

Preparations .for global conferences (E/ECA/CM.~u/17, E/ECA/CM.20/18, E/ECA/CM.20/19 
and E/ECA/CM.20i32) . - .. , 

Women and economic empowerment in Africa (E/ECA/CM.20/20) 

Report of the Ad hoc Committee of member States on the rationalization and harmonization 
of ECA-sponsored institutions (E/ECA/CM.20/21) 

Implementation of the Addis. Ababa Plan of Action for Statistical Development in Africa in·the 
19~0s:. Progress report (E/ECA/CM.~0/22) 

Science and technology for the development of Africa (E/ECA/CM.20/29) 

Strategy and Programme of Action for marine and ocean affairs in Africa (E/ECA/CM.20/34) 

Activities in' the fieid of emergency relief, ~u·rrj·anitarian assl~tance, r~habilitation, 
reconstruction and development in Africa (Eritrea, Ethiopia, Burundi, Rwanda, Mozambique) 
(E/ECA/CM.20/23) .-. :!:; · 

n ' 0 ' H • ~ ' ' 

lssues''f"rorii-the subsidiary a'rgans.'and sectoral bodies of the Commission calling for action by 
the .. Conference·. of Ministers ('E/ECA/CM.20/25, E/ECA/CM.20/25/Add.1, 
(E/ECA/CM.20/25/Add.2), (E/ECA/CM.21/11, E/ECA/CM.21 /11 /Add.1 I 

..... , ~~ .. . . .;,.-

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

Programme evaluation in the Economic Commission for Africa (E/ECA/CM.20/27, 
E/ECA/CM.20/27/Add.1, E/ECA/CM.20/27/Add.2/Rev.1) 

Strengthening ECA's operational capacity: Extrabudgetary resources; current situation and 
prospects (E/ECA/CM.20/28) 

The development and implementation of ECA short-term forecasting model for policy design 
·and economic management in individual African coi.Jtitries (E/ECA/CM.21 /5) 

Implementation of the Abuja Treaty establishing the African Economic Community: Progress 
made and prospects (E/ECA/CM .21 /41 -

Progress report on a framework agenda for building and utilizing critical capacities in Africa 
(E/ECA/CM.21 /5) 

Preparations for and follow-up to regional and international conferences and programmes 
(E/ECA/CM.21/6, Part 1, Part.l'l and'Part II/Add.1 and annex) 

Human development in Africa, 1995 report (E/ECA/CM.21 /8) 
: .: ~, 

Economic empowerment of women: Progress report on the proposed. African. bank for 
women and promotion of women entrepreneurship ~E/ECA/CM.21/9) 

35. Food and agricultural productl~·r;~ .; .food security and food self-sufficiency in Afric.a 
···(E/ECA/CM.21 /1 0) J]<i 1

• 

36. . Proposed organizational structure and programme of work and priorities for the biennium 
;_. ·,;<··1996-1997 (E/ECA/CM.2.l/12, E/ECA/CM.21/12/Add.1)' · .. i 

37. Progress report on programme evaluation in ECA (E/ECA/CM .21/13) 

38. Pledging Conference for the United Nations ·Trust Fund . for African .Development: 
Strengthening the operational capacity of ECA's programme of u~chnical cooperation under 
UNTFAD (E/ECA/CM.21/14, E/ECA/CM.21/14/Corr-:·1f· 
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39. Global mid-term review of the implementation of the Paris Declaration and Programme of 
Action- for the Least Developed Countries for the· 1 990s: A ·review· of progress--achieved by 
the African leasr developed countri-es'· in the implementation of the Paris Declaration and 

- ·Programme of ·Action. for the Least Developed· Countries for the 1990s ( 1990-1 994) 
(E/ECA/CM .21 !l5·). ·. ~~ · 

40. Resolutions and decisions in the economic and social sectors that are of interest to Africa 
adopted by the Economic and Social Council at its substantive sessions of 1994-1995 and by 
the General Assembly at its forty-ninth and fiftieth sessions (E/ECA/CM.20/CRP.2, 

. E/ECA/.CM.21 /CRP:2) 

Eighth session of Joint Conference of Addis Ababa, Ethiopia ·Development issues and policies 
African Planners, Statisticians, 21-26 March 1 994 
Demographers and Information 
Scientists 

.C:' 
Related reports 

1. Report of the Joint Conference of African Planners, Statisticians, Demographers and 
Information Scientists (E/ECA/PSD.8/1 0) 

2. The status and practices of economic modelling in African countries (E/ECA/PSD.8/TP.1) 

3. Strategic planning in the food subsector in the African economies (E/ECA/PSD.8/11) 
, •,I I • I ' • : • 

4. The activities of IDEP and new orientations and progr_arnming perspectives- for IDEP 
(E/ECA/PSD.8/12) 

5. Implementation of the Kilimanjaro Plan of Action and prospects for sustainable development 
1 • .. in ECA member States (E/ECA/PSD.8/4) 

6. Comparative study on family planning and birth-spacing programmes in ECA member States 
(E/ECA/PSD.8/19) : ' 

7 .· Demographic and ·social consequences of aging in ECA member States' ('E/ECA/PSD.8/20) 
• ~ ·-. r : .;y;;~~ 'I·:-.:-· 

8. Socio-economic and demographic consequences of HIV/AIDS and other pandemic 
(E/ECA/PSD.8/21) ·\ .-. 

I:::; I~~ 

9. Selected issues on the 
(E/ECA/PSD.8/94) 

implementation 
-.. of the "Addis Ababa Plan of Action" 

. ;\ 
1 0. Methodological and technological developments in the 1990s round of population and 

housi·n'g·censuses in Africa (E/ECA/PS~.8/TP.3) ·· -~ · · 

11. Revised United Nations System of National Accounts: Selected Issues (E/ECA/PSD.8/15) 

12. Role of statistical and information systems in the planning,monitoring and evaluation of 
rational socio-economic development (E/ECA/PSD.8/6) 

13. Evaluation of 15 years of statistical training programme for Africa (E/ECA/PS.D.8/l6) 

14. Importance oJ. informal sector statistics, for ,development planning (E/ECA/PSD.8/TP.4) 

15. Information management issues in Africa (E/ECA/PSD.8/25) 

16: Computer-mediated 'cd~mti~i-cation in Africa (E/ECA/PSD.8/26) 
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Fifth Conference of the Africa":', Libreville, Gabon 
Ministers of Fina_nce and its 25 Fe.bruary - 2 March 
Committee of Experts 1994 

D~velopment issues and 
policies/trade, regional.. economic 
cooperation and integration 

Related reports 
. " 

' I • • ' 

1. Rep~it.of :the Conference of African Ministers of Finance (E/ECA/TR/94/3, E/ECA/l\R/94/1 0) 

2. ~remotion of capital markets for enhancing domestic and external resource mobilization 
... _j ~/ECA/TRADE/94/1 5/Rev. 2) 

3. Implementation of the project to create an African external debt profile database within ECA' 
(E/ECA/TRADE/95/11 l 

First Conference of African Ministers Addis Ababa, Ethiopia Trade, regional economic 
of Trade, Regional Cooperation and 7 - 1 5 February 1 996 cooperation and integration 
Integration and its Committee of 
Experts 

Related reports 

1 . Report of the first Conference of African Ministers of Trade, Regional Cooperation and 
Integration (E/ECA/TRADE/96/1 l 

2. Mid-term review of Lome IV Convention (E/ECA/TRADE/94/8) 

3. Implementation of the Strategies for revitalization, recovery and growth of Afri.c;;a's trade in 
the 1990s and beyond (E/ECA/TRADE/95/25) 

4. African position on the World Commodity Conference (E/ECA/TRADE/95/14) 

5. Implementation of the decisions of previous meetings, tourism development, tourism and 
Aftica'n integration i:md management of African tourism (TRANSCOM/TOUR/95/008) 

. . . 
6. Regionalism, the Uruguay Round Agreements and their implications for the ,Abuja Treaty 

establishing the African Economic Community (OAU/EDECO/TD/12/066.96) 

7'.' ·· Africa's participation in future multilateral trade negotiations within the framework of the 
World Trade Organization (E/ECA/TRADE/95/13) 

8.: · The impact of the Uruguay Round on Trade Preferences: Towards. a forward,-looking trade 
agenda for African countries (EDECO/TD/12/067 .96) 

9. 'Africa's expectations under the Lome IV Convention in the area of trade 
(E/ECA/TRADE/95/1 2) 

10. Prospects and problems of expanding South-South trade and cooperation 
(E/ECA/TRADE/95/17) 

11 . Trade liberalization of domestically produced goods in selected:· subregional economic 
groupings IE/ECA/TRADE/95/7, E/ECA/TRADE/98/8) 

12. Report on the recent lTC Joint Advisory Group meeting [E/ECA/CMT/ITC/AG (XXVIII)/1501 
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Meeting of the Intergovernmental 
Committee of Experts of the Tangier 
'MULPOC ·· 

Tangier, Morocco 
13-16 March 1995 

Trade, regional economic 
cooperation and integration 

Related rep~rts 

1. Report· of the meeting (ECA/TNG/MULPOC/CIE/XIJ/1 O/Rev.1) 

2. . Follow-up and monitoring of locust and grasshop-per situation in the North African subregion, 
and on the establishment of an early warning system (CEA/TNG/MULPOC/CIE/XII/04) 

3. Assessment of economic and social conditions in North Africa in the context of promoting 
economic cooperation and integration in the subregion (CEA/TNG/MULPOC/CIE/XII/03) 

4. Promotion of subregional cooperation for large-scale agricultural production as a means for 
improving food self-sufficiency and food security in the North African subregion 
(CEA/TNG/MULPOC/CIE/XII/05) . 

Meeting of the Intergovernmental 
Committee of Experts of the Yaounde 
MULPOC 

Yaounde, Cameroon 
20-24 March 1995 

Trade, r.egional economic 

1. 

2. 

3. 

cooperation and integration 

Related reports 

Report of the meeting (CEA/MULPOC/YAO/CIE/XIV/RAP.Rev.1) 

Social and economic conditions in the Central African subregion with a view to fostering 
economic integration in the subregion (CEA/MULPOC/YAO/CE/XIV/RAP/CESAC) 

Measures for strengthening border markets, in order to increase trade in food products 
(CEA/MULPOC/YAO/CE/XIV/RAP.MRMF) 

4. Market survey for small-scale agricultural equipment (CEA/MULPOC/YAO/CE/XIV/RAP.PMA) 

5. Strategy to combat desertification and erosion in Central Africa, including programme to 
increase women's awareness on environmental problems and protection 
(CEA/MULPOC/YAO/CE/XIV/RAP.SLDE) 

6. Report on border food trade in selected countries of the Yaounde-based MULPOC subregion 
(JEFAD/AMS/94/2a (1)/21 1 · 

7. Market survey to increase trade in basic food production (CEA/M.ULPOC/Y AO/
CE/XIV/RAP.MACP) 

Meeting of the Intergovernmental 
Committee of Experts of the Lusaka 
MULPOC 

Gaborone, Botswana 
21-24 March 1995' 

Trade, regional economic 
cooperation and integration 

Related reports 

1. Report of the meeting (ECA/MULPOC/LUS/ICE/1 ~ 1/20/Rev.1) 

2. Proposed multisectoral programme for economic cooperation and integration in the Eastern 
and Southern African subregion (E<;:A/MULPqC/~US/ICE/111/13) 
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3. Assessment of socio-econe;mic conditions in Eastern and Southern Africa in the context of 
promoting ·"economic - coor.eration aiicf i'ritegratlon-· in· ·the subre-g-ion· {ECAtMUI:ftOC/: 

',. ) . LUS/ICE/111/3) .~ __ ,·.: .. :-.i .-.--·;· ::·: ,,·. ······,:}p~f!:rn: . ' :u~J 17f,;;) 

4. 

5. 

6. 

'., 
t.~' . .; 

";~JJfl! ; no;;~· .H~:·t · :; - · :::: ::·! · · · . . ., ·., · ;'\0 !t·i~3:-::. · · · ..... tfdii~):) ! 
Socio-ec_dQQilJiC impact of structural adjustment programmes {SAPs) in Eastern an~,·~~~Hwrn 
Africa··.-ah;~~-rpi:!'rspective for the implementation-· ·ot alternatrve strategies--at---nat~!· ·a-nd 
subregional levels {ECA/MULPOC/blJSliU/4) 

Evaluation of subregional food security--plans in .Eastern and Southernj~frica ql')p)essons to 
t \ , o\ •~ '• ' o , ~ ) t , 

be drawn for future action {ECA/MULPOC/LUS/ICE/111/5) 

Evaluation- of existin~. pr~grarnm~· ~nd. identific~tioo of. new .ay~~u~s tc;)r the enhancement of 
the role of wo~en in 'the developr;,ent process in Eastern and So~thern' Africa {1994) {ECA/
MULPOC/LUS/ICE/IIt/6)1''<-', '::··~. ·, · · ·- . · -.,_ ... : 

: .. ; ·. '\ ·3 ~\ ' :"· ~-. :: _ ... · ~ . · r. ··; ~: , . ~ ~-

7. Rural intermediate technologies, their development and use in Eastern and Southern Africa 
t •. :·' · {1994) {ECA/MULPOC1~US/lCE.YI1·1/8f ·. · ···>' c.·· 

8. 
• '·~, 1 ·, ' I' r r, f, 

As~essment of the impact of riu1d use -'polide~ on poverty alleviation aod food security in 
Eastern and Southern Africa {ECA/MULPOC/LUS/ICE/111/7) . . . . 

9. Assessment· of skill deficiencies· in--·mining· industries in Eastern ·and Southern Africa 
{ECA/MULPOC/LUS/21 l ·. _., ·,, ._, · ·i:: . 

• -· • ~ ~ J ;- ' ~ '· ' "': ~ .: ·- :._ ~ 
1 0. Gemstones development and marketing strategies in Eastern and Southern . Africa 

·-- {ECA/MULPOC/LUS/ICE/111/9) · 

11. Cooperation in the development of industrial_ anti. agricultural minerals in Eastern and Southern 
Africa {ECA/MULPOC/LUS/22) . · -~ -!.: 

12. Report future orientation of South Africa· Labour--Commission (SALC/XV/2) 

.. . -
.:·.'' 

-- : , ,I , ·; •.r ~; .... , • , , ;· -•. } , 

Meeting of the Intergovernmental Cotonou, Benin Trade, regional economic 
· ·ct>rnmittee of Experts of the Niamey 
MULPOC 

2 7-31 Maret{ 1 99'5· · ' cooperation· ~md integration 
::·,.' ' ;-1. ..-~· . -. ) 

1 . 

~-·. 

. •i 

3. 

•·\ ' 

Related reports c 
. <. 

•: :'.:: !' 

Report of the meeting {ECA/MIE/NIA/XIV/95/19) 

Evalua_tion of, moneta.ry anq financial institutions with a view to enhancing their ,role in the 
mobilization of domestic resources and savings as a ~eans of enhancing -~ational a~d 
subregional self-reliance {ECA/MIE/NIA/95/XIV/12) 
. . .. . :-:u:: vi!-~:: ' 

The potential for the development of livestock and fisheries . industries {ECA/MiE/
NIA/95/XV/05) 

-'4 ........ -The devetopment of water resources in West Africa (ECA/MIE/NIA/95/XIV/06) 

5. 

6. 

7. 

,I 

8. 

.60 

, •', , : '") :I; :p. i'l.,:-.1·~; t • 

,, :_A . .-sc.~~,ari~ for t~e implementation of. the. study on the interqonnedion of electricity grids and 
development of hydroelectric power in West Africa (ECA/MIE/MIA/95/XIV /11 l .' · · 

Evaluation of programmes ex1stmg in the subregions on the advancement of women and 
identification of new avenues for the improvement of such programmes {ECA/MIE/-
NIA/95/XIV/13) . 

Scenarios for the implementation of the Industrial Master- Plan for West Africa (ECA/MIE/-

W.f-~q/~lr)L(8~) , .. -'. r, ...... ~· ·:r. .;~~·~q 11:. 

The implementation of the M-aster Plan for Cofrlbating De·ser'ti~ication and for the· conservation 
of natural resources in West Africa {ECA/MIE/NIA/95/XIV/02) 
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;~ 
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t: 
[(, 

r l, 
[/L, 

!: 

~ I 
I 

90 Proposals for common policies for the implementation of the subregional food security 
'-.. ' progra,mme (ECA/MIE/NIA/95/XIV/08) · ' . 

1 00 Feasibility study on the establishment of the West African Mineral Resources Development·' 
Centre (ECA/IVIIE/NIA/95/XIV/1 0) 

11 0 Assessment of economic an·d. social conditions in West Afi"ici:i in ;the context ·of promoting · 
economic cooperation and integration in the subregion '(ECA/MIE/NIA';95/XIV/04/Revo1) 

120 · Report ·on bord,er food trade iri selected cou·ntries'·ofthe Niame·v-hased MULPoc· subregion·· 
[JEFAD/AMS/94/2a .(11)/06] ·. 

.. 
Meeting of the Intergovernmental 
Cbtnmittee of Experts of the Gisenyi 

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia Trade, regional economic 
18-21 April 1995 copperation and integration 

MULPOC 
. . '' ' 

1 0 

20 

3o 

4o:' 

5o 

60 

'7. 

80 

90 

100 

Related reports 
.. ·;-. ' 

Report of the meeting (CEA/GSY/MUL/CIE/111 /23) 

Assessment of socio-economic conditions in CEPGL countries in .the context of promoting 
subregional economic integration (CEA/GSY/MULPOC/REI/111/05) 

The harmonization of iagricultural policies in the Kagera Basin Organization (I<BO) member 
States (CEA/GSY/I\IIULPOC/REI/111/06) 

' . ,•' .:; ' 

Technologies for increased production of edible oils (CEA/GSY/MULPOC/REI/111/07) . '~ . . . 

Mineral potentialities in the Kagera basin and· ·related transport needs 
(CEA/GSY/MULPOC/REI/111/08) 

Sul;>regional cooperation between CEPGL countries and oth'er:di'Jarian States in maintenance_ 
and buoyancf of navigable routes on Lakes Kivu and iangtmyika (CEA/GSY/MULPOC/-
CIE/111/1'0) --._.. ,: .... :.:."·· .. . .,, 

CEPGL feeder lines from Kisangani por-t (CEA/GSY /MULPOC/REI/iii/15) 

Dredging needs of Lake Kivu ports (CEA/GSY /MULPOC/REI/iii/12) 

Harmonization of national transport policies within the framework of the Northern Corridor 
Agreement (CEA/GSY/MULPOC/REI/111/11) 

l~terconnectio~ of CEPGL and KBO electricity grids (ECA/GS_YI,M,UL!CJE!i 1:1'/25) 

First Conference of Atfibari Ministers Addis Ababa, Ethiopia · Poverty· al·l·evi·a·tio.n through.' 
respo,J:)sible for: .. sustainaple 4-9 March 1 996 sustainable dev_elopment 
dev_elopment and the environment and ., •' 

its Committee of Experts 

Related reports 

1 0 Reports of the meetings: (E/ECA/CAMSDE/15/Revo1, E/ECA/CAMSDE/L) 

20 Policies for improving integrated micro watershed management and soil c·onservation for arid 
and semi-arid areas for. .sustained development in the North African _subregion [JEFAD/
FADPPS/94/2a(v)/221 .. c 
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3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

-;.~. :•:.( ......... f 

The pr~motion of green belts and rehabilitation of degraded ecosyst~ms "in11selected Sahel ian 
countries to prevent desertification and soil erosion [JEFAD/FADPPS/94/2a (yi)/231 

• ·~ "7 • ' • : (.,. • ' : • '~ •• i; "~ 

Progress made in the alleviation of poverty in Africa [JEFAD/APP-~l9M2b1il'/25] 

Promotion of non-conventional food as a sustaint:ld source of {pod for the poor vulnerable 
population [J EFAD/ APISS/94/2b(ii) 1 

Measures to provide conservation of edifice closed forests and bio-diversity under sustainable 
criteria in selected coastal African countries (JEFAD/FADPPS/94/2b(iii)24) ,_ · 

Assessment of the implementation of Agenda 21 within the framework of the African 
Common Position (ACP) (ENV/CMSDE/DRAFT.1) 

. l:··. 
Monitoring the implementation of the Dakar/Ngor Declaration on Population, Family and 
Sustainable D~~elopment [ECA/POP/TP/95/2(b)/5] · .. , 

For.mulation and implementation· of human settlements policies towards mitigating rural/urban 
imbalances in African countries (E/ECA/HUS/77) 

Implementation of plans of action contained in the Global Strategy for Shelter to the Year 
2000 (E/ECA/HUS/66) 

Guidelines fo.r .in-depth re~le~ ot. the progress in the implementation of Agenda 21 in Africa 
(E/ECA/CAMSDE 1 /95/1.0·1 L (li ". ~ ' . 

12Y:'-J'!. Ci'itical assessment of pqlicjes.:towards alleviation of poverty [JEFAD/94/2D(1 )26] 

13. Progress made in alleviation of poverty in Africa [AGRIC/FADPPS/95/2b(i)25 R'ev.1] 

14. Promotion of nori-con~eh~fonal fobd as a sustained ~ource of food for the ·poor vulnerable 
population (·E/ECA/CAMS.DE/CE/8) 

First Conference of African Minister&; Addis Ababa, Ethiopia Human resources d.evelopment 
and social transformation responsible for Human Development 17-21 January 1994 

and its Committee of Experts 

Related .reports ,,. ,\' 

1 . ~eport of the meeting (ECA/PHSD/CM/94/6,' 
I' ',• 

2. The re-orientation of educational curricula to the new development challenges and educatiqrl 
for peace (ECA/PHSD/HRP/94/2[(a)]) . · .; . 

3. Policy measures and practices for coordinating, collaborating and improving the production of 
educational and instructional materials in African _countries (ECA/PHSD/HRP/94/2[2(a)]) 

4. State of human resources planning, development and utilization in Africa to the Ministerial 
Follow-up Committee of Fifteen of the Conference of Ministers responsible fo't'~ Human 
Development (ECA/PHSD/HRP/94/12[2(a)]) . .··:·\:·-

5. Progress report on establishment of an African fund for youth (ECA/PHSD/SDU/94/3[5(a)(u)]) 

6. The informal sector: Creating an enabling environment (ECA/PHSD/HRP/94/13[4(b)]) 

7. Technical innovation, entrepreneurial development and financing in the· informal sector 
[ECA/PHSD/HRP/94/5[4(b)](a)] 

8. Resource mobilization and management for people's·organizationl' -nd NGOs (PDTM No 2) 

9. Human development in Africa (E/ECA/PHSD/94/18) 
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; 

10. Organization and development for peoples's organization and NGOs (PDTM No.1) 

' ' 

~ 

First meeting of the Ministerial Follow
up Committee of Fifteen of the 
Conference of African Ministers 
responsib)e for Human Developmer:tt 

Addis Ababa,- Ethiopia 
13-1 6 November 1 995 

Human resources development 
and social transformation 

1 . 

2. 

Related reports 

Report of the first' .meeting of the Ministerial Follow-up Committee of Fifteen of the 
Conference of African Ministers responsible for Human Development [E/ECA/PHSD/-
WFC/95/7/i(~)]- -.,_. 

;·, 

Report to the Ministerial Follow-up Committee of Fifteen of the Conference of African 
Ministers responsible for Human Development on the African social situation (E/ECA/
PHSD/MFC/95/7/WP.l) 

First meeting of the Conference of 
African Ministers responsible for the 
Development and Utilization of Mineral 
Resources and Energy 

Accra, Ghana 
14-23 November 1995 

Natural resources and energy 
development 

I-

Related reports 

1. Report of the me'eting (ECA/NRD/RC/DUMRE/MIN/6) 

2. Progress review of the implementation of the recommendations · of the fifth Regional 
Conference on the development and utilization of mineral resources in Africa and of major 
events in the African minerals secto~.(ECA/NRD/RC/DUMRE/4) 

3. 

" 
4 
··--

5 

The performance of the African mineral industries in the early 1990s (ECA/NRD/
-- RC/DUMRE/5) 

Policies· and· strategies tor the improvement of the performance of Afr'i.can mining industry . 
since the 1980s (ECAINF4D/RC/DUMRE/6J . . ~-- ... ,_ 

Programmes for a greater contribution of mineral resources to the socio-economic 
development of Africa (ECA/NRD/RC/DUMRE/7) 

6 Privatization and de-regulation in the energy sector in Africa (ECA/NRD/RC/DUMRE/8) 

7 Viability of using photo-voltaic energy for rural electr.ification ... in Africa (ECA/NRD/
RC/CUMRE/9) 

B.- Energy policies -and strategies in Africa (ECA/NRD/RC/DUMRE/1 0) 

9. Economic viability of manufacturing of turbines and generators for mini-hydropower in 
African member States-(ECA/NRD/RC/DUMRE/11 l 

10. The performance of th~··A:frican energy sector and the development in the energy scene in 
the 1990s (ECA/NRD/RC/DUMRE/12) , 

11. Energy for poverty alleviation and sustainable agricultural and rural development in Africa 
(ECA/NRD/RC/D.UMRE/13) 
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. < 

· Meetings-i>f·the -Conference-of-African Grand Bay, Mauritius I nfrastrl:K:tural .. and ---structural· 
·Minis.ters. of Transport ~nd 7-9 September 1994 transformation ;, 1 . ' I ~ 

Communications and its Committee of · !_-/'"", '- . --
Experts 

1 ·:e: 
. 

2. 

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia . 
13-21 March 1995 • ' . ~ i. : •• ' .- . 

--

Related- reports 

Reports of the meetings (E/ECA/TCTD/94-92), (E/ECA/TGO/M:IN/95-1 00) ... ·_,::I· 

Progress reports on the "implementation of human resources and institution~! development, 
database and the Trans-African Highway and the Yamoussoukro Declaration on the New 
African:;t,\j(. Transport Policy (TRANS/EXP /94-05 l. 

3.-
' ., ' ,, ' . . .. - . - . 
lmplem'entatlon of the human resources and institutional" development phase II p'roject 
[TRANS/EXP/95-07(c)l 

.---4.-----· Progress reports on UNTACDA II, database and the Trans-AfricaA Highway Bureau [TRANS/-
EXP-/95,.0i'Ua)&(d)] ~--:: 12·, · 

5. Evaluation rehort on UNTACDA-11 (TRANSCOM/951) . .. :' . ~ :- '~ . '!\' . 

6. Report on the special meeting of the Conference of African Ministers of Transport ·and i 

Conim.unicatio·n·s [TRA.NS/EXP/95-07(b)J - · -

7. Progress report on the implementation on UNTACDA II (TRANS/IACC/94/05) 

8. Annual report on UNTACDA 11/1994 & 1995 (TRA~SCOry)/944), (TRANSCOM/1 018) 

9. UNTACDA II programme of action for 1995-1997,JfR.~N?/IACC/9.5-0q/REV.1 l 

10. Legal framework' incorporating the Yamoussoukrci Declaration on a new -African Ai'r Transport 
Policy and its methods of implementation (TRANSCOMi1 01 i) 

- .. 
'· 

Twelfth meeting of the C~nference of Gaborone, Bostwana lnfrastructural and structural 
28 May - 8 Juri~: 1995' 'transformation African Ministers of Industry ,, -. -

Related reports 

1 . Report. of. the meeting (CAM1.12/13) 

2. Feasibjfity·- study on the establishment of African regiona.l. nEltwork -.on\·j·ferit41i~ers and 
agricultural machinery [CAMI.12/6(b)ICE/95/6(bll :~::,;~,r...;:J· .. 

3. Regional strategy for rational location of industries in the context -ofiith,e ::Abuja TreatY 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

64 

[CAMI. 1 2/6(a)ICE/95/6(a)] 

Progress made in the implementation of the pr.ogramme for the United.{)l.ations·~econd Indus
trial Development Decade for Africa (IDDA II) [(CAMI.12/5(b) Rev.1, ICE/95/5(b) Rev.1 )] 

.J·~·-· .. ;;:::~.)\ ~ ,; ... ·-1;"· •, 

Participation of the private sector in the implementation of· the' -programme ·for the second 
IDDA (CAMI.12/7/ICE/95/7) 

' . ·. :·· ':' . :3 -

Development of human resources for industrialization in Africa (CAMI. 12/9 ICE/.95/9) 

Mobilization of financial resources for the implementation of the programme of the second 
IDDA (CAMI.D12/8 ICE/95/8) 
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Meeting of Africa Regional Confe'rence 
on Scienc~ and Technology 

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 
6-1 0 November 1 99!? 

lnfrastructural' ··and structural 
transformation 

Related reports 

1. Report of the meeting (ECA/NRpiS&T/ARCST/ll 

2. lmplement.~tion of the. scien~~ and technology protocol of the African Economic Community 
· (ECA/NRDiSTS/2(a)/Matawi/9·4el - · ·-

. ..... .... -\ : ~ - • ; ,' j :. 

3·: ---oevelo--p-m-ent· ·of' appropriate· science an·d technology indicators for Africa (NRD/STSf- · 
ARCST/1 /5.C/PUB/4l951 ;::'::! -,, 'I,, 

.fifth African .RegionaLConference on 
Women 

Dakar, Senegal 
1 6-23 November 1994 

Women in devel.opment 

1 . 

. 2. 

3. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Related reports 
' '~ .-

.Report of the meeting :(E/ECA/ACW/RC.V/CM/4) •,.,t'1 

The African woman today and into the twenty-first century (Ari .. overvie·w ·a~sess.ment of the 
implementation ·of"the Nairobi Forward-looking Strategies to capture· the--present achieve-
ments, challenges ~nd'tuture goals) (E/ECA/ACW/RC.V/EXP/WP.1 )"' · .. ··· ; 

'' ' '~ ''j I~ j ' ' '\ ,:::~I 

Political empowe~11'1e11t _qf yvomen (participation of women in lb.~ .. <:!~rr:u~C!_?J_tic_ process; women 
in governance, . politics. and, decision-making; national machineries and emerging women's 
organizations and ir:i'stit~tio~s) (E/ECA/ACW/RC.V/EXP/WP.4) and (EiACW/RC.V/EXP/WP.4Al 

Equity and social issues·{wom~n·s rights; gender and culture --look-tn~- into the twenty"-first 
century) (E/ECAlAOW/RU::VIEXP/WP.3AI ... , · •. 

Women, eii\iircinil:ient a·nd ·sustainable development (women's access to and management of·, 
natural resour6esi~-H~tf:cA-7:A'C:WtRC. v /EXP/WP .51 · · · · · · ·· ·,;' 

.. -~ ... -- .... ····- ---· ··- ··-·-····---· .. -
--- ~fr:~~~n __ fl:a.tt?rm for ~ctiqp_: (.~-f~!A_CW/RC. V/CM/31 

-
National machineries .a_nd. _erne.rging women's organizations (E/ECA/ACW/RC. V /EXP/WP/4C) 

' Meetings of the Africa Regional Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 
Coordinating Committee for the 20-22 April 1994 
Integration ·of-Women in Development · · 20-22 April 1995 

Women" in -development 

.;·:.' 

<_ . 

Related reports 

1. Reports of the meetings (E/ECA/ACW./~~C .. XV/94/1 0),_ (E/ECA/A_CW/ARC.XVI/9_5f9L. 

2. Issues on women· in development (E/ECA/ACW/ARC.XVI/94/1 0, annex),· ·(E/ECA/ACW/-
ARC.XVI/95/9, annex) -- -·--- .... -- · 

; ) . -
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Annex Ill 

:-,lUI'.' TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS PREPARED BY .ECA, .. ~994-1995 

·- .. - . . ,, 
'' 

Ar~a of focus/title Symbol r-:"'' '' 

,. ' 
Subprogramme 1 : Development issues and policies 

Survey of Economic and Soc1al Conditions in Africa; 1995 E/ECAbSERPD/1995/1, July 199!;; 

D\lv~lopment ·Research Papers E/ECA/SERPD/1994/025, March 1 ~94 
E/ECA/SERPI?/1994/026, December' 1994 

Economic Bull!'tin fo!, Africa ECA/JOURI\IALNOL. 1, December 1995 

Annual economic report on Africa (1994 & 1995) E/ECA/SERPD/TPI/1994, June 1994 
E/ECA/SERPD/TPI/1995, June 1995 

'An-evaluation ot'the performance of specialized farm credit institutions in · E/ECA/SERPD/LDCs TP/2, November 1994 
· least developed, island and land-locked-African countries ': :·. r 

,, l -· 

Foreign direct investment in the least devel~ped, island and land-locked E/ECA/SERPDfLDCs TP/2, December 1995 
African countries 

Effectiveness of debt management in African countries E/ECA/TRADE/95/20, November 1995 

' . 
Promotion of capital markets in the context of enhancing domestic and ' E/ECA/TRADE/94/15, December 1994 
external r~source mobilization for,developn)en~ : (p :~.· .' .. 

.. __ , 
,-' 

Review of techniques for debt reduction and conversion (debt swaps) and · ,,.E/ECA/TRAPE/94/22 
their application to the African situation 

'·' !! 
.. 

~ 1 ' 't :\ .. , '·' .. ,., 
Exchang_e rate management .policies in Africa: Recent expl!rience and E/ECA/TRADE/95/21 
prospects 

. ' 

:Ji ' 

A preliminary study on the internal debt problem in Africa E/ECA/TRADE/94/17 

.. 
The impact of external shocks on African monetary zones and strategies: .. :, . ElECA/TRADE/96'/29 '··-· 

for mitigating them 
'' 

Country external debt profile: The case of LDC E/ECA/TRADE/95/6, December 1995 
\ : 

Industrial development in Africa Title of publication 

_Populati_on, humaR resources and development in Africa Ditto 

Agricultural aJ~:'rt1~1"development in Afri'ca i Ditto 

' 
Environment management in Africa I Ditto 

.. ..... -~- -~ -·--
Financial sector liberalization in Africa 1n the framework of economic reform E/ECA/TRADE/95/4, October 1995 

. 
programmes 

Review of the techniques for debt reduction and conversion E/ECA/TRADE/94/22/Rev. 1, December 1995 

"' 
Subprogramme 2: Trade, regional· economic cooperation and integration 

Trad~:opportunities for African businessmen No. 63, December 1994; No. 64),Jime 1995; 
No.65, Decemb~ 1995 -· .. ~I I ..... ; ,/ ', 

African trade bulletin Vol. 19, September 1994, Vol. 20, August 
1995 

Bulletin: "Women and Development" in CEPGL countries CEA/GSY/MULPOC/CIE/11/17, No. 9, January 
1995 
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, .. --
Area of focus/title Symbol 

-

Bulletin of West African lntergovemmental Organizations ECA/MIE/NIA/XIV /14,. December 1994 

Directory of West African Intergovernmental Orgamzations - ECA/MIE/NIA/95/XIV/-15, ·November 1994 

' ' Survey of economic and social conditions in West Africa ECA/MIE/NIA/95/XIV/11*, July 1~95 

Prospects and problems of expanding South-South trade and cooperation- E/ECA/TRADE/95/9, July 1995 
'· 

lnte~national commodity market ~ech~nisms 
'•(, E/ECA/TRADE/95/1, July 1995 

.... Trade liberalization of domestically produced goods E/ECA/TRADE/95/7, July 1995 

--External trade financing techniques .. . E/ECA!TRADE/95/2_6, p'ecember 1995 

Selected issues on tourism development in Africa TRANSCOM/TOUR/95/0 11, December 1995 
-. 

Adaptation and modernization of handicraft and ethnographic heritage to TRANSCOM/TOUR/95/09, December 1995 
the requirements of African tourism · 

.. . .. 
~ 

Framework for the coordination, harmonization and rationalization of ECA/EC0/95/006, December 1995 
African economic groupings • ' r~ ' 

Framework for joint investment promotion mechanisms, including a draft ECA/EC0/95/007, December '1995 
charter for African multinational ent~rprises 

The role of tourism in the African integration process TRANSCOM/TOUR/95/0-1 0, December 1995 

"' 
Harmonization- of monetary and financial policies at the subregional level E/ECA/TRADE/94/16, December 199~ ... -

Assess,:;.;ent ot' the effectiveness of subregional development financial insti-
'~I! I: ~ : 

E/ECA/TRADE/15/16, December 199'S .. -
tutions''w.itti a:·view to strengthening them 1 . .. 

,, ' 
. ECA/MULPOC/LUS/TP/D/95/1, December'' DirectofyOf NGOs of the Eastern· and Southern African subregion 

-· ... ·-·· 1995 -~·-· . 

Assessrne-ht'of the impact of tl:le European Singl_e Market on North African ECA/TNG/MULPOC/XII/INF.03, August 1994 
trade with EurOP,!l 

.. - --
Th!! role of financial institutions in the mobilization of resourq!'S for the ECA/TNG/MULPOC/XII/INF.01, Octoberl 994 
implementation of multinational core'projects withir:~ the frame·work of the 

' . 
•' j,• ••• ·-

IDDA in-North Afrtca • ;d.' '" ... . .... . . 
r . . 

The role -~n~::pa~ticipatj9n of p~blici a~.R privale sectors in the indu~trial ECA/TNS/MULPOC/1/95, December 1995'' 
·-development -and integration process~n North Africa ~---- .... 

Prefeasibiiity stu·d'y vein' efficient. a
1

~d r-ational exploitation of natural ECA/TNG/MULPOC/11/95, December 1995 
resources within the North African subregion (energy, water, etc.) to ~ l 

-~ ··-· "-·~ . 
support_i_n9\lsVial ~evelopment and industrial cooperation in the subregion . " . - .... - . .. --- - .... ... ··- ----
Experiences,, te;chniques and .. ~_noiN·how of date productior:~ i1:1 the North ECA/TNG/MULPOC/IV/95, D!!Cember 1995 
African subre·gron· - -- -' --

• ,rl .. ; 

CEA/MULPOC/YAO/PPTPA·: December 1995 Prefeasibility study on the establishment of a pilot programme for food 
" '' : 

processing 
i 

., ... _ 

Production costs and market competitiveness of selected industrial CEA/MULPOC/Y AB/Cf'CPI,. Dece.mbe! 1995 
products .. . .. . .... 

-· .. ... 
CEA/MULPOC/Y AO/PCPB, :o~embe~ -1~99-6-Fostering·cooperation in deep-sea· fishing 

·•' 
'. 

' ' 
Compendium of all studies carried out by the MULPOC since 1ts creation CEA/MULPOC/Y AO/COMPENDIU,;.tt; pecember 

1995 -

The promotion of trade in the agricultural and industrial sectors w1thm the CEA/GSY/MULPOC/LIE/111/13, December 1995 
CEPGL countri·es 

•' : 
Rationalization, harmonization and coordination of IGOs activities in the six ECA/MIE/NIA/95/XIV /25, December -1995 
sectoral fields of: agriculture and livestock, industrial development, trade 
and finance, energy, information and training, lake and river basins 
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Area_ ~f- focusjqde 

Potenti·a(in the exploitation oflivestock,''fisheries and forestry resoufi:e's·for' _EC::A/MIEiNIM951XIV/24, D'ecember Hi95 
the p~~p~s~ of p.romoting. industnal d;vel~pme~t . . - ··- .. 

The role of monetary and fi.nancial (~!!tit~tions i,;- the -~obilization of 
domestiO:resourbes and savings as'a means ~f.enhancing national and 
subregi~·n-;,1 self-reliance , 

Subregional cooperation in educational and technological fields, particularly 
with (! __ view to' ~he .advancement ~f women in the scientific and technical -
fields 

Subregional programme i~ the~ fight· against trypanosomiasis 

Restructuring of -public sector. enter.prises and their impact on the West 
Af;ican ~conomies · : ... : :: .... ,., -· 

• :• ~ 'I ' j ' ,' ' -' .: 

Strategies for development of alternative domestic energy utilization in 
·.West Africa- · · --

ECA/MIE/NIA/95/XIV/23*, September 1995 
~·· ' 

EC~I~Xi,[E/f\IIA/95/XIV /26,. December 1995 

ECA/MIE/NIA/95/XIV /2,0, June 1995 

E9A/MIE/I\IIIA/9~(XIV/28, December 1,995. 

ECA/MIE/NIA/95~XIV /22,. July, 1995 

------------------------~--.. --:,-.-.. -.. ----------------------~ 
Strategy for the establis,hment ~f a~'adequate mechanism f~r the collecti~e ECA/MIE/MIA/95/XIV /27, December 1995 
solution of the energy development ·problems of the West African sub- --
region, particularly those relating to. e_ner:gy transmission, shortage of 
trained manpower and financial resources 

1 Anticipated imp_act of the Uruguay .. R.ound of Negotiations Agreement on 
African economies:· Preliminary a·nalysis 

Capacities and capabilities of ECA-sponsored institutions 

Study on possible impact of Uruguay Round 

Africa',s participation in future mullilater~;~l trade negotiations wi_thin the 
framework of world international order ·· 

·; St!l~~ of South-South cooperation 

; Bulletin of ECA-sponsored Institutions 

Bulletin of economic development in North Africa and on MULPOC's 
activities 

Quarterly reports on situation in Eastern and Southern Africa 

......... 
Trends and developments in the trade sector f9i 1993-1994 and prospects 
for 199'5 · · · ' 

Africa within the [leVI/ world trade order .. _ 
i 1 '" 'I•', 

Major trends ~nd issues related to trade ih Af~~-~a dunng 1'992-1993 

J ·-- -. • • -· 
Les Banques africaines de developpment et Ia protection de 
l'eri'vironne'me'nt 

sii:uatio·n~l-ani;ly-~is of IGADD and programme for United Nations inter
ag~nc'y a~tion for revitalization of IGADD 

Changing face of Lusaka-based MULP()C 

PrOmoting gro-wth and· s~stainable develop,rY:'e.n,t in gl~-balized and l1berahzed 
world ·economy '" ·' -

. . -- ..,, .. . - .. -.. - .. -· 
'i>r·o-gress -report on establishment of data bank for dissemination of trade 
information · - · ·-i·- · ·- ,_·, ''i'. ;, 

; -·' ' ... .. l 

Joint transport company for Lakes Kivu and Tanganyika ' ' _,.,:r: .. '!:"i~ :,·, ; ,. · 

Project'on 'definitiorr"ancrl!d'optforr·iff ·s-tandara· specifications -f~-~--fji(j;J91:~f.;j· · -
products in CEPGL countries 

E/ECA/TRADE/94/7, September 1994-

ECA/EC0/95/002, July 19~5.-
;-)j) 1 1J '),I 

E/ECA/TRADE/9.4/1.2/Rev.l ,, December 1995. 1 

E/ECA/TRADE/95/13, December. 1995,, •· .. 

E/ECA/TRADE/95/3, February 1995 . , -· 
' ~ . -, " 

E/EC0/94/001, August 1994- -- ----· 

'I J " ' ' 

No.1, Sept 199.~ .. an_q, No. 2, ,OecE!rnber: 199!;; 

ECA/MUL/LUSJMOR/L December ,1994. 
EC_A/MUL/h,U§tPfit.1. f,~_br~ary .1.995 

E/ECA/TR~D.~[9,4/.1_3n ~~vember .1994 

;. f : ; •t'· •• :• 

E/ECA/TRADE/94/5, March 19'94 

E/ECA/TRADE/94/18, December 1994 

E/EC0/95/9~~;'. Jui,Y ]_~§15,_. , _,: 

. ~ . 

ECA/MUL_PqCIL!;J~(I~.E/111_11 _7, March 1995 
' • ··-~·-·-· .... _. .;:;.f.'. - . -- ...• 

... 

E/ECA/TRADE/95/24, December 1995 , 
',,,, 1,_!'·'~.~-. •• • .... -t_J;_f,~~·:ll" 

--~- ' .. ·- -· ... ~- ..... ~ ·- . 
E.ECA/TRAf:ie/95!22, December 1995 

:,l n1t~,.; ~~r:1 ·!' 0-·-.1·· • ' : 
• 't .... • ~ : .. 

E/ECAfTRAtifi~s/25, December 1 ~95 .. , .. 
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... ........ ,- ..... . .. 
.. . ,,- Area cif focus/title .. Symbol 

~-- .. ~-~ ~. . ----~--
Promotion of Africa'~ tra,de wit!lj_n .. -?ttJ~r. geveloptng countries ' . ' 

·Formulation of manag!lr:o.e.nLmodeJs,.prici.ng and sharing ot c.us.ts. of water - . . . ..• 
resources projects.- ... , , ... . . :.' .. :. ··,t,:f(:::: .. : " . ~ .. 

Africa's expectati.o.ns. under Lome . .l.V.Convention in the area of.trade E/ECA/TRADE/SS/12, December 19.9S . 

Promotion of local production ·.;f'low-~o;~t' ;'c.hool and univers;t~-j~{tbooks · · .. ECA'/MULPOC/LUS/W/SUT/95/4 
-

.. 

_food processing progr~mme for _yvor:nen I!'.C:.entral Africa -

!Trade liberalization' of .domesticail</produced goods E/ECA/TRADE/95/18, July 1995 '. 

. . 
I 
;Triangular trade on CEPGL economic integration projects between 
!economic operat~-rs.arid NGOs from Africa and Western and Eastern 
.Europe 

,, 
" . 

~--- . --·- -~·- ~- . --- --~ 

Subprogram me. 3: Po_vertv, :?lle\l~ation through sustainable development .. 
' 
:_F{u~aL.frogress - .. Vol. XIII, June 1994 and Vol. XIV, Dec~mber 

1995 
.. 

Food and Agnculture in Afnca: ECA/FAO Agriculture Division Staff Paper Nos. 6 and 7, December 1994; No.8, June 

(_ - - .... ~ ··- ~ --- -·· .. 1995; No. 9, July 1995 

iECA Env'iro'nm'ent 'Newsletters ; . ~:-:~' EEN VOL 5. No.1, March 1994; No. 2, June 
i 1994; No. 3, September 1994; No. 4, ... .-..~-- ·- .. ,. ·----.: -. 

I ' December 1994; No. 5, December 1995 
-' • ' !• • ~ • : : ' 

' 
)?,lrect!)ry of ~fric_:an Environment~!. ~.J<P.e!t~ ~!:'.d _U~! of Institutions - . -··.- -· E/ECA/DIR/95, December 1994 · 

' 
:African Populatio.h Newsletters· ·,·;~-:: . ~- . ·, -./ .-:. -. i ,f, ~ uJr • . ::; :No. 65, July 1994; No. 66, December 1994; 

' ' _N(). 67, June 1995; No. 68, December 1!:¥~5 __ . ----- - _,, .. -- ~-- - -- .,. - --.i- ' - -- -~- .. ---~-
: 

African Population Studies Seri~'s ) \' _;. ;- '.' :··!· l 
' ',: E-/ECA/SER.A/1 0 No. 12 

. joint ECA/FAO Agricultu're Division' Monograph on ISSUes related to food, Monograph No. 7 (April 1994), No. 8 (July 
agriculture a oct _n.Jra_l_'dey~!opmeilt: -~ -...::~ • .:::':::: _· ~ ' · 1994), No. 9 (December 1994), No._ 19 .. •· 

----··---
I; '' ~ . :~/ -}; .- ,·: ;,,- ·· .. :_ (February 1995). No. 11 (May 95), No. 12 

.. ~-- .. ~ -· ' ~ ·-. -- -----·-- .. __ ., .. (June 1995). No. 13 (July 1995),. Nci. 14 

.. , . ... i. :,,, / J 1: I 
(September 1995), No. 15 (Nov~.mber 1995) 

(' ~ J\.\ ; :: .... }: . ::. .:; ' ~ -
Framework for developing and im~)!f_menttng comprehensive food security JEFAD/APISS/94/3b(1 )33, December 1994 
policies and programmes --~-~ -- -.-. . .. 

Established information systems and database for monitoring the impacts 
of policies and programmes in alleviating poverty 

~EFAD/FADPP~/95/3b (iv)(4~, .~anuary 1995 

- .. -· ----·. 
·Report on the develop,m~~t, an~_i_l)'lpr?-y,~ment of agricultural information JEFAD/FADPPS/94/3b(v)/07, November 1994 

' ' • ,' ·.I '' • 

systems and databases ' 
---- ----- -- .. --~- - ---- .. - .. 

Identification of critical marketm!il.~1ssues f.or C<?r;lSideration and inclusion if1 AGRI~/AMS/95/3b(vi)/92, November 1995 
national agricultural development plans 

- .. .... -- . 
Measures for strengthening cooperation for the exploitation and JEFAD/FMLRU/94/3b(vii)/37, December 1994 
management of shared fishery resources 

Subregional cooperation on effective implementation of established AGRIC/EMLRU/94/3b(viii)/38, November 1995, 
exclusive economic zone in the f1eld of fisheries, including the review of December 1994 
existtng fishing arrangements 

Training manual on design elements, monetary and evaluation, alternative JEFAD/RSTDS/95/3b(x)/51, June 1995 
delivery systems and implementation processes on participatory rural 
development in Africa 

The implications of population age structure on resource utilization and E/ECA/POP/TP/94/3b/1, December 1994 
soc1al security in relation to poverty alleviation 1n ECA member States 

An evaluation of existing inhastructural arrangements for integrating E/ECA!POP/TP/95/3(b)/2, December 1995 
population variables in development planning of ECA member States 
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Area of 'focusftitle 
")· 

Symbol 

An assessment of achievements in mortality reduction-targets of the'- E!ECA/POP/TP/95/3(b)/4, December 1995 
"Health for All" by the year 2000 in selected ECA member Sta.tes 

Patterns, causes and consequences for development plannmg of female E/ECA/POP/TP/94 3(b)/2, December 1994 
migration in e;elect~d ECA ~e,mbar States " .. 

' 
Population and sustainable d.evelopr:nent with. par~icular reference to EiECA/POP/TP/95/3(b)/3, December. 1995 
linkages among en~ironment, urbanization and mi~ration in ECA member 
States . '' 

Teenage pregnancy, its socio-economic and health consequences and E/ECA/P.OP/TP/94/3(b)/3, November, 1995 
measures to reduce the magnitude of the problem with emphasis on female 

.. 

drop-outs from school in ECA member States " _-, J, 

.... ·' .. ' 
Statistical compendium on contraceptive prevalence and practice in ECA ECA/POP/TP/95/3(b)/1, November 1995 
member States 

' •o\'1 •• •!•. 

Family planning programme targets in relation to fertility reductton and E/ECA/POP/TP/94/3(b)/4, Dece,~ber 1994 
reproductive health care in ECA member States 

Guidelines for improving human settlements management in order to E/ECA/HUS/68, November 1995 
ensure sustainable development and improved living condittons in member 
States 

! 

Programmes for reconstruction and rehabilitation prepared for post-conflict JEFAD/RSTDS/94/3b(xx)/3.5; Ma~ch 1994 
areas in Africa 

Guidelines for elaboration and implementation of policies on shelter E/ECA/HUS/70, November 1995 
provision for the urban and rural poor '. '·. .. ... 

Guidelines on sustainable energy and transport systems in human E/ECA/HUS/69, December 1.995· ., .; ~~-· 
1'::.-

settlements 

Manual on human settlements planning and management in disaster-prone E/ECA/HUS/76, November 199.4 L ,. ,. 
" ' .. . ... 

areas. 
,. 'J• 

Framework for a goal orientated food security plan JEFA/APISS/94/3b (ii)/20, June 1994 

Model for food security policy analysis and impact assessment JEFAD/APISS/3b(iii)/12, June 1994 

Food security and its outlook in Africa VOL.1 (JEFAD/APISS/95/3a(viii)/41). January 
1995; VOL. 2 (A,GRIC/APISS/95/3a(viii)/5b, 
December 1995 .. 

Framework for the development and implementation of comprehensive JEFAD/APICS/94/3b(i)(a)/33 
food security policies and programmes: The livestock factor in the 

: ' 1 • , ... (' 

',. 
improvement of food security in Africa 

Programme for reconstruction and rehabilitation for post-conflict areas in AG RIC/PMLRU/95/3b(xx)/55 
Africa: The fisheries sector in Mozambique 

Pr6paration d'un plan directeur pour Ia r6habilitation, Ia reconstruction et le JEFAD/94/3b(xx)fS8 
d6veloppement 6conomique et sociale du Rwanda 

', ,, 
I ') 0 l'l• 

' T 
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Area of focus/tl.tle 
.. 

Symbol - -- -~ 

Subprogranime 4: Development administration and management 
- ' .. 

Directory. of_ institutions in Africa offering management educat1on ar:~d ECA/PHSD/PAM/94/1 ~[i3_!aJ.L Decel')'lber 1994 
training 

The informal economy in African economies:_ L!TlPiicg~tions for appropnate ECA/PHSD/PAM/95/4[3(b)J. November 1995 
fiscal policies 

The r~le of African professional associations iry providing management E<;:A/PHSD/PAM/94/8[3(b)], Aug~st 1994 
development and supportive services: Selected case studies 

~ ,· . 
.. .. .. . . .. 

Improvements i_n legal and reg~l_atory constraints to privata sect_or Development management s_eries No. 6, 
development August 1994 

Developing and strengthening credit and capital markets for private sector Development management series No.4, May -
development - 1994 

Fiscal policies for promotir:~g indigenous private sector investment ECA/PHSD/PAM/94/-2/[3(b)], September- 1994 

Decentralization as aid to conflict resolution in Africa ECA/PHSD/PAM/94t13/[3(b)), De'i:e~~~r"'1SS4 

Subprogramme 5: Human resources development and social 
transformation -· >•( 

.. -::.. 

People First Vo.l. 3, No. 1, 1994, Vol. 4. No. 1, February 
" ' 

~. ,_ 
1995 ... 

; 

~ ·' ., -. .~. ( ~ . ' 

Trends and'iSsues in humari re-sources .. pliinnrng; developmeri't and E/ECA/PHSD-/HRPi94/3[4(a)), No~ember 1994 
utilization in Africa on topic iii issu'6s, strategies\ and policies -. ECA/PHSD/HRP/95/11 /4(a), Dec.erhber '1995 

--·. 
Tra'ining Information 'Notice"· 

· .. ' - -- ECA/PHSD/HRP/TINi94./1, December 1994 
.. ' 

_, .~. ECA/PHSD/HRP/TINY94/i4, June 1994 

. - ·- .- "- .. ECA/PHS[?/HRP/TIN/95/5, June 1_995. - . 
ECA/PHSD/HRP/TIN/95/8, December 1995 

Biennial survey of th_e social ~ituation in Africa - -- ECA/SERPD/SPRU/TP/94/1, October 1994 

Training marfual in management and administration of edu·cation ECA/PHSD/HRP/95/12/4 (b). December 1995 
-

Training niariual on planning and implementing curricula for pe-ace and ECA/PHSD/HRP/95/6/4 (bi, December 1995 
nation-buildi~-~· .. 

The social situation in Africa E/ECA/PHSD/SDU/95/1, October 1995 .. 
. , 

South African labo'ur policy: An appraisal of current status 
.. 

ECA/PHSD/HRP/95/1 /13/4/(b), November 
1995 

' 
. -

Guidelines on policy measures and practices for, improving the informal ECA/PHSD/HRP/95/14/4/(b), November 1995 
sectors's productivity and its linkages with othe! sectors of the econorT)y _ 

Manual·on planning for human development ECA/PHSD/HRP/95/1 0/4/(b), November 1995 

The social impact of structural adjustment programmes 
.. 

ECA/PHSD/SDU/94/4(i)-(iv), December 1994 
-- : 

The· socio~·economic impact of AIDS ciii'fiousiili'cilds and families ECA/PHSD/SDU/95/1, October 1995 
.. --

... ··.:.-:.\ 

Subprogramme 6: Statistical and information systems development 
-

Civil registration systems data collection, analysis and uses AW/CRUS/94/34, November 1995 .• .. 
---

Statistical Newsletter ,, ,, .. Newsletter No. 81, June 1994; No. 82, · (•' 

-=. ~-:; December 1994; Nos. 83 and .84, December 
- ~ ~ - 1995 -- -- - .... 

.. .. ' .. 

Directoty of African Statisticians , ECA/STAT/SDB/3a(ii)/94, December 1994; 
ECA/STAT /SDB/3a(ii)/94, March 1995 

Directory of electronic data processing centres and experts and statistical ECA/STA'f/SDB/3c(iii)95, December 1995 
data bases in Africa 
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Area of focus/title_ Symbol 

. -
African Statistical Yearbook: 1992-1993 issue African Statistical Yearbook 1992-1993, Vol. 

·1: os~emb'e~ 1.Ss5 · . :. - · , .. 

, ~ ~~-- · · 19~3· African s.ocf~-eco~oinic indicators: 

Africa in figures 

; ..:.,.1 .. ~ 

Foreign Trade Statistics for .Africa, Series A: Directory of trade :·-__ ~ - : . . 

Foreign Trade Statistics for Africa, Series C: Summary tables ._ · ·.J:.· 

.. 
African Fompendium of Environn:ent Statistics 

_Q_i_r~_9tory of statistical tr1_1ining centres and associate centre_s_p_artjclpating 
inct~e Statistical Trai_ni_J1g,.Pro,gri_I'T'm.e for Africa 

Neyvsletter on deve11opmen~- i~~ormation, systems in Africa 

Review of progress in postgr.aduaie ~~d ~pe~ialized statistical training 1n 

the African region 

Research at national statistical _seNices and centres participating in)~~-
. Statistical-Training Programme for Africa·(STPA) 

Guideli-nes for, the imprq~_ement of statistics on the situation of children in 
Africa ,) l' 

~ - .... · ,\'):. \ 

Guidelines for the improvement of stati'stics .. o'i1-agiflQ and-elderly persons 1n 

Africa ·: : .. ,_. , .. ·.: 'r _:c,• :-\''= : 

Use of micro-c(lmp_u~ers,"and. r,elated s~HV)'ar~ pl!ckages for pro9essmg 
foreign trade statistics-in-Afri-can countries-----;· - · ----

.,. • ~") .: r i' : -' -"'1 ,' '.J. - "'· ;• i. J ' • 

Compilation of energy balance sh-~ets in Afri~a: i practic~~- a~d-,.;,ethods 

Implementation of tile lnter.n_ational Comparison 
1

Project (ICP) in Africa: 
progress and selected issue$_: __ - : •. ::_,_ __ 

J \•I' '"" "• :)3 , '' ':.. ~ ' 
Review of coverage, quality and timeliness;~~ :tO)Jrism statistics in Africa 

A!'lpto.ac:t1es t~. tb,e_ mei_ISWen:'l-!'nt-of· ~l!.l'rc~egj~mographic and so.c;ial ;· .. ·. 
indicators -,. ; •. , .. 

1- ------- ·-· ' - - " - - . "' ----------. 

S~a!i!ltic~l ,cl~!ai:Jase~_: ~.h.e 1i~p-~~~-!'l:f ,n~yy ,t~.!l-~_r:u),logy on development of 
nattona+-statisticat-systems in-the-African· regro nr -

;..i· (·. , .. ·Hn.:. 1t-1l' :· :·;-(O·" \!}.r: 11 )Ci·-·\ClB~1 \:i\,, 

A-ssessment· of the- CtJrrent·state--of -dsta· on manufacturing-in "Afri-ca· 

September t994, .Af.l'ican socio-economic '· 
indi.cators, Dece~be.r) ~9.!? c• 

Africa in figures.-1.994,-Septsmber 19'.94; .. -
Afri,ca, irt f~g~;~~es, 1_9~ _ _5,-D~p~rryper, 1 ~95 

E/ECA/STAT/STPA/95, Aug_ust 199$~ ... :::~~: .. -t 

PADIS/Newsletter, Vol. ,9,-. Np. 1, Mer_ch. 1994; : 
No. 2, June 1994; No.3-; September 1994i No: 

_ 4, ,December 1994; Vol. 10, No. 1,, .l'y'l~rch , _,• 
1995; No. 2, June 1995; No. 3, Oct9ber 

·1·99-5; No. 4, December 1995 

Etudes post-universitaires et formation 
specialises en statistique, December 1994----

')q.-:.-

,.E,9.MSTA T /ESS/3~b)(i(l/1995, September 1995 

ECA/STAT/DSS/94.3(b)/4, December 1995 

STAT/DSS/3(b)/95. 1, December 1995 

EC.JVS:T ~ T /SD/,3~b)('-()~4, December 1994 

ECA/STAT /ICP/19!:!4, -N~vempe~. 1 ~9-~ .. 

~ ) - • • j ) (1 , , ( , t, 1 t, ''• ' , ) 

ECA/STAT/3(b)(ix)95, December 1995 

·:1_, If', :, ,f!,lo !'l , •, 
1

: • •' 

EC~tSJAT/SDB/?(I)Hxllil.-.Dec.em,ber 1!;1!;1!5 .. ·; .. 

, , t I • o 1 ' , j ;, : < ' ~' ' ' " " J .._ o , l • 

· ECA/STAT!ESS·/IND/94; DecemBer 1994- ·- - ... 
.. r~~~ ~;,·_ .. . :· :'·-··~·c.-:::-· . .:..· .. ·· 1 r::,.·· ·! ~ ~ • ~~~ •••. ·,,,! 

: · Revi~w-of-selected sources- of-statistical· information on-manufacturin-g ·in -- --·E-tEC:A/ESS/3(b)XVt/95, AUgust' 1995 · 
Africa ~'"tBi"nl'~..:- _.,·.:-: • (~ .... ~ ·• : '.J~ •• • • • •• ~ 

Subprogramme 7: Natural re~;ourees and energy development ·. :' ··; 

lnformati_on bulletin on water resources:<.,., .:,;,, 

,., 
-cartographic and Remote Sensing ·Bulletin-for Africa·· 

. ,-

Marine,pollution problems and strategies loi'.' intercountry,cJ)operation in./ 
abating these problems in line with the objectives of Agenda 21 

MAJI No. 7, October 1994; No.8, December,~ 
1995 

NRD'/CRSU/94-2,1ssue N'o: 4, December -19'94; 
NRD/CRSU/95-·11.-·Issue No. 5, December 
1995 

NRD/WENS/MAR/9.5/2-, December 199·5· .•.j ,_; 

. ' ·'··f.. .jt;,b 



., . '' 'V 
Area of focus/tftlej Symbol 

-~ ~ 

Study of geographic and land in,fo.rm~tipn ,sy,~t~ms for land resources with NRD/CRSU/95-9, December 1995 
special attention to forest planning· and management from the perspective 

\ 

of sustainable development -: "-.· ,,. ' . ' 

'- :·.:· 
Raw mineral materials for.'f~rtiiizers arid their contnbution to the ECA/NRD/MRU/TP/3/94, October 1994 
enhancement of African agri.cultural sector (in coope~ation With Industry ' 
and Agriculture Divisions) ·'' 

·-·· 
Study on the current situation of the. mining sector in Africa ECA/NRD/TP/1/95, Deceml:/er 1995 _,, 

'1 1'' ; ' ' ( . 
Study on procedures, practices, problems and prospects for small-scale NRD/WEMS/1/94, December -1994 --
irrigation systems in selected Ahican countries .t.: ·-· {· 

'' ;I;;_, 

Study on viability of photovoltaic for rural electrification-in Africa NRD/MES/ERU/11/95, July-1995 

'{n 

Study on economic viability of manufacturing of turbines and generators NRD/MES/ERU/1 0/95, July 1995 
for mini-hydropower in African member States --

., ,_ 
Classified catalogues of maps NRD/CRSU/95-1 0, December 1995 

-- - ,_ .. 
Digita~ cartographic atl~s NRD/CRSU/95-12, Noyember 1995 

Computer and Graphic Forms 
.. .. 4••• .. -- ' •- oY ~ .• 

Accesstons.list of maps, charts and ~em~te sensing imageries 
" 

, .. N_RO/<:;F,tSU/94-3, December 1994 , 
-- NRD/CRSU/95-13, December 1995 

Prospects for the increased production of and intra-African trade in NRD/MRU/MR/94; 
aluminium commodities and metal products ECA/UNIDO/AFRIALUM/TP/1/94/18, July 

,, 1994 
';r' 

Prospect for the increased production of and intra-African trade in copper . ECA/UNIDO/AFRICOP/TP/2/94, December 
metal and copper based products 1994 

Directory of African experts in the f1eld of natural resources development NRD/MRU/DIRMIN/1, Novembe~- 19,9.5. 
-

Subprogramme 8: lnfr:astructural and structural transformation ·c:·. ! 

,•·. < 

UNTACDA II Newsletter UNCTADA II NEWSLETTER No.5, June 1994; 
No.6, December 1994; No.7, June 1985;- .No •. ! 

; 
8, December 1995 ·.:,: r· 

List of UNTACDA II approved projects TRANSCOM/943/A, September 1994 
! 

TRANSCOM/943/B, February 1995 

Focus on African Industry Voi.VI, No.2, December 1994 
Voi.VII, No. 1 December 1995 

Directory of pr()ject prof1~es for small-sca!e industnes ECA/IHSD/IPPIS/016/95, December 1995 

Fiflancing P<?licies and practices in transport and communications sectors m TRAN$COM/946 Rev.1, December 1994 .. 
Afnca ·--
Institutional reforms !!nd organizational restructuring in transport and TRANSCOM/1 024, December 19~E?.__: _ ····:· _ ~ 

' 
communications in Afnca 

. ' 
' . - -

TRANSCOM/976, Dec.e~b~r-1994 ' Urban transport development in Africa 

lmprovemen~ of _maintenance _management systems in road, rail and mland TRANSCOM/972, December 1994 

waterways transport 
-· 

.. - -- ··- ··-
Impact of new courier services in the postal sector TRANSCOM/997, December 199~ 

.... .. -·· ... 
Development and application of mobile communication serv1ces in Africa TRANSCOM/1 020, October 1995 

Cooperation in rail transport in Africa TRANSCOM/1 022, December 1995 

Selected technologies available for or without licensing in the context of ECA/IHSD/IPPIS/005/94, November 1994 
the second IDDA 

Study on Africa's potential industrial comparative advantage in an ECA/IHSD/IPPIS/017/95, December 1995 
emerging new world order 
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Area of focus/title 
; 

Symbol ... -- ' 

Modalities for South-South industrial cooperation ECA/IHSD/IPPIS/0.15/95; Decembe'H 995 

Factors in enterprise formation in African countries ECA/IHSD/IPPS/004/94, November 1 994; 
ECA/IHSD/IPPIS/019/95 .•. 

Lessons for Africa from the selected case studie's on the development of ECA/IHSD/IDPS/030/95, December 1995 
the mining and metal industries 

Prospects fot coo'peration in metallurgical fuels, energy_ and additives'. ECA/IHSD/IDPS/031/95, December 1 995 : 

among African steel producers 

Possibilities .. and perspectives on development of petrochemical industnes tn ECA/IHSD/IDPS/CHIM/008/94, November 

' North Africa f:!fi.,the basis of local reseryes of oil and gas 1994 
.. . 

Possibilities of-p~l!zation of biomass for the production of basic chemicals ECA/IHSD/IDPS/032/95, December 1 995 
in Africa 

Survey of Africa'~ ~!!sic industries (mining, energy, metal, chemical, ECA/IHSD/IDPS/033/95, December 1995 
engineering) 

,. . 
Survey of selected Africa's agro-based industries (flour-based, vegetable ECA/IHSD/IDPS/034/95, November 1995 
oils, beverages and sugar.i 

" 

Promotion of Af~i~an fertilizers and pet'ro~nemical industries · E'CA/IHSD/IDPS/035/95, November 1995 

Study on the development of repair and maintenance of industrial facilities ECA/IHSD/IPPIS/002/94, October 1 994 
in Africa 

,, 

Buildtng materials and constructi_on in~u~tr!(jS in Afnca: Constraints to and ECA/IHSD/IDPS/01 1/94, November 1994 
prospects for socio-economic development 

.. 
.. .. , . 

' 
Strategy for building materials and constri:Jction industries development in ECA/IHSD/IDPS/023/95, June 1995 
Africa: Approach to the formulation of c-omprehensive construction 

.. 

industries planning and implementatio~-.p~licies [n Africa . ,, 

Contribution of foreign direct investments (FDI) to science and technology ECA/NRD/STS/3D/95/(ii), November 1995. 
development in Africa 

Institutional and policy incentives for science and technology development ECA/NRD/STS/951, June 1995 
in Africa ... - -

Influence of economic policies on science and technology development ECA/STSJ3(b)/94c, February 1 994 ,, 

Technology assessment in Africa ECA/STS/4/B0/93, April 1994 .. -

'1: ·' -
Subprogramme 9:.'.'Women in development 

... 

Africa'ri"Pfan of Action ECA/ACW/RC.V/CM/J 3, June 1995 

The African Women Report: Participation in the economic sector ECA/ACW/AWR/ES./9.5, December 1995 

ATRCW Update (Newsletter of the African Training and Research Centre ACW Update, Issue No. 21, December 1 994; 
for Women) Issue No. 22, Dec(l'11b~r.J 995 .. 

~: j 

International legal instruments relevant to women in Africa E/ECA/ACW/ILI/4(aJ/94', April. 1'995' 
. ; . ~ . '• 

Guidelines for the implementation of the African Platform for Action: E/ECA/AGW/G4/APA/95 
African Common Position for the Advancement of Women •• I I' 

... 
Gender in Africa: The issues/facts 

African Women and Leadership 
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